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Preface 

The thesis is aimed at studying the motion of viscous 

incompressible fluid through porous media. It is also intended to 

investigate theoretically the nature of the flow of viscous (stratified) 

incompressible fluid over a porous bed and tried to analyse the 

fundamental features at length. In laminar flow, the fluid adheres to 

certain laws viz. no slip condition is maintained at the rigid boundary and 

the particles of the fluid moves parallel to the boundary and has the 

magnitude of the velocity proportional to the distance from the rigid 

boundary. The relation between stress and the strain is governed by 

Stokes Law. 

The flow region for viscous stratified fluid in this study of 

consideration, is divided into two zones. Zone-1 pertains to the flow 

called free flow governed by Navier-Stokes equations in the region 

between the permeable upper plate and lower porous bed and the 

Zone-2 pertains to the flow in the porous Zone governed by modified 

Darcy's Law. 

Stokes hypothesis and the incompressible assumption of the 

viscous fluid in Zone-1 make the fundamental Navier-Stokes equations 

amenable to integration which otherwise impossible in the general case. 

The intention of the study of the motion of viscous incompressible 

stratified fluid over a porous bed is that stratification and porosity factor 

may provide a scope to evolve technique for studying the pore size of 

the porous media. The physical reason is that the stratification or 



porosity or both may retard or accelerate the flow depending on the 

magnitude of the stratification factor. The magnitude of retardation or 

acceleration is also related to the slip parameter, stratification, porosity 

factor and also Reynolds number R. Hence it may be expected that these 

factors might provide a technique for studying pore size in a porous 

media which might be significant in petroleum industry. 

The topic has provided exact solution of many problems of 

practical interests as has been reiterated in a number of research 

papers. 

The present work aims at studying certain problems of laminar 

viscous incompressible fluid and viscous stratified fluid over a porous 

bed under applied forces and natural. 

The content of the topics are arranged in six chapters. Chapter 

one is the review work and deals with the introduction of the theses. 

The remaining chapters in succession are concerned with stratified fluid 

flows, Boundary layer effects on stratified fluid flows, Flow of Viscous 

fluid through circular pipe, MHD fluid flows and flow of viscous 

incompressible fluid. 

Synopsis of the work, review of the allied works and the discussion 

of the result are given in the general introduction and also in the 

introduction of each paper contained in the respective chapter. A broad 

reference of the whole work has been given in the last chapter. Also 

references are given at the end of each chapter. 
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INTRODUCTION 
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INTRODUCTION TO CHAPTER -II : 

We have dealt with some problems of flow of viscous 

stratified liquid over a porous bed under various natural 

boundary conditions. 

To study the problems of viscous liquid over a porous bed, 

we divide the flow region into two zones. Zone -1 is the region 

occupied by the viscous fluid either from the rigid impermeable 

plate or from the free surface of the viscous liquid to the 

interface where the flow is governed by Navier-Stokes 

equations. Zone-2 lies below the interface where the flow is 

governed by modified Darcy law with the Beavers and Joseph 

boundary conditions. The study of viscous stratified fluid 

through a porous pipe has great importance because such type 

of flow has wide application in the field of engineering and 

chemical technology and also in geophysics. 

The study of the stratified fluid through the porous medium 

is widely applicable to withdraw fluid from a region in which the 

fluid density and viscosity vary in vertical direction. Such type of 

flow is of great importance to the petroleum technology 

concerned with the movement of oil, gas and water through the 

reservoir of oil and gas field as the flow behaviour of the fluid in 

a petroleum reservoir depends to a large extent on the viscous 

stratification and depends also on the properties of the 

medium. 

The aim of this study is to investigate the flow of a viscous 

stratified fluid past a permeable bed with a motivation that 
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stratification may provide a technique for studying the pore size 

in a porous media. The physical reason is that stratification may 

retard or accelerate the flow, The magnitude of retardation or 

acceleration is related to the slip parameter(a), stratification 

factor (11) and porosity factor (cr) and Reynolds number R. 

Therefore these factors might be responsible to affect the 

motion and might provide a technique for studying the pore size 

in a porous medium, which is very useful in petroleum industry. 

These factors also play an important role on many atmospheric 

and oceanic geophysical phenomenons. 

Owing to the increasing geophysical application the study of 

stratified fluid flows has received a considerable attention by a 

number of authors. 

The problem of viscous incompressible stratified fluid over a 

porous bed have attracted many mathematicians regarding its 

application in engineering and chemical technology. Pioneer 

workers in this field are Saffman (1971), Beavers et al (1970), 

Barcilon and Pedlosky (1967) and Holton (1965) who may be 

regarded as the origin of the modern research on the above 

subject. 

Gersten and Gross (1974) have studied the effect of 

transverse sinusoidal suction velocity on the flow and heat 

transfer over a porous plane wall. The flow of an incompressible 

viscous fluid past an impulsively started infinite horizontal plate 

due to non-torsional oscillation of the plate in its plane with the 

given frequency ro was first studied by Stokes {1851). It is also 
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known as Rayleigh's problem with ro=O in the literature 

(Debnath & Bhatta). 

Debnath (1974), Raja Sekhara, Rudraiah and Ramaiah (1975) 

considered the Couette flow over a naturally permeable bed. 

Channabassappa and Ranganna {1976) considered the flow of 

viscous stratified fluid past a porous bed with the anticipation 

that stratification may provide a technique for studying the pore 

size in a porous medium. Gupta and Sharma {1978) studied the 

flow of viscous stratified liquid of variable viscosity between a 

bed and moving impermeable plate under the action of body 

force. Hari Kishan and Sharma (1980) discussed the stratified 

viscous flow of variable viscosity between a porous bed and a 

moving impermeable plate under the action of body force. 

Bhattacharya (1980) studied the unsteady flow of viscous fluid 

in the channel under time dependent pressure gradient of 

exponentially decaying and periodic type. 

In the second chapter we have considered two problems. In 

the first paper we have studied the effect of stratification 

factor, porosity factor and slip parameter on the slip velocity of 

the flow of viscous stratified liquid. 

It is known that when a Newtonian fluid flows between two 

impermeable plates, the usual boundary condition with no slip 

condition on the boundary leads to a parabolic type of motion in 

the channel. Beavers and Joseph (1967} have shown that the 

flow between two porous beds is governed by Darcy law and no 

slip condition is replaced by a streamwise slip velocity at the 
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nominal surface. In this paper, we have made a study of the slip 

velocity in presence of stratification factor with variable 

porosity factor under constant slip parameter. From this study it 

reveals that stratification accelerates the slip velocity when slip 

parameter (a) <! but it retards the slip velocity when slip 

parameter a=l. Thus we can conclude that stratification may 

accelerate or retard the motion depending on the values of slip 

parameter. 

The second paper of this chapter we have studied the 

unsteady flow of viscous stratified fluid over a permeable bed 

under the action of body force. In the year (1980) Hari Kishan 

and Sharma considered the motion of stratified viscous fluid of 

variable viscosity between a porous bed and a moving 

impermeable plate under the action of body force. 

In the second paper we have calculated the fractional 

increase l<j>l in mass flow rate with the assumption of the 

velocity of Darcy law for laminar flow R< 1. We have also seen 

that for very small body force fl, a and a have no effect on 1~1, 

but for large body force 1~1 increases with the increase of 

porosity factor a for each set of value of 11 and a, but 1~1 

decreases with the increase of 11 (Stratification factor) for each 

set of values of a and a. Thus we can predict that (a) porosity 

factor is favourable to the fractional increase in the mass (<j>) of 

the fluid and 11 (stratification factor) is not favourable to the 

fractional increase in the mass of the fluid. 
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INTRODUCTION TO CHAPTER -Ill : 

The motion of viscous stratified fluid largely depends on the 

magnitude of stratification factor, porosity factor, slip 

parameter and Hartmann number, so they must have an effect 

on the boundary layer also. Density and stratification factor play 

an important role on many atmospheric and oceanic geophysical 

phenomena. Owing to the increasing geophysical applications, 

the study of stratified fluid flow has received a considerable 

attention by a number of authors. 

Bathaiah (1980) has discussed the flow of a 

incompressible slightly conducting fluid through a porous 

straight channel under a uniform transverse magnetic field. 

Bathaiah and Bhaskara Reddy (1982) have studied the effect of 

hall current on the flow of viscous incompressible slightly 

conducting fluid through a porous straight channel under a 

uniform transverse magnetic field. Again, Bathaiah and Bhaskara 

Reddy (1987) have studied the combined effects of free and 

forced free convection on the flow of an incompressible viscous 

conducting fluid between two horizontal insulated parallel 

walls, one of which is at rest and the other moving parallel to 

itself with a linear axial temperature variation under the 

uniform transverse magnetic field. Bathaiah and K. Sreenivasan 

(1993) considered the flow of a viscous conducting fluid 

between two parallel plates of uniform length, lower plate being 

stationary and upper plate moving with constant velocity under 

a periodic pressure gradient superimposed on a constant 
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pressure gradient under the influence of a uniform transverse 

magnetic field. Manju Gupta and Sharma (1993) considered the 

unsteady flow of an electrically conducting elasto-viscous dusty 

liquid through a rectilinear pipe having its cross-section as a 

hyperbolic sector in the presence of a transverse magnetic field 

under the influence of an arbitrary time varying pressure 

gradient. Kumar, Prasad and Gupta (1990) considered the MHO 

flow of stratified fluid through a porous medium between two 

oscillating plates. Chawla {1972) has investigated the boundary 

layer flow of a micro polar fluid along an infinite plate when the 

plate performs impulsive motion in its own plane. Chiu (1962), 

Soo (1961), and Singleton (1965) investigated the problem of 

boundary layer flow of dusty fluid over a semi finite flat plate 

Srivastava and Maiti( 1966) have solved the boundary layer 

equation for two dimensional flow of a second order fluid. 

Mathur and Nandanan (1972) have studied the laminar 

boundary layer flow of an oldroyed fluid under the influence of 

pressure gradient with and without suction through a wedge. 

Gersten and Gross (1974) have studied the three dimensional 

incompressible boundary layer flow past a porous flat plate. 

Lighthill (1954) studied the two dimensional boundary layer to 

the fluctuations in the oncoming stream. Sharma and Singh 

(1992) investigated three dimensional laminar boundary layer 

free convection flow past (i) a porous flat plate and (ii) a porous 

vertical plate. Jain and Singh (1992) considered the unsteady 

magneto-hydro-dynamics boundary layer flow past a porous flat 

plate with sudden change in suction. Rath and Parida (1982) 
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considered the oscillating free convection boundary layer flow 

of a viscous fluid near an infinite vertical wall and investigated 

that (i) by increasing injection velocity the fluid layer very near 

the wall may be made to oscillate with an amplitude larger than 

that of the wall velocity (ii) the boundary layer temperature 

fluctuates with a phase which changes only with the magnitude 

but not the sign of fluid influx parameter. 

To study the viscous stratified flow of variable viscosity 

between a porous bed and an impermeable plate in presence of 

transverse magnetic field, it is seen there exists a thin boundary 

just beneath the interface. It is of interest to find the expression 

for this boundary layer thickness. To study the problems of 

viscous liquid over a porous bed we divide the flow region into 

two zones. Zone-1 is the region occupied by the viscous fluid 

from moving impermeable wall rigid plate to the interface when 

the flow is characterised by free flow and is governed by Navier

Stokes equations. Zone-2 lies below the interface where the 

flow is governed by modified Darcy law with the Beavers and 

Joseph boundary conditions. 

In the third chapter, we have considered two problems. In 

the first paper we have studied the flow of viscous stratified 

liquid of variable viscosity between a porous bed and an 

impermeable plate in presence of transverse magnetic fluid. In 

this note we have also studied the effect of stratification factor 

~~ porosity factor cr and slip parameter a on the boundary layer 

8 of such flow. 
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We have studied the variation 8 with the variation of M, the 

Hartmann number and it is seen that 8 decreases with the 

increase of M keeping n and a fixed. Also for fixed values of n 

and M, it is seen that 8 increases with the increase of a. Also 

when the stratification factor n is increasing, it is seen 8 the 

boundary layer also increases when a, M are kept fixed. 

Thus starting from Prandtl's boundary layer equation, we can 

conclude that for a porous media when the porosity factor 

increases, the boundary layer 8 also increases. 

The Study of the flow of the viscous fluid past a porous 

medium without stratification has been studied by Beavers and 

Joseph (1967). Channabassappa and Ranganna (1976} 

considered the flow of viscous stratified fluid of porous bed 

with the anticipation that stratification may provide a technique 

for studying the pore size in a porous medium. In this paper he 

has shown that 'Slip velocity' is proportional to the pressure 

gradient. The boundary layer just beneath the permeable 

interface and the friction factor are also obtained. 

The Second paper of this chapter we have studied the effect 

of stratification factor on the boundary layer of the flow of 

viscous stratified between a rigid impermeable bed and a 

permeable bed. While studying the stratified viscous flow of 

variable viscosity between a porous bed and an impermeable 

bed, it is seen that there exists a thin boundary layer just 

beneath the interface. It is also seen that the growth of the 
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boundary layer increases With the increase of stratification 

factor and porosity factor respectively. 
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INTRODUCTION TO CHAPTER -IV 

The aim of the study of stratified fluid of variable viscosity 

past a permeable circular tube is to investigate the flow of a 

viscous stratified fluid past a permeable bed with a motivation 

that stratification may provide a technique for studying pore 

size in a porous medium. The physical reason is that the 

stratification may retard or accelerate the flow depending on 

the magnitude of the stratification factor. The magnitude of 

retardation or acceleration is related to the slip parameter, 

stratification factor, the porosity factor and the Reynolds 

number R. Hence one would expect that these factors might 

provide a technique for studying pore size in a porous medium, 

which is very useful in petroleum industry in studying the 

factors which influence oil recovery from petroleum reservoirs. 

The study of the flow of the viscous fluid past a porous medium 

without stratification has been studied by Beavers and Joseph 

(1967). Surya Prakash (1961) has considered the periodic flow in 

annulus of two porous coaxial circular cylinders for ordinary 

viscous incompressible fluid in 1964. Devi Singh {1964) has 

discussed the motion of a visco-elastic Maxwell fluid through 

two concentric circular cylinders under the presence of 

exponential pressure gradient, Singh (1967) has considered the 

motion of visco-elastic Maxwell fluid through two porous 

concentric circular cylinders. In this problem he has chosen the 

pressure gradient to be of the form Keat Cosf3t. In the year 1970 

Gupta and Kulshrestha has studied the slow steady flow of a 

viscous liquid in an annulus with arbitrary suction and injection 
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along the rough wall. In 1992 Usha Singh and G. C. Sharma 

(1992) has studied three dimensional MHO flow in a porous 

media with pressure gradient and fluid injection. Beavers et al 

(1970L Channabassappa and Ranganna (1975) considered the 

flow of viscous stratified fluid of variable viscosity past a porous 

bed. Raghavacharya (1985) considered the combined force and 

forced convection in vertical circular porous channel. Mukherjee 

et al (1986) considered the unsteady flow of a viscous stratified 

fluid in a rotating system. Sanyal and Jash (1992) considered the 

combined free and forced convection of a in a 

vertical circular tube. 

The study of flow through porous media is of principal in rest 

due to its importance in petroleum engineering for studying the 

movement of natural gas, oil and water through the oil 

reservoirs and to study the underground water in river beds. 

The flows of viscous fluid through porous medium are of 

considerable importance for various purposes. Not only because 

of its significant flow situation and oil extraction but also for 

the rheometrical aspect, it has been dealt with by a number of 

researchers who presented solutions of the problems for 

various models of viscosity characteristics. The problem of 

unsteady flow of viscous incompressible fluid in an annulus of 

two porous co-axial circular cylinders subjected to suction or 

injection has been studied by Rao (1961), Bhattacharya (1980) 

considered slow steady flow of a viscous incompressible fluid 

between two porous walls at slightly variable distance from 

each other with distributed suction. Mukherjee, S. and Maiti, M. 
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(1986) has studied the flow of viscous stratified fluid with 

density and viscosity decaying exponentially with the vertical 

co-ordinates. Raghavacharyha (1985) considered the combined 

force and forced convection in vertical circular porous channel. 

Sanyal and Jash (1992) considered force and forced convection 

of a conducting fluid in a vertical circular tube. 

Singh (1967) has studied the flow of visco-elastic Maxwell 

fluid in the annulus of two porous concentric circular tube 

under the influence of pressure gradient. Das (1977) considered 

the flow of viscous incompressible fluid between two porous 

concentric circular cylinder with the inner cylinder rotating. 

Recently, Gupta and Babu (1987} studied the flow of a viscous 

incompressible fluid through a porous medium near oscillating 

infinite porous plate in the slip flow regime. Mukesh Gupta and 

Shalini Sharma (1991) investigated the flow of viscous 

incompressible and electrically conducting fluid through a 

porous medium bounded by an oscillating porous infinite plate 

in slip flow regime under the influence of transverse magnetic 

field fixed relative to the fluid. 

In the Fourth chapter, we have considered three problems. In 

the first paper we have studied the flow of viscous 

incompressible fluid through two porous concentric circular 

cylinders subjected to suction or injection under the influence 

of pressure gradient which is a function of time alone. The 

general solution of the problem is obtained by using laplace 

transforms and it is believed that the general solution for this 
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problem has not been done by any investigators. By putting 

suction parameter zero, we directly obtained the flow of viscous 

incompressible fluid through coaxial circular cylinders under the 

presence of pressure gradient which are functions of time. From 

the graph it is believed that in presence of suction the 

magnitude of velocity near the inner cylinder is greater than 

that of when there is no suction and magnitude of velocity is 

smaller than that of near the outer cylinder when there is no 

suction and in presence of injection the velocity near the inner 

cylinder is smaller than that of when there is no injection and 

greater than that of near the outer cylinder, when there is no 

injection. 

The second paper of this chapter we have studied the 

stratified fluid of variable viscosity past permeable circular 

tube. In the present paper we have studied, the effects of 

stratification factor (n), porosity factor (cr) and slip parameter 

(a) on the slip velocity and velocity profile of the flow of viscous 

stratified fluid under the influence of pressure gradient. 

It has been observed that if cr = 2a, slip velocity (Ws) 

vanishes and slip velocity (Ws) increases with the increase in 

the value of R (Reynold's number) and also slip velocity (Ws) 

increases when cr < 2a, but the back motion in the slip velocity 

occurs for values of sigma cr greater than that of 2a. 

The distribution of velocity is numerical evaluated against cr 

for fixed values of 11 and a and we can conclude from the graph 
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that Reynolds number, porosity factors (cr < 2a) are favourable 

to the motion but retardation in the flow begins when 

cr > 2a and independently on R. 

In the third paper of this chapter, we have studied the 

unsteady motion of viscous fluid through a straight porous 

channel due to pressure gradient with an initial arbitrary 

velocity distribution. The fluid is assumed to be Newtonian and 

incompressible. The general solution is obtained by using finite 

Hankel transform. Velocity profile for some particular types of 

pressure gradients namely (i) impulsive (ii) periodic are 

discussed. 
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INTRODUCTION TO CHAPTER -V 

The study of the stratified fluid through the porous medium has a 

great importance in many engineering and technological fields. The 

motion of viscous stratified liquid largely depends on the magnitude of 

the stratification factor, porosity factor and slip parameter and magnetic 

parameter (M) and permeability parameter (H), so they must have an 

effect on the slip velocity also. The study of the flow of viscous fluid past 

a porous bed without stratification has been studied by Beavers and 

Joseph (1967). Beavers et al (1970) and Rudraiah N., Rajsekhara S.M. 

and Ramaiah B.J. (1975) studied the flow past a porous medium by the 

use of Beavers and Joseph slip condition in which transfer of 

momentum was considered. Musket (1946) and Scheidegger (1963) 

showed that the Darcy law is valid when Reynolds number R is low. 

However, in many cases the flow velocity is not always small in a porous J 

medium. Brinkman (1947) suggested a model of boundary layer type I 
equation for flow through porous medium. Kumar (1985) considered the 

flow between two permeable beds using Darcy's law in one permeable 

bed and in other bed he used Brinkman equation. The same problem 

was discussed by Chauhan and Vyas (1991). Singh (1995) discussed the 

MHO flow through porous medium of different permeabilities. 

Yih {1959) studied the effect of density variation on the fluid flow. 

Dare (1969) has also studied the forced oscillation in a viscous stratified 

fluid in which the density and viscosity vary exponentially with vertical 

co-ordinate. Channabasappa and Ranganna (1976) discussed the flow of 

stratified fluid past a permeable bed with the anticipation that 

stratification may provide a technique for studying the pore size in a 

porous medium. Gupta and Sharma (1978) analysed the problem on 
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stratified viscous flow of a variable viscosity between a porous bed and a 

moving impermeable plate. Varshney {1980) discussed the unsteady 

flow of a viscous fluid of a variable viscosity through a porous medium 

between two parallel plates with constant pressure gradient. Gupta 

(1983) has studied the flow of a stratified fluid through a porous medium 

between two plates in which the lower plate oscillates with time and 

upper stationary. 

The problems of heat transfer in electrically conducting liquids 

permeated by electromagnetic field have been studied by number of 

investigators. Seth and Maite (1982) have studied MHD coutte flow and 

heat transfer in a rotating system. Pillai and Varma (1989) have studied 

flow of a conducting fluid between two co-axial rotating porous 

cylinders bounded by a permeable bed. 

More recently, Kulshrestha and Singh (1993) considered the 

MHD flow of viscous incompressible fluid between two co-axial 

rotating porous cylinders and discussed the effects of injection, 

suction parameter and electro-magnetic field on velocity 

distribution. 

In the fifth chapter, we have considered two problems. In the first 

paper, we have discussed the distribution velocity on the MHD plane 

Coutte flow of a viscous incompressible fluid in a channel with porous 

medium of different permeabilities. 

Using the slip boundary condition of Beavers and Joseph, we 

divide the entire flow region into three zones. Zone-1 relates the free 

flow region above the bed which is governed by Navier-Stoke's 

equations and Zone-2 relates to highly permeable region where the flow 

tlllt' 
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is governed by Brinkman's equation and zone-3 the region of low 

permeability where the flow is governed by Darcy law. 

The distribution of velocities in the three zones have been 

calculated in exact form separately. For different set of values of 

Magnetic parameter M, the distribution of velocity in Zone-1 have been 

calculated. It is seen that the velocity in Zone-1 increases with the 

increase of M and velocity increases exponentially with the increase of y. 

The Skin friction on the plate y=l has been calculated for different 

values of M and it is seen that drag on the plate y=1 increase with the 

increase in the value of M. 

The second paper of this chapter~ we have studied the MHO flow 

of a viscous incompressible fluid between two coaxial rotating porous 

cylinder bounded by permeable bed. The cylinders are composed of 

insulated material. The problem is divided into 3 zones. Zone-1 and 

Zone-3 are permeable zone where the flow is governed by Darcy law 

and Zone- 2, consists of free flow region where the flow is governed by 

magneto-hydro-dynamic equations. Using boundary conditions of 

Beavers and Joseph (1967) an exact solution for the velocity distribution 

of the fluid in different zones are calculated in dimensionless form. From 

fig.2, in case of zone-1 it is seen that velocity distribution decreases with 

the increase of suction(S) for any fixed values of r and magnitude of 

velocity increases with the increases of injection for any fixed values of r. 

Also it is noted that for any fixed value of suction, the velocity 

distribution gradually decreases with increase of r and for any fixed 

values of injection the distribution of velocity increases with the increase 

of r. 
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In zone-2, it is seen that for any fixed values of r, when s is 

increasing in values, the magnitude of velocity is also increasing and in 

zone-3, it is seen that for any fixed values of r, velocity decreases when s 

is increasing in values. 
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INTRODUCTION TO CHAPTER -VI 

The solution to the problem of steady flow of a viscous 

liquid through the region bounded by two concentric circles is 

well-known. Citron {1962) investigated the problem of slow 

steady viscous flow between two rotating concentric infinite 

cylinders with axial roughness. Khamrui (1963) has studied the 

problem of slow steady flow of a viscous incompressible liquid 

through a circular tube when the radius varies axially. Gupta 

and Kulshreshtha (1970) have studied the slow steady flow of a 

viscous iiquid in an annuius with arbitrary injection and suction 

velocity along the rough wall. Gaur and Mehta (1981) have studied 

slow unsteady flow of a viscous incompressible fluid between two co

axial circular cylinders with axial roughness. Vasudevaiah and Majhi 

(1982) have studied matched solutions of slow viscous flow past a 

rotating of sphere. 

In the last chapter, we have considered two problems. In the 

first paper, we have studied the problem of slow steady flow of 

a viscous incompressible fluid between two infinite co-axial 

circular cylinders with axial roughness. In the present note, we 

have considered the motion of viscous incompressible fluid 

through the annulus of two smooth concentric infinite circular 

cylinders with axial roughness. The motion is originally set up by 

pressure gradient acting in the direction of the common axis of 

the cylinders. The solution for the problem is obtained by 

applying complex Fourier transform. 
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The distribution of velocity in the radial and axial direction 

have been calculated. It is found for roughness of the wall, the 

nature of distribution of velocity seems to be oscillatory in 

nature. 

The wave phenomenon is a very common occurrence of 

oscillatory motion in nature. It draws a greater attention to the 

scientists and research-workers due to its wide important role 

in the field of viscous and non-viscous, compressible and 

incompressible fluid. The waves are varieties in nature, they are 

depressive and non-depressive according to the depth of the 

fluid where they are generated. 

The present study of wave motion is based on some 

assumptions and boundary value conditions. The problem is 

considered a two-dimensional one. The two-dimensional 

surface-wave in a viscous incompressible fluid generated due to 

the pressure applied on the free surface of the fluid has been 

studied by several classical investigators. 

Sneddon (1951) studied the problem of semi-infinite viscous 

incompressible fluid under the action of radially symmetric 

pressure distribution. 

Pramanik {1972) considered the two-dimensional problem of 

waves generated by moving oscillatory pressure distribution 

which is applied on the free surface of an infinitely deep viscous 

incompressible fluid. 
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Lamb {1932), Basset (1888), Besant and Ramsay(1929) dealt 

also with the problem of two-dimensional wave in viscous 

incompressible fluid in their classical treatises. 

Bhattacharya (1968) considered the irrotational flow of semi

infinite viscous fluid by an impulsive velocity prescribed within a 

circular region on the surface of the fluid. 

Datta (2000) considered the problem of slow rotation of a 

sphere with source at its centre in viscous fluid. 

An elastic half-space problem which involves axisymmetric 

normally appiied suiface leads that expands is of interest to 

study the ground motion due to the surface blast. The problem 

which involves loads that suddenly emanates from a point on 

the surface and expands radially at a constant rate. These loads 

are so chosen so that they exert a constant force on the surface 

of the half-space as they expand. 

Here an attempt has been to study the surface wave in semi

infinite viscous incompressible fluid. The motion is generated 

due to a load Fa (ring and disc) acting normally to the surface 

emanates from the origin and expands radially at a constant 

rate C over the surface. 

The second paper of this chapter we have studied generation 

of surface-wave in a semi-infinite viscous incompressible fluid 

due to ring load and disc load. The motion is generated due to a 

load Fo {ring and disc) acting normally to the surface emanates 
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from the origin and expands radially at a constant rate C over 

the surface. 

An exact solution has been obtained for surface elevation 

and the motion has been studied graphically. In case of ring load 

;;:,. t5(ct- r ), r 
t>

c 
with the property of Dirac Delta function 

_bf(r)o(ct-r)dr=f(ct),it has been found that the surface 

elevation increases asymptotically with the variation of time, 

when the radius vector remains constant. But in case of the 

disc-load ~ ( ) r ~H ct--r, t>-, 
lr\Cl) C 

the surface elevation diminishes 

slowly with the variation of radius vector when the time 

component remains unchanged. It is convenient to use Hankel 

transform with respect to the surface co-ordinate and Laplace 

transform with respect to the time co-ordinate to get the 

solution of the problem. The Hypergeometric function has been 

used to obtain the exact solution of the problem. 
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. STRATIFIED FLUID FLOWS 
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PART-ONE 

TO STUDY THE SLIP VELOCITY FOR THE FLOW OF 
STRATIFIED FLUID OF VARIABLE VISCOSITY PAST A 
POROUS BED UNDER THE ACTION OF PRESSURE 

GRADIENT 

INTRODUCTION : The motion of viscous stratified fluid largely 

depends on the magnitude of stratification factor, porosity factor and slip 

parameter. So they must have an effect on the slip velocity also. To study 

the flow of the viscous fluid past a porous medium without stratification 

has been studied by Beavers and Joseph (1967), Beaver et.al (1970) and 

Rudraiah et.al {1973). The study of stratified fluid is of great importance 

in the field of petroleum industry because the density of oil varies with 

temperature. Channabassappa and Ranganna (1975) considered the flow 

of viscous stratified fluid past a porous bed with anticipation that 

stratification may provide a technique for studying the pore size in a porous 

medium. Hari Kishan and Sharma (1980) have studied the stratified 

viscous flow of variable viscosity between a porous and moving 

impermeable plate under the action of a body force. Gupta and Babu 

(1987) studied the flow of a viscous incompressible fluid through a porous 

medium near an oscillating infinite porous flat plate in slip flow regime. 

Mukesh Gupta and Shalini Sharma (1991) investigated the flow of viscous 

incompressible and electrically conducting fluid through a porous medium 

bounded by an oscillating porous infinite flat plate in slip flow regime under 

the influence of transverse magnetic field fixed relative to the fluid. 

In this paper, we have studied the effect of stratification factor, 

porosity factor and slip parameter on the slip velocity of the flow of viscous 

stratified fluid. 

It is known that when a Newtonian fluid flows between two 

impermeable surfaces the usual boundary condition with non slip condition 
25 



on the boundary leads in a parabolic type of motion in the channel. Beaver 

and Josheph have shown that the flow between porous bed is governed 

by Darcy law and no slip condition is replaced by a streamwise slip velocity 

at the nominal surface. 

Using the slip boundary condition we divided the entire flow region 

into two zones. Zone I relates the free flow above the bed which is 

governed by Navier-Stokes equations and in zone 2 below the interface 

the flow is governed by Darcy law. The velocity distribution under the 

pressure gradient in these zones are separately obtained and matched at 

the interface to get continuous velocity distribution. 

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM : Here we have 

considered a physical model illustrating the problem of consideration 

shown in figure (1). It consists of a parallel plate channel of height h where 

the lower bounding wall is permeable while the upper is rigid. Laminar 

unidirectinal flow is assumed to be set up by a time varying longitudinal 

pressure gradient in the channel and in the porous medium. To study this 

problem of flow region in the channel and in the porous medium is divided 

into two zones. Zone 1 consists of the region from the impermeable plate 

to the interface where the flow called the free flow is governed by the 

Navier-Stokes equations. In the other zone, below the interface, the flow 

is governed by Darcy Law. Walls of the channel are horizontal and infinitely 

long to allow the physical quantities to the independent of the axial co

ordinate. Velocity field is assumed to have only one component in the 

direction of x-axis. The velocity u and pressure pare functions of y and tJ t 

denoting the time. 

The basic equation for Zone 1 are : 

p ou =- op +~(f.l au) 
at ax ay ay ............ (1) 

where ............ (2) 
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and 
Op 
-=-gp ay ············ (3) 

Here ~0 and p0 are the coefficient of viscosity and density respectively at 

the interface y = 0, 13 > 0 represents the stratification factor. 

The basic equations for zone-2 are 

where 

The relevant boundary conditions are u = 0 at y = h 

and au =~(un-OJ t n By ~ \ 1J .......-vI a o. y=..., 

............ (4) 

............ (5) 

............ (6) 

............ (7) 

where a =slip parameter, K=the permeability co-efficient, Q=Darcy velocity 
and u

8 
is the slip velocity at the interface y = 0 (nominal surface). 

Solution of the Problem : Equations (1), (6), (7) are made dimensionless 
using the quantities 

I U 
U =-- I I I ' 2 u ' t = umt I h, X = X I h I y = y I hI e = k I h 

m 

P
1 =_p_ u1 u lu 2' s= B m 

PoUm 

Omitting dashes we get 

where 

!Ju = -eny ap + Rl a
2
u _ nRI au 

at ax ay2 ay 

n = P..h R1 = _!_ 
1-' ' R 

with the boundary conditions 
u = 0 at y = 1 

and 8y =aa(u +-1- ap) 
8y B a2R1 8x aty= 0 

............ (8) 

............ (9) 

............ (10) 

1 u h 1 
R = - 1 = "~m represents the Reynolds Number and cr = -Jk. 

R Il,o 

Let us assume that the flow is due to pressure gradient, where 
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- ap = A exp (- c2 t) 
ax 

where A and c2 are real constants. 
We assume that the velocity is given by 

u = Auy exp(- c2t) 

and the slip velocity is given by 

uB =Au* ex~c2t) 
Equation (8) now becomes 

d
2
uy duy c2 1 ny 

---n-+-u =--e 
dy2 dy R1 y R1 

Boundary condition becomes 

........... (15) 
u =0 at y = 1 y 

Solution of (14) subject to the above condition is 

............ {11) 

............ (12) 

........... (13) 

........... (14) 

enyl
2l2a2c

2 sin a 1 (1- y)-en
12 (2a1 cos~y- n Sin a 1y)J ( )! 2 

u = ( ) - exp ny c (16) 
Y c2 nsina1 -2~ cosa

1 
...... 

2 4c 1 where - 2 >R 
n 

and 

2 
4c Rl 

where -< 
n2 

and 

........... (17) 
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The velocity distribution is given by 

_j 2 ) 4c2 2 
u=Auyex.R._-C t, - 1 >n 

R 

( 
2 ) 4c

2 
2 = AuY exp - c t, - 1- < n 

R 

uY is given by (16) and (17). 

The slip velocity is given by 

Us =Au* ex~-c2t) 

2a1 (e"12 ·-cos <Zt )+ n sin <Zt ( 1-~c; -2aa-J 
where u* = _, , _ 

cLt2aa- n) sin a 1 + 2a1cL cos a1 

where 

where 

........... (18) 

........... (19} 

If the bed of the channel had been impermeable the velocity profile would 
be given by 

where 

if 
2 

4c Rl -> 
n2 

........... (21) 

........... (22) 
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and 

eny/2(a - n) 
u = 1 2 (ecqy- icq -<XIY )- eny if 4c2 < Rl 

Y 2 {( n ) ( n ) 2a 1 } c
2 

n
2 

.... • • • • ( 2 3) c -+a1 - --a1 e 
2 2 

In absence of stratification factor the velocity distribution (16) and (22) 
reduce to 

uy = ~[a1 cos a 1y- a 2c
2 

sin a 1 (1- y) -l] 
c a 1 cos a 1 

........... (24) 

I sin Ji- +sin g(l-y) l 
and uy= c~l R/ . CR/ -ljll 

sm--
fii 

........... (25) 

which is the same as the result obtained by P. Bhattacharya {1980). 
When n, the stratification factor, is zero, from equation (20) the slip 
velocity reduces to 

-c {1 c)· c 
t::i +a + 1 __2 sm t::i 

1 -..; Rt R u -..; Rt 
l4 =- -1 

c2 c c . c 
--cos--+acrsm--
[ii [i1 [ii 

........... {26) 

which is the same as the result obtained by P.Bhattacharya (1980). 
When a~ oo the slip velocity given by equations (19) and (20) reduce to 

] 
n 

u ---
* u--?w - c2 

= 0 

2 4c 2 when - 1 >n 
R 

4c2 2 
when - 1 <n 

R 

........... (27) 

.......... (28) 

From {27) it is seen that the magnitude of slip velocity for large porosity 

4c2 

factor depends only on n, the stratification factor, when - 1 > n2 and from 
R 

(28} it is seen that no slip condition is maintained at the interface when 

4c2 

-<n2 
Rt 
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DISCUSSION : From table 1 and table 2, a comparative study of the slip 
velocity in presence of stratification factor (~) and in absence of 
stratification factor (~) with variable porosity factor (cr) under constant 
slip parameter (a) is made. 

Table -1 

a= 0.01, n=O 
a~ 5 10 15 
u. ~ .0048 .0046 .0044 

a= 0.1, n=O 
a~ 5 10 15 
u. ~ .0037 .00225 .00203 

('I = 1 ......... --- ..~.., 
n-0 ,._- v 

(J' ~ 5 10 15 

u* ~ .00116 .00054 .00035 

For all calculations c2 = 1.44, R1 = 100 

lable-2 

a= 0.01, n = 1 
a~ 5 10 15 
u. ~ .0559 .0462 .0389 

a= 0.1, n = 1 
a~ 5 10 15 
u. ~ .0153 .0051 .0008 

a=l,n=l 
a~ 5 10 15 
u. ~ -.0068 -.0083 -.0088 

a= 1.5, n = 1 
a~ 5 10 15 
u. ~ -.00796 -.00887 -.00922 

For all calculations c2 = 1.49, R1 = 100 

20 25 

.0042 .00403 

20 25 

.00168 .00144 

20 25 

.00026 .000207 

20 25 

.0333 .0288 

20 25 

-.0016 -.0031 

20 25 

-.0091 -.0093 

20 25 

-.00940 -.00952 

It reveals from the table that stratification factor accelerates the slip ve

locity when the slip parameter a<l but it retards the velocity when the 
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slip parameter a=l. Thus we may conclude that stratification factor (n)may 

accelerate or retard the motion depending on the values of slip param

eter (a). Also it appears from the table that slip velocity decreases with 

increase of the porosity factor (cr) for every pair of n and a. 

FJ&. 1. Phy&lcal Model 

0.06 .,.....--:::---------------. 

0.05 

0.04 

b 0.03 

l 0.02 
:> 

cuu 

o,----r--~r---~---s~==r---, 
0 • ~ ~ - H M 

~:~:; ..... J ----~-u =-1~_.n_=_1 _: __ =_--sl 
('I • 

Fig. 2. Slip nloctty aplasf sUp~ 
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PART-TWO 

UNSTEADY LAMINAR STRATFIED FLOW OVER A 

POROUS BED UNDER THE ACTION OF BODY FORCE 

Introduction 

The study of flow through porous media is of principal interest 

due to the importance in chemical engineering for filtration and water 

purification purposes., petroleum engineering for studying the 

movement of natural gas, oil and water through the oil reservoirs and to 

study the underground water in river beds. Its flow behaviour of fluids 

in a petroleum reservoir rock depends to a large extent the viscous 

stratification and also on the porous properties of the rock, a technique 

of core study that can give a new or additional information on the 

characteristics of the rock which would provide better understanding of 

petroleum reservoir performance. Unsteady flow of viscous fluid over 

permeable bed has been treated by Hunt (1959}. Bhattacharya (1980) 

considered the unsteady laminar flow in a channel with porous bed. 

Mukherjee et al. (1986) considered the unsteady flow of viscous 

stratified fluid in a rotating system. Majumder and Debnath (1978) 

studied the unsteady motion of an inviscid rotating stratified fluid in 

different geometries. Channabassappa and Ranganna (1975) and Gupta 

and Sharma (1978) discussed the stratified viscous flow of variable 

viscosity between a porous bed and moving impermeable plate. 

Harikrishan and Sharma {1980) considered the stratified viscous flow of 
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variable viscosity between a porous bed and moving impermeable plate 

under the action of body force. 

In this paper, we have studied the unsteady flow of viscous 

stratified fluid over a permeable bed under the action of a body force. 

We have also calculated the fractional increase 1 q, 1 in mass flow rate 

with the assumption of the validity of Darcy law for laminar flow R < 1. 

We have seen that for very small body force, n, a- and a have no effect on 

1¢ j, but for large body force, 1 ¢ 1 increases with the increase of cr for 

each set of values of n and a and 1 ¢ 1 decreases with the increase of n, for 

each set of values (]',a. Thus it can be predicted that the stratification 

factor is not favourable to the fractional increase in the mass of the fluid. 

IMPERMEABLE PLATE 

b. 

ZONENO.l 
--+.-u 

~~NEN0.2 
"' 

INTERFACE 

PERMEABLE BED 

Fie:. 1. PHYSICAL MODEL 
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Mathematical formulation of the problem and its solution : 

The physical model shown in Fig. 1 consists of two zones. In Zone-

1, from the impermeable upper rigid plate up to the interface, the flow 

called the free flow is governed by the usual Navier-Stokes equations. In 

the other zone, below the interface, the flow is governed by the Darcy 

law. In the following discussion we shall refer to these zones as 1ZOne 1' 

and 'zone 2' respectively. 

The basic equations for Zone 1 are taken as 

ll = llO exp( -13y ), p = PO exp( -13y) 

8p 
- =- gp ay 

..... (1) 

..... (2) 

..... {3) 

Here f-lo and Po are the co-efficient of viscosity and density 

respectively at the interface y=O. The term Ae-a1 y represents the body 

force. Also f3 > o represents the stratification factor. ap is the common 
Ox 

pressure gradient by which the flow in zone-1 and zone-2, is driven in 

the x-direction. 

The basic equations for zone-2 are 

Q = Qo ei3Y 

where Qo =-~ (ap) 
llO Ox. 

The relevant boundary conditions are 

u = u 0 at y = h 

and 
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where a is the slip parameter, k is the permeability co-efficient 

which has the dimension of length square. Q is the Darcy velocity at the 

nominal surface y = 0. u8 is the slip velocity at the nominal surface y =0. 

Let us make equation (1) non-dimensional by using the quantities 

, u 
U=

' 
U X y p 

t'= x7t' x' = h' y'= h,p' =Po U 2m 

Equation (1) becomes 

Ah =A' 
2 

Po U m 

a2 ' au' au' ::J....' ' , _u - n- -- R- = Reny_vp_- RA'e(n-al )y 
ay·2 cy' at' Ox.' 

Dropping dashes equation (9) becomes 

2 a u 8u au ny Op (n- a ) y - -- n - - R - = R e - - RAe I 
ay2 Oy 8t Ox 

..... (8) 

..... (9) 

..... (10) 

The boundary conditions of non-dimensional quantities become 

Taking 

and 

u = u 0 at y = 1 

8u = aa (v + R 8p) at y = 0 
8y B (J'2 Ox ' 

V = u e-aJt 
B B 

8p = B e-att 

Ox 

Equations (10), (11) and (12) take the form 

d2f df ( - ) 
- - n - + R a 1 f == - R B e0Y - RAe n a l Y exp( a 1 t) 
dy2 dy 
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and df = acr (uB + ru;) at y = 0 
dy cr 

..... (18) 

Solutions of equation (16) using boundary conditions (17) and (18) 

become 

where T1 - T2 ea2 (n/2- a2) 
ai =--~--~--~----~2~a--

(n/2 + a2) - (n/2- a2)e 2 

and therefore ..... (20) 

where f(y) is given by (19) 

If M denotes the dimensionless mass flow rate per unit channel width 

then 

l 

M = Je-ny u dy 
0 

-a1 t e e ai J 
[( 

a2 - n/2 -a2 - n/2 J ( a· J] 
= e ai (a2- n/2)- aj (a2 + n/2) - a2- n/2- a2 + n/2 

..... (21) 

If the porous bed is replaced by an impermeable rigid plate, 

• 
then M, the dimensionless mass flow is obtained as 
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* * et.2 * -a2 M -a t -n/2 e e Ui Uj l ( * • JJ ~ e ' e ( Ut u, - n/2 -a, a, +n/2)- u
2 

- n/2 - a, + n/2 

..... (22) 

• • 

Uj== 
T 2 e "2 (n /2 + a 2 ) - T 1 e 2"

2 

(n/2+a 2 )-(n/2- a 2 ) e2
" 2 

The fractional increase in the mass flow rate through the channel 

with a permeable lower wall over what it would be if the wall were 

impermeable is given by 

$ =(M -M)/M 

= e-a,t aa (us-~~) [exp(a2 -n/2)-1]1(a2 - n12)M ..... (23) 

Discussion : 

To study the effect of the slip parameter a, porosity factor cr and 

viscous stratification factor n on the flow over a permeable bed, we 

calculate the fractional increase in the mass flow rate I ¢I which has 

been numerically evaluated for different sets of values of a, cr and n. 

The fractional increase in the mass flow rate I ¢ I as a function of 

porosity factor (cr) is calculated numerically for different values of 

a and n, shown as in table 1. 

From the Table 1 we can conclude that for each set of values of 

a and n, 1 ¢ 1 is increasing with the increase of sigma which suggests that 
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porosity factor cr is favourable to the fractional increase in the mass 

flow rate of the fluid. 

From Fig. 1 it is clear that for a given set of values of a and n, I ¢I 
directly varies with cr when the flow is governed by a body force Ae-a,y. 

From Fig. 2 it is seen that in presence of a body force Ae-a,y, I ¢ l 
decreases with the increase of n for each set of values of a, cr which 

shows that the stratification factor is not favourable to the fractional 

increase in the mass flow rate . 

Now we assume uo =1, UB = 2, um =5, a] =1, B=l, R = 0.01, A=lO, t=O. 

For all calculations of Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. 

Table-1 

~" 

a= 0.01, 11 =0.2 

a 5 10 15 20 25 

1~1 21.6 x10-<> 46 xlO-{) 69 xl0-6 94xl0-<> 121 xl0-6 

a= 0.1, 11= 0.6 

a 5 10 15 20 25 

1~1 200 xl0-6 500 xlO-{) 700 xl0-6 900 xlO-{) 1200 xl0-6 

a= 0.01, 11= 0.6 

a 5 10 15 20 25 

I I <PI 
20 x10-{) 50xl0-{) 70 xl0-6 90 X 10-{) 120 xl0-6 

(assuming Uo =112, UB = 0.25, al = 0.1, urn =1, B=l, R = 0.99, A= 1, t = 0.) 

Graphical Representation Phi VS Sigma 

0.05 
0.045 

0.04 

n=0.6 

fl. 0.035 
II 0.03 II 

:2 0.025 
0. 0.02 

-n=0.2 

--n=0.4 

0.015 ........... n=O.B 

0.01 
0.005 

0 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 

Sigma==> 
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Graphical representation of Phi against stratification Factor 
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CHAPTER- III 

BOUNDARY LAYER EFFECTS ON STRATIFIED 
FLUID FLOWS 
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PART-ONE 

TO STUDY THE BOUNDARY LAVER FOR MHO STRATIFIED 
FLUID THROUGH A POROUS MEDIUM 

Introduction :The motion of viscous stratified fluid largely depends on 

the magnitude of stratification factor, porosity factor/ slip parameter and 

Hartmann number, so they must have an effect on the boundary layer also. 

Density and stratification factor play an important role on many 

atmospheric and oceanic geophysical phenomena. Owing to the increasing 

geophysical applications, the study of stratified fluid flow has received a 

considerable attention by a number of authors. 

Bathaiah {1980} has discussed the flow of a viscous incompressible slightly 

conducting fluid through a porous straight channel under a uniform 

transverse magnetic field. Bathaiah and Bhaskara Reddy (1982) have 

studied the effect of hall current on the flow of viscous incompressible 

slightly conducting fluid through a porous straight channel under a uniform 

transverse magnetic field. Again, Bathaiah and Bhaskara Reddy (1987) have 

studied the combined effects of free and forced free convection on the flow 

of an incompressible viscous conducting fluid between two horizontal 

insulated parallel walls, one of which is at rest and the other moving 

parallel to itself with a linear axial temperature variation under the uniform 

transverse magnetic field. K. Sreenivasan and Bathaiah (1993) considered 

the flow of a viscous conducting fluid between two parallel plates of 

uniform length, lower plate being stationary and upper plate moving with 
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constant velocity under a periodic pressure gradient superimposed on a 

constant pressure gradient under the influence of a uniform transverse 

magnetic field. Manju Gupta and Sharma (1993) considered the unsteady 

flow of an electrically conducting elastica-viscous dusty liquid through a 

rectilinear pipe having its cross-section as a hyperbolic sector in the 

presence of a transverse magnetic field under the influence of an arbitrary 

time varying pressure gradient. Kumar, Prasad and Gupta (1990) considered 

the MHO flow of stratified fluid through a porous medium between two 

oscillating plates. Chawla (1972) has investigated the boundary layer flow 

of a micro polar fluid along an infinite plate when the plate performs 

impulsive motion in its own plane. Chiu (1962), Soo (1961) and Singleton 

(1965) investigated the problem of boundary layer flow of dusty fluid over a 

semi finite flat plate. Srivastava and Maiti (1966) have solved the boundary 

layer equation for two dimensional flow of a second order fluid. Mathur 

and Nandanan (1972) have studied the laminar boundary layer flow of an 

oldroyed fluid under the influence of pressure gradient with and without 

suction through a wedge. Gersten and Gross (1974) have studied the three 

dimensional incompressible boundary layer flow past a porous flat plate. 

lighthill (1954) studied the two dimensional boundary layer to the 

fluctuations in the oncoming stream. Sharma and Singh (1992} investigated 

three dimensional laminar boundary layer free convection flow past (i) a 

porous flat plate and (ii) a porous vertical plate. Jain and Singh {1992) 

considered the unsteady magneto hydrodynamics boundary layer flow 

past a porous flat plate with sudden change in suction. Rath and Parida 

(1982) considered the oscillating free convection boundary layer flow of a 
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viscous fluid near an infinite vertical wall and investigated that (i) by 

increasing injection velocity the fluid layer very near the wall may be made 

to oscillate with an amplitude larger than that of the wall velocity (ii) the 

boundary layer temperature fluctuates with a phase which changes only 

with the magnitude but not the sign of fluid influx parameter. 

The motion of viscous stratified fluid largely depends on the 

magnitude of stratification factor, porosity factor, slip parameter and 

Hartmann number, so they must have an effect on the boundary layer also. 

In this paper, we have studied the effect of stratification factor, 

porosity factor and slip parameter on the boundary layer thickness of the 

flow of viscous stratified fluid under the influence of transverse magnetic 

field. The effects of various parameters on the boundary layer have been 

shown with the aid of graph. 

Mathematical formulation of the problem and its solution 

To study the viscous stratified flow of variable viscosity between a 

porous bed and an impermeable plate in presence of transverse magnetic 

field. It is seen there exists a thin boundary just beneath the interface. It is 

of interest to find the expression for this boundary layer thickness. 

A physical model for this problem considered here have been depicted 

in figure-1 which consists of two zones. Zone one is the region occupied by 

the viscous fluid from moving impermeable wall rigid plate to the interface 

when the flow is characterised by free flow and is governed by Navier

Stokes equations. The motion being taken uni-directional we choose u the 

velocity in the x-direction and y-axis perpendicular to direction of motion, 
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p density, 1-l the co-efficient of viscosity and p the pressure at any point the 

space occupied by the fluid. Zone 2 lies below the interface where the flow 

is governed by modified Darcy law. 

11111111111111111 
h 

__,-U ZONE NO. 1 

~~~~~"'T""'~~ INTERFACE 

~ Q ZONE NO. 2 PERMEABLE BED 

~\\~\~~\\\ 
Fig. 1 PHYSICAL MODEL 

The modified governing equation of motion is (Zone-1) 

pOu = _ Op + .i_(l-1 ou) _ !-1U _ cr
1
2B2u .............. (1) 

at axoy ay k 

B = B0e-~y .............. (2) 

and Q = Q0e~Y •••••••• (3) 

where Q0 = -k/1-{:) is the basic equation for the Zone-2 

Here Jlo and Po are the co-efficient of viscosity and density 

respectively at the interface y=O. f3 > o represents the stratification factor. 

The boundary conditions for the problem are 
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U = U 8 at y = 0 .......... ( 4) 

- Q -llil - k/ -llil(Op) - s: (5) u - 0e - - J..L0e ax at y - -u .......... 

u8 is the velocity at the nominal surface y=O and Q is given by (3) , k, 

the permeability co-efficient, crl' the electrical conductivity of the fluid, B0 

the induced magnetic field, 8, the boundary layer. Now introducing the 

following non-dimensional quantities 

81 =~ I =-p- _12_=V , p 2 , 2' 
h Pol-l~ urn 

hB~ 1 U 
M= ~1-lo /cr;, u =urn ............. (6) 

Equation (1) now reduces to 

Ou - 8p ny 1 {( 8
2
u Ou) ( 2 2 \_} ----e +-~-2 -n-- M +cr JU ............ (7) 

at 8x R \&<; 8y 

Corresponding boundary conditions are 

u == V8 at y = 0 .............. (8) 

R -no 8p u = --
2 

e - at y = -8 ............. (9) 
cr ax 

Here n is the non-dimensional stratification factor, cr, is the porosity 

factor, R the Reynolds number, V2 is the dimensional slip velocity at the 

nominal surface y=O, Urn the maximum velocity of the flow, M the Hartmann 

number. 
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Let us now assume that the flow is driven by an unsteady pressure 

gradient given by 

- 8p = Ae-a,t ............... (10) ox 

where A & a 1 are known as real constants. 

We assume that the velocity is given by 

- -a,t (11) u-ve ............. . 

Equation (7) now becomes 

d2v dv (M2 z R)v- AR ny (13) - 2 - n-- + cr - a 1 . - e ............... . 
dy dy ' 

Solution of Equation (13) is 

[ 
AReny 

V=e-nylz C cosha2y+DSinha2y]+ 
2 2 

............... (14) 
M +cr -a1R 

Where C and Dare functions independent of y. 

Using boundary conditions {8) & (9) in (14}, we get the velocity fields 
as 

............. (15) 

We know that at the edge of the boundary layer, the shear has to be 

zero. In other words 

au 
- = o at y = -o ............ (16) 
Oy 
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Then from equation (15) using {16) we get, 

• _ 012 a 2 {a1R-M2
) _ • 12 Smha oe n + ~ Cosha oe nu 

2 (M2 -aiR+ 2cr2 )fl 2 

This equation for o is transcendental and it is difficult to obtain an 

analytical solution. However, we feel that since the boundary layer and 

stratification factor are very small, we can neglect cubes and higher powers 

of 8 and obtain. 

ao2 + bo + c = 0 ............... (18) 
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DISCUSSION : 

We represent 8 graphically and it is observed from fig.-2 that for a 

fixed n and cr the boundary layer 8 decreases with increase of M 

(Hartmann number) and for fixed n and M, the boundary layer 8 increases 

with the increase of cr (fig.-3) and for fixed cr and M, the boundary layer 

increases with the increase of n. (fig.-4). 

cr=5 
M -7 1 2 2.5 3 4 

~0 ____ 8_-7 __ ~l_s_~·_63_6~l __ 7_.7_27_._,_!
1 
_6_.3_6_4~ ____ 5 __ ~ __ 4_.o_9_I _L_2_.7_27 __ 

1 

~ : cr=lO 
1 M --7 o 1 2 2.5 3 4 

r-- 8 -~ 17.727 15.455 11.818 10.455 9.091 5.903 

0" = 15 
M-7 0 1 2 2.5 3 4 

() -7 25.909 22.273 17.273 15 12.727 8.636 

0" = 20 
0 1 2 2.5 3 4 

8 -7 34.545 31.364 24.545 20.909 17.273 12.273 

30 

20 

10 

2 M 4 

6= 20 

6 = 15 

6 = 10 

6=5 

Fig.2 Plot of 8 against M for different values of 6. 
whenn =0.2 
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M=l 
5 15 20 30 

7.2 20.8 27.2 34.8 

M=2 
5 15 20 30 

5.6 16 21.6 26.4 

40 

10 

c.o 

10 a 20 

Fig.3 
Boundary layer (8) of the flow ofvisous 
stratified fluid for different values of cr when N=0.2 

PLOT OF 8 against M FOR DIFFERENT VALUES OF cr WHEN n=0.2 
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I~=: 
M=O 

0 .4 .6 .8 1 
7.826 8.696 9.130 9.565 10 

I~=: 
M=l 

0 .4 .6 .8 1 

6.957 7.391 7.826 8.043 8.261 

M=2 
.4 .6 .8 1 

5.217 5.652 5.870 6.087 6.304 

30 

-
20-

L---------======-M = 0 10- M = 1 

Jt==~----~------------M=2 

o~-----~,------~~-----~1-----l~----~ 
0.2 0.6 n 1.0 

Fig. 4 : Plot of 5 against n for different values of M when a =5 
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PART-TWO 

TO STUDY THE BOUNDARY LAYER FOR THE FLOW 

OF VISCOUS STRATIFIED FLUID PAST A POROUS BED 

Introduction : The motion of viscous stratified fluid largely 

depends on the magnitude of stratification factor and porosity factor. 

So, they must have an effect on the boundary layer also. Boundary layer 

flow over a flat plate in rotating frame of reference has gained 

considerable attention due to its varied and wide application in the 

areas of geophysics and astro-physics. The fluid flow in a porous pipe 

and porous channel has been investigated by a number of workers in a 

recent past. Sellers, Yuan, Berman and Wang, Chiu, Sao and Singleton 

investigated the problem of boundary layer flow of dusty fluid over a 

semi finite flat plate. Gupta and Pop (1975) analysed the boundary layer 

growth in a rotating liquid with suspended particles. Kapur and Gupta 

{1964) considered the steady boundary layer equation for a power law 

fluid flowing between parallel plates. Mathur and Nandanan (1972) 

have studied the laminar boundary layer flow of an old rayed fluid under 

the influence of pressure gradient with and without suction through a 

wedge. Srivastava and Maiti (1966} have solved the boundary layer 

equation for two dimensional flow of a second order fluid. Sharma and 

Singh (1992) investigated three dimensional laminar boundary layer free 

convect flow past (i) a porous flat plate (ii) a porous vertical plate when 

slightly sinusoidal transverse suction velocity distribution is applied at 

the plate. 
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The study of the flow of the viscous fluid past a porous medium 

without stratification has been studied by Beavers and Joseph (1967). 

Channabassappa and Ranganna (1976) considered the flow of viscous 

stratified fluid of porous bed with the anticipation that stratification may 

provide a technique for studying the pore size in a porous medium. In 

this paper he has shown that 'slip velocity' is proportional to the 

pressure gradient. The boundary layer just beneath the permeable 

interface and the friction factor are also obtained. 

In this present note we have studied the effect of stratification 

factor and porosity factor on the boundary layer of the flow of viscous 

stratified fluid between a rigid impermeabie bed and a fixed permeable 

bed. It is observed that for a fixed n the boundary layer o decreases with 

the increase of a, (Table-1) and for fixed cr ,the boundary layer o 

increases with the decrease of n (Table-2). 

Mathematical Formulation of the Problem And Its Solution : 

Here we consider the flow of viscous fluid between two parallel 

plate channel of height h where the upper one is rigid impermeable wall 

moving with an exponentially decaying velocity and the lower boundary 

wall is permeable. 

A physical model for this problem considered here have been 

depicted in Figure-1 which consists of two zones. Zone one is the region 

occupied by the viscous fluid from moving impermeable rigid plate to 

the interface where the flow is characterised by free flow and is 

governed by Navier-Stokes equations. Zone-2 lies below the interface 

where the flow is governed by modified Darcy Law. 
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The motion being taken uni-directional we choose u the velocity in 

the x direction, y axis perpendicular to direction of motion, p the density, 

J-l the co-efficient of viscosity and p the pressure at any point the space 

occupied by the fluid. 

IMPERMEABLE PLATE 

11111111111111111 
h y 

~U ZONE NO. 1 j__,_X 

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ INTERFACE 

~~ PERMEABLE BED 

Fig. 1 PHYSICAL MODEL 

Now, while studying the stratified viscous flow of variable viscosity 

between a porous bed and an impermeable plate. It is seen there exists 

a thin boundary layer just beneath the interface. 

As we are interested in studying the effect of cr and n on the 

boundary 8. We consider the boundary layer type equation. 

The basic boundary layer equation is 

p: =-: + ~ (f':)- ~ u .......... (1) 

The boundary conditions 

U = UB at Y = 0 .. · · · .......... (2) 
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- -py - -py (4) 
).1 - ).toe ' P - Po e · · · · · · · · · · · 

Q = Qo ePY •••••••••• ( 5) 

is the basic equation for zone-2. 

Where, Q0 =-Xo(Z) ......... (Sa} 

Here ).10 and Po are the co-efficients of viscosity and density 

respectively at the interface y=O. Also 13 represents the stratification 

factor, uB the slip velocity at the nominal surface y=O and Uo is given by 

(Sa), k is the permeability co-efficient (has the dimension of length 

square). 

Let us make equation (1) dimensionless by using the quantities 

Where Um is the maximum velocity of the flow. Equation (1) now 

reduces to 

Ou1 
ll Ou1 1 02

U
1 

0"
2 

1 _ ny' Op1 

-~ +--~ ---~-2 +-u --e -~ ......... (6) 
at R8y R8y R 8x 

The corresponding boundary conditions are 

U
1 = v~ at y 1 = 0 ........... (7) 
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I Qo -no1 R -n6 1 0p
1 

1 s:.l u =-e =--e -at y =-u 
u cr2 8x1 

m 

..................... (8) 

where n =ph, R = umhPo , V
0 

= f-lo ) 
f-lo Po 

Dropping dashes equation (6) becomes we get, 

au .E. au - _!_ o2
u cr

2 
- - ny 8p + 

2 
+ u- e ............ (9) 

at Ray Ray R 8x 

and the corresponding boundary conditions are 

u =VB at y = 0 ............. (10) 

Here n is the non-dimensional stratification factor, cr is the porosity 

factor, R is the Reynoldss number, V8 is the dimensionless slip velocity at 

the nominal surface, V0 is Kinematic co-efficient of viscosity at the 

interface y=O. 

Let us now we assume that the flow is due to a pressure gradient 

given by 

- t3p = Ae-Ctlt ............. (12) 
Ox 

When A & a..1 are known real constants, we assume that the 

velocity is given by 

- -Ctlt (13) u-ve ..............• 

and Vs= u.e-Ct11 
............ (14) 
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Equation (9) now becomes 

Solution of equation (15) is 

Where C &Dare functions independent of y and 

Boundary conditions for u follows from (10} & (11) 

V = u. at y = 0 ................. ( 17) 

V = ~ Ae-n8 s: (18) 2 at y = -u ......... . 
cr 

Determining C, D by means of (17) & (18) and substituting in (13), 

we obtain 

We know that at the edge of the boundary layer, the shear has to 

be zero. 

In other words 
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au 
By = 0 at y = -8 ................ ( 20) 

Then from Equation (19), using (20), we get, 

This equation for 8 is transcendental and it is difficult to obtain an 

analytical solution. However, we feel that since the boundary layer 

and stratification factors are very small, we can neglect cubes and 

higher powers of 8 and obtain 

ao 2 + b8 + c = 0 .......... (22) 

Now, we assume, VB= 1, R = 1, a 1 = 1, A 1 = 1 for all calculations. The 

boundary layer 8, as a function of porosity factor a, is calculated 

numencally for different values of n as shown in table (1). 
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DISCUSSION : 

To study the effect of stratification factor and porosity factor on the 

boundary layer of the flow of viscous stratified fluid between a rigid 

impermeable bed and a fixed permeable bed. Zone-1 is the region 

occupied by the viscous fluid from moving impermeable rigid plate 

to the interface when flow is characterised by free flow and is 

governed by Navier-Stokes equations. Zone-2 lies below the 

interface where the flow is governed by modified Darcy law. 

From Table-1 it is clear that for a fixed n the boundary layer 

S increases with the increase of a. 

From Table-2 it is clear that for fixed cr, the boundary layer 

thickness S increases with increase of n. 

Table-1 

n=0.2 

(J~ 5 10 15 20 25 

0~ 8.0638 16.4086 24.6369 31.5360 41.0170 

n=0.4 

(J~ 5 10 15 20 25 

0~ 8.3386 16.6895 24.9137 31.7891 41.2901 

n=0.6 

(J~ 5 10 15 20 25 

8~ 8.6546 16.9831 25.1986 32.0475 41.5680 

n=0.8 

(J~ 5 10 15 20 25 

8~ 9.0025 17.2885 25.4900 32.3128 41.8494 
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n=1 

cr~ 5 10 15 20 25 

8~ 9.3868 17.6119 25.7949 32.5812 42.1386 

The boundary layer thickness 8, as a function of stratification n, is 

also calculated numerically for different values of a as shown in 

Table-2 

Table-2 

cr=5 

~~ I 0.2 o.4 

~~------·....LI_8_.o_6_3_8. __,__8_.3_3_86_ 

a= 10 

In~ 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 

~-- 16.4086 16.6895 16.9831 17.2885 17.6119 

a= 15 

n~ 0.2 I 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 

8~ 24.6369 24.9137 25.1986 25.4900 25.7949 

a=20 

n~ 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 

8~ 31.5360 31.7891 32.0475 32.3128 32.5812 

(j' = 25 

n~ 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 

8~ 41.0170 41.2901 41.5680 41.8494 42.1386 
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CHAPTER -IV 

FLOW OF VISCOUS FLUID THROUGH 
CIRCULAR PIPE 
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PART-ONE 

NOTE ON THE FLOW OF AN INCORMPRESSIBLE 

VISCOUS FLUID BETWEEN TWO POROUS CONCENTRIC 

CIRCULAR CYLINDERS SUBJECTED TO SUCTION OR 

INJECTION 

Introduction 

Surya Prakash (1961) has considered the periodic flow in annulus 

of two porous coaxial circuiar cylinders for ordinary viscous 

incompressible fluid. In 1964, Devi Singh has discussed the motion of a 

visco-elastic Maxwell fluid through two concentric circular cylinders 

under the presence of exponential pressure gradient. Singh (1967) has 

considered the motion of viscoelastic Maxwell fluid through two porous 

concentric circular cylinders. In his problem he has chosen the pressure 

gradient to be of the form Ke-at Cos fJt. In the year 1970 Gupta and 

Kulshrestha has studied the slow steady flow of a viscous liquid in an 

annulus with arbitrary suction and injection along the rough wall. In 

1992 Usha Singh and G.C. Sharma has studied three dimensional MHO 

flow in a porous media with pressure gradient and fluid injection. 

In the present note, we have considered the flow of viscous 

incompressible fluid through two porous concentric circular cylinders 

subjected to suction or injection under the influence of pressure 

gradient which is a function of time alone. The general solution of the 

problem is obtained by using laplace Transforms and it is believed that 

the general solution for this problem has not been done by any 
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investigators. By putting Suction parameter zero, we directly obtained 

the flow of viscous incompressible fluid through coaxial circular cylinders 

under the presence of pressure gradient which are functions of time. 

Formulation of the Problem 

Consider the flow of a viscous incompressible fluid in the annular region 

between two infinite concentric circular cylinders of radii a and b 

respectively (b >a) under the influence of pressure gradient. 

Using the cylindrical polar co-ordinate (r, e, z), let us take u, v, w to be 

the components of velocity in the direction of increasing r, e and z 

respectively. 

Nature of motion gives v=O and since it is symmetrical about the axis of 

z, we have 

~=0 
ae 

The Navier-Stokes equations of motion for incompressible viscous liquid 

without body forces become 

0=-l ap 
p rae 

and the equation of continuity is 

i.e. ru =constant=- S (say) 
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-(ur) = 0 
ar 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 



where s>Ois the suction parameter and s < 0 is the injection parameter. 

Making substitution of the value of u from equation (5) in equation (1) 

and (3) we have 

op pS2 

(6) 

(7) 

let us take the motion to be due to the pressure gradient which is a 

function of time alone 

i.e. 1 op f(. - --= t) 
p oz 

Equation (7) and (8) give 

pS2 
p =k--- pzf(t) 

2r 2 

(8) 

(9) 

the value of k is determined from a known value of pat a point 

(r, B, z) 

Making substitution from equation (8) in equation (7) we have 

o2w 1 ow 1 s ow 1 ow 
-+--=-- f(t) --. --+--
or 2 r or v vr or v ot 

The boundary conditions for the problem are 

w = 0 on r = a , t ;:::: 0 } ( 11) 
w = 0 on r = b, t ;:::: 0 

Solution of the Problem 

We introduce the Laplace Transform defined by 

"' 
w ( r, A) = J e _._ 1 w ( r, t) dt, Re( A) > 0 (12) 

0 

Subsidiary equation corresponding to (10) becomes 
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d
2
w 1( s)dw 2_ 1--+- 1+- ---w= --/(2) 

dr 2 r v dr v v 
(13) 

Writing 
1 - -

w- A f(A) =F, 
s A 2 
-=2m and -- = n 
v v 

we get 

d 2 F 1 d F -
---:2:---+- (1 + 2m) -- + n 2 F = 0 
d r r d r 

The boundary conditions reduce to 

w = 0 on r= a } 

w = 0 on r= b 

The solution of equation (15) is {when m is an integer) 

F = _I -[A J m ( nr) + B Ym ( nr) ] 
rm 

(16) 

i.e. - 1 - 1 [ ] W =- f(A) +- AJm (nr) + BYm (nr) 
A rm 

Where A and 8 are given by the equations 

1 - 1 [ ] 0 = - f(A) + -- AJm (na) + BYm (na) 
A am 

0 = ~ ](2) + blm [AJm (bn) + BYm (nb)] 

solving we get 

A=_ frA) [am Ym (nb)- bm Ym (na)] 
A Tm(n,a,b) 

B = _ f(A) [am Jm (nb)- bm Jm (na)] 

A Tm (n,a,b) 

(14) 

(15) 

(17) 

(18a) 

{18b) 

(19) 

(20) 

Making substitution the values of A and 8 from (19) and (20) into the 

equation (17) we get, when m is an integer 
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(21) 

where 

when m is not an integer, we have 

W =_}(A) [am T
1
m (n,r, b)+ bm T

1
m (n, a,r) -l] (22} 

A rm T 1m (n,a,b) 

where 

Now applying theorem of inversion on equation (21) we get, 

{23) 

where r is impulsive pressure gradient greater than the real part of all 

singularities of the integrand in (23) 

easel 

We choose impulsive pressure gradient defined by f(t) = co(t) where 

o(t) is the Dirac Delta function 

"" 
Then ](A..)= c f e-M 8(t) dt = c (24) 

0 

Making substitution the value of f(A.) from equation (24) into the 

equation {23) we get 
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W = __ c_r+{' eA-
1 

[am Tm (n,r, b)+ bm Tm (n, a,r) _ 1] dA (25) 
21l' i r-iao A rm Tm (n,a,b) 

The integrand in (25) is a single valued function of A and has pole at 

A=O and the other poles are the zeros of Tm(n, a, b). To find the zeros of 

Tm (n,a, b) we put A=-v /3 2 in Tm (n, a, b) then it becomes 

Tm (n,a,b) = Jm (na) Ym (nb) - Jm (nb) Ym(na) 

let /31 /32 /33 •••••••••••• fls ............... be the roots of the equation 

(26) 

Then A= -v/31
2

, --vfJ/, -vfJ3
2

, ........ -v/3"2 
...... are the zeroes of Tm(n,a,b) 

which are simple poles of the integrand in (25). 

Since fls is a root of (26) we have 

Then 

Jm (afls) 

Jm (bjJs) 

Applying Cauchy's residue theorem to equation (25) we have 

W = -2c f e-vf3,2t [am Tm (fJdr,b) +bm Tm (fls,a,r) + 1 -1 

s=I fls r 2 -T (fJ a b) dfJ m ' ' /3=/3, 
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Putting m = 0 in equation (27), we get the flow of viscous incompressible 

fluid between two impervious circular cylinders under the presence of 

impulsive pressure gradient. 

Thus 

W = -JrC i:e-vfJ/t Jo(af3s) Jo (bf3s) X 

s=l Jo 
2 
(af3,)- Jo 

2 
(bf3,) 

{J0 (rf3J[Y0 (bf3J-Yo(af3J]- Y0 (rfJ,)[J0 (bf3s) -J0 (af3,)]} (28} 

From equation (27) and (28} it follows that motion dies out in both the 

cases as t approaches infinity. 

Case -II 

In case of periodic pressure gradient we choose f(t) = c Cos mt 

For our simplicity we use the complex notation f(t) = ReC. 

00 

Therefore ](/L)= ReC Je-Al ei())/ dt 

c 
=Re--

/L-im 

0 

......................... (29) 

Making substitution from (29) in (23) we have, 

o') e -vfJ.?b 

= Re C;r_L 2 . 
s=lvf3s +lm 

Fw Where a = v--;;- ................. (30) 
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Now 

............. (31) 

is a particular solution for this problem and this solution is derived 

by Surja Prakash. 

Putting m = 0 in (30), we get the flow of viscous incompressible fluid 

between two co-axial circular cylinders due to the presence periodic 

pressure gradient. 

Thus we have 

/ im 
Where a=~-;-

Case Ill 

If we take f(t) =c(1-e-at) 

Then - ca 
f (1) = A,(A-+a) 

making substitution of the value of f ('A) in (23) we get 
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1 { 2 (ab)2m (b2 - a2) b2m+2 - a2m+2)} 
+ r + 2 2 z - 2 2 ....... (35) 

4va(m+l) (bm-am)rm bm-am 

It is unsuitable to explain the physical feature due to the presence of 

Bessel function. To avoid it we study the behaviour of W for large 

viscosity. For large viscosity we assume .!<<1, when expanding Bessel 
v 

function in power series and retaining upto these terms containing 1/v, 

we find that the equation (35) reduces to the following form 

b2m+2 - a 2m+2 } ] 

b2m- a 2m 
.......... {36) 

as t~ oo, the expression for velocity distribution for large viscous fluid 

and that for ordinary viscous fluid becomes equal and are represented 

by the equation 

...... (37) 
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when there is no suction or injection this reduces to 

[ 
r l log-

W =- __!}__ az -rz + (bz- az) __ a 
4v 1 b og-

a 

which is flow between two non-porous co-axial cylinders under constant 

pressure gradient. 

Discussion of the result : 

When there is no suction or injection for large t, the distribution 

of velocity with the variation of r (a s r s b) is parabolic in nature. 

Maximum velocity occurs at the region where r = b- a . But when there 
2 

is suction, the velocity near the inner cylinder is greater than that when 

there is no suction and smaller than that near the outer cylinder and in 

case of injection, the velocity near the inner cylinder is smaller than that 

when there is no suction and greater than that near the outer cylinder as 

depicted from the figure 1. 

r w/c (m=l) w/c (m=2) w/c(m=O) 
1 0 0 0 

1.1 0.61 0.68 0.51 
1.2 0.98 1.02 0.87 
1.3 1.18 1.16 1.11 
1.4 1.25 1.18 1.24 
1.5 1.21 1.1 1.26 
1.6 1.1 0.96 1.19 
1.7 0.91 0.78 1.02 
1.8 o~66 0.55 0.76 
1.9 0.35 0.3 0.42 
2 0 0 0 

Distribution of velocity with the variation of r where 1 s r s 2 
Taking a=l, b=2, v=0.1 
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PART-TWO 

STRATIFIED FLUID OF VARIABLE VISCOSITY PAST A 
PERMEABLE CIRCULAR TUBE 

Introduction 

The aim of this study is to investigate the flow of a viscous 

stratified fluid past a permeable bed with a motivation that stratification 

may provide a technique for studying pore size in a porous medium. The 

physical reason is that the stratification may retard or accelerate the 

flow depending on the magnitude of the stratification factor. The 

magnitude of retardation or acceleration is related to the slip 

parameter, stratification factors, the porosity factor and the Reynolds 

number R. Hence one would expect that these factors might provide a 

technique for studying pore size in a porous medium., which is very 

useful in petroleum industry in studying the factors which influence oil 

recovery from petroleum reservoirs. The study of the flow of the viscous 

fluid past a porous medium without stratification has been studied by 

Beavers and Joseph (1967). Beavers et al (1970), Channabassappa and 

Ranganna (1975) considered the flow of viscous stratified fluid of 

variable viscosity past a porous bed. Raghavacharya (1985) considered 

the combined force and forced convection in vertical circular porous 

channel. Mukherjee et a/ (1986), considered the unsteady flow of a 

viscous stratified fluid in a rotating system. Sanyal and Jash {1992) 

considered the combined free and forced convection of a conducting 

fluid in a vertical circular tube. 
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In the present paper we have studied the effects of stratification 

factor, porosity factor and slip parameter on the slip velocityand velocity 

profile of the flow of viscous stratified fluid under the influence of 

pressure gradient. 

It has been observed that if cr= 2a, W8 velocity vanishes and WB 

increases with the increase in the value of R (Reynolds's number) and 

also WB increases when a< 2a. but the back motion in the slip velocity 

occurs for values of sigma cr greater than that of 2a. 

The distribution of velocity is numerical evaluated against cr for 

fixed values of n and a. and we can conclude from the graph that 

Reynolds number, porosity factors( cr< 2a), is favourable to the motion 

but retardation in the flow begins when cr> 2a. and independently on R. 

Mathematical Formulation of the Problem : 

Applying cylindrical co-ordinates (r, 8, z) with z-axis along the axis 

of the cylinders. Let us denote by u, v and w the components of velocity 

along r, 8 and z increasing respectively. Assuming that the motion is 

symmetrical about the z-axis. We have 8/ 88 = o and the nature of 

motion gives u=v=O. 

Then for slow steady motion of viscous stratified fluid the Navier--

Stokes equations in absence of external forces are 

1 
-(j..trw')' = 8p/ 8r ...... (1) 
r 

The prime denoting the differentiation with respect tor. 

II = II ei3(r- a) p - p ei3(r- a) (2) r ro ' - o ....... 
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and 8p =- gp 
az ....... (3) 

where f-lo and Po are the co-efficient of viscosity and density 

respectively at the interface r=a and J3 > o represents the stratification 

factor. 

Q _ Q -fl(r-a) 
- o e 

Q0 = -k I f-lo (8p I 8z) 

Boundary conditions for the problem are 

W = Finite at r = 0 

....... (4) 

....... (5) 

....... (6) 

1""'7\ 
. ······\I J 

WB is the slip velocity at the nominal surface r = a, a is the slip 

parameter, K is the permeability co-efficient (has the dimensional of the 

length square) and Q0 is given by (5). 

let us now make equation (1) non-dimensional by using the 

dimensional less quantities. 

w = w I~ m' w B =-w B I w m, ~ = a I JK, z = z I a} ...... ( 8) 
n = J3a, r =ria, p = plp0 wm, V 0 =f-lo /p 0 

where w m is some characteristic velocity that is mean velocity. 

Equation (1) now reduces to (dropping bars) 

d
2

w + (n + !) dw = R e<n-nr) 8p ...... (g) 
dr 2 r dr az 

w a 
where R represents the Reynolds number _m_ 

Vo 

The corresponding boundary conditions in terms of the non

dimensional quantities become 

w =finite at r =0 

w' = acr(w B + ~ 8p) at r = 1 
(j az 
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Solution of the problem : 

let us assume that the flow is driven by constant pressure 

gradient. 

. ..... (12) 

Solution of (9) which satisfies the conditions {10) and {11} is 

W= WB + P1 /n {1/n(e-n- e-nr) +(e-n -r e-nr)} ...... (13} 

where P, =- go 
1 2Ren 

where WB is the dimensionless slip velocity at the nomial surface. 

We is given by 

...... (14) 

and ...... (15) 

This enables us (i) to visualize directly the effect of Reynolds number on 

the slip velocity and so on the entire velocity distribution (ii) to interpret 

that slip velocity is directly proportional to the pressure gradient (iii) to 

find out the condition involving a and a which is responsible for the 

occurrence of back flow in the slip motion. 

If the surface of the circular tube had been impermeable, the 

velocity profile can be derived from equation (13) making a-+ oo. 

Satisfying the conditions 

WB = 0 on r = 1 ..... (17) 

In this case the slip velocity indicated by (14) tends to zero satisfying the 

no-slip condition of the boundary. 
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Discussion : 

From equation (14) and equation (!5) it follows that when 

(J' == 2a. W8 the slip velocity reduces to zero and W8 increases with the 

increase in the value of R (Reynold number) and also W8 increases when 

cr< 2a , but back motion in slip velocity occurs for value of a- greater 

than 2a. 

The distribution of velocity have been numerically evaluated 

against a- for fixed value of (i) n= 0.2, a= 0.1 

(ii) n= 1, a= 0.1 

I i; i\ 
\'"I n::::: 1, a= 1 

(H) n= 0 a= I and depicted in figures (1), (2), (3) and (4). 

Thus we can conclude that Reynolds number, porosity factor 

(cr< 2a)iS favourable to the motion but retardation in the flow begins 

when o- > 2a and independently on R. 

W]r=o 
W]r=o 
W]r=o 

I 

0.2 

0 

-0.2 

-0.4 

t -0.6 

I -o.a 

I -1 

Graph of velocity distribution against 
porosity factor 

n = 0.2, a "" 0.1, R = l, g0 = 1. 
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PART-THREE 

UNSTEADY FLOW OF VISCOUS FLUID THROUGH A 
LONG STRAIGHT POROUS CIRCULAR PIPE DUE TO TIME 

VARYING PRESSURE GRADIENT WITH AN INITIAL 

ARBITRARY VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION 

Introduction : The Study of flow through porous media is of 

principal in rest due to its importance in petroleum engineering for 

studying the movement of natural gas, oil and water through the oil 

reservoirs and to study the underground water in river beds. The flows 

of viscous fluid through porous medium are of considerable importance 

for various purposes. Not only because of its significant flow situation 

and oil extraction but also for the rheometrical aspect, it has been dealt 

with by a number of researchers who presented solutions of the 

problems for various models of viscosity characteristics. The problem of 

unsteady flow of viscous incompressible fluid in an annulus of two 

porous co-axial circular cylinders subjected to suction or injection has 

been studied by Rao (1961}, Bhattacharya (1980) considered unsteady 

laminar flow in a channel with porous bed. Pandey (1969) considered 

slow steady flow of a viscous incompressible fluid between two porous 

walls at slightly variable distance from each other with distributed 

suction. Singh (1967) has studied the flow of visco-elastic Maxwell fluid 

in the annulus of two porous concentric circular tube under the 

influence pressure gradient. Das (1977) considered the flow of viscous 

incompressible fluid between two porous concentric circular cylinder 

with the inner cylinder rotating. Recently, Gupta and Babu (1987) 
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studied the flow of a viscous incompressible fluid through a porous 

medium near oscillating infinite porous plate in the slip flow regime. 

Mukesh Gupta and Shalini Sharma (1991) investigated the flow of 

viscous incompressible and electrically conducting fluid through a 

porous medium bounded by a oscillating porous infinite plate in slip flow 

regime under the influence of transverse magnetic field fixed relative to 

the fluid. 

More recently, Kulshrestha and Singh (1993) considered the MHO 

flow of viscous incompressible fluid between two co-axial rotating 

porous cylinders and discussed the effects of injection, suction 

parameter and eiectromagnetic field on velocity distribution. 

In this paper we have studied the unsteady motion of viscous fluid 

through a straight porous channel due to pressure gradient with an 

initial arbitrary velocity distribution. The fluid assumed to the Newtonian 

and incompressible, the general solution is obtained by using finite 

Hankel Transform. Velocity distribution for some particular types of 

pressure gradients namely (i) impulsive (ii) periodic are discussed. 

Formulation of the Problem : 

Applying cylindrical co-ordinate (r, e ,Z) with Z axis along the axis of 

the circular tube, let us denote by u, v and w the components of velocity 

along r, e ,Z increasing respectively. 

Assuming that the motion is symmetrical about the Z-axis we have 

j_ = o and the nature of motion gives V=O. oe 
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The Navier-Stokes equations of motion of viscous incompressible 

fluid are (in absence of external forces) 

Ow+ u au+ wOw= _ _!_ Bp + v[82~ +!au- ~] .............. (1) 
8t 8r oz p8r 8r r8r r 

The equation of continuity is 

! _E_(ur )+ 8w = 0 .............. (3} 
r 8r 8z 

The direction of flow is taken along direction of the axis of Z. 

This shows that w is independent of Z. 

Bw Therefore, - = o ............. (4) az 
By the hetp of (4) the equation of continuity is 

1 8 ( - -ur)=O 
r 8r 

which gives ur = -s (say) ............ (5) 

where s>O is the suction parameter and s<O is the injection 

parameter. 

By the help of equation (5), equations (1) & (2) reduce to the 

following forms respectively. 

1 8p s2 

--=3'''"'''"'"'"'(6) p 8r r 

8w = _ _!_ 8p + v[azv:_ + (1 + ~)! aw] ................ (7} 
8t p8z 8r v r8r 

Substituting, 

~ = 2n ................ (8) 
v 

_ _!_ 8p = f(t) ................ (9) 
p 8z 
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Which is a function oft alone, we get 

-=f(t)+v (1+2n)--+-2 ................ (10) 8w [ 1 8w fiw] 
at r8r ar 

Writing W = Fr-n where F is a function of rand t, we get 

82F 1 8F n2 1 8F 1 n 
-

2 
+---2F=----r f(t) ............... (11) ar r8r r vat v 

Boundary and initial conditions for the problem are 

w(r,t)=Fr-n =0 r=a, t>O 

s 
U= -U0 =- r=a, t>O ............... (12) 

a 

o::;;r ::;;a, t = 0 

t=O .................. (13) 

Solution of the problem : 

We introduce finite Hankel Transform defined by 

00 

WH = Jrw Jn (r~Jir .............. (14) 
0 

Where ~i is a root of the transcendental equation 

Jn(a~J= 0 ........... {15) 

Taking Hankel Transform to equations (10) & {11), we get 

provided n= -1 

00 

FH(O) = Jrn+I W0{r) Jn (r~J dr .............. (17) 
0 

with the help of the boundary condition (11), we get 

dR an+l 
d; +v~~FH =~ V Jn+l (a~Jf(t) 

Solution of this equation subject to the initial condition (17) is 
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Applying the inversion formula, we get 

f(r,t)= ~LFH(o)e-ulllt Jn(rpi) +2an-lLJn+l(aPJ. Jn(rpJ .Je-upi2 (t-1:)f(1:)<h 
a i [J1 n1 (aPJJ i Pi [J1 n1 (aPJJ o 

w(r,t)= 2~~: LFH(O)-eupf, fn(rpi)_ +2r-nan-IL Jn(rpi)_ Je-llf(t-1:)f(1:)d1: .... 
a ; J n+I (a() I) ; P)n+l (apl) 0 

Particular case and discussion : 

Case: 1 If we take 

wo(r)=a2 -r2 

f(1:) = 8(1:) 

Where 8(1:) is the Dirac Delta function, then 

W( )_2 -n n-1'\:'[4(n+l) l] Jn(rpi) e-ul3i
2

t { 20) r, t - r a .L.J 2 + - ( ). -- ............. . 
l . pi Jn+l a()i ()k 

Taking the roots of the equation Jn(api)= 0 

W(r,t) is tabulated against t. 
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Table: 1 

For different values of r (r=O, .25, .5, .75) and a=1, u = .1, n=1 

t 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

W(O,t) 1.91 .856 .205 .046 .010 .002 .0001 .000 .000 

W(.25,t) 1.89 .767 .182 .841 .009 .002 .000 .000 .000 

W(.S, t) 1.61 .533 .124 .028 .006 .001 .000 .000 .000 

W(.75,t) 1.43 .271 .062 .014 .003 .000 .000 .000 .000 

Table: 2 

For different values of r (r=O, .25, .5, .75) and a=1, u = 1, n=O 

t 0 1 2 3 5 6 7 8 

W(O,t} i 2.00 1.57 I .85 .48 .27 .15 .08 I .OS 
~ 

W(.2S,t) 1.94 1.33 .74 .42 .23 .13 .07 .04 .o2 1 

W(.S, t) 1.75 I 1.01 .56 .32 .18 .10 .06 .03 .01 

W(.75,t) 1.43 .49 .28 .16 .09 .05 .03 .02 .00 
. 

Table- 3 

For different values of r (r=O, .25, .5, .75) and a=1, u = 1, n=- ~ 

t 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

W(O,t) 2.03 1.72 1.39 1.09 .85 .67 .52 .40 .31 

W{.25,t) 1.95 1.64 1.29 1.01 .79 .61 .48 .37 .29 

I W(.S, t) 1.76 1.30 1.99 .77 .60 .47 .37 .28 .22 

W{.75,t) 1.44 .697 .55 .43 .3358 .26 .2049 .16 .13 

From equation (20) it follows that due to the application of 

impulsive pressure gradient the velocity profile dies out exponentially as 

t increases and ultimately tends to zero when t ~ oo. 

Table (1) shows the distribution of velocity when suction parameter 

is equal to 2u and Table {2) shows the same when the suction 
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parameter is absent. A comparative study of the two tables reveals the 

fact that suction plays a role for destroying the motion while Table {2) & 

(3) shows that injection accelerates that motion. 

Case: II 

If we take W0(r)=a2 -r2
• 

Using the result 

If there is no arbitrary initial velocity distribution then the real part 

of the solution. 

. .............. (24) 
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is a particular solution of the problem of viscous incompressible 

fluid through a straight porous circular tube due to the influence of 

pressure gradient. In absence of suction parameter s, the above result 

reduces to the form 

which resembles to the result obtained by Grace. 

Now, we consider the small oscillation of highly viscous fluid. In this 

1-ik 
case the quantity -t~-= becomes verv, small. . v u 

Then expanding the Bessel's function in equation (24) in power 

series and neglecting the terms o(u-2
) we get, 

W{r,t)~ _e: [t-(1 + {4o:: !)}}- {4o{:: !)})] 
eikr ( ) 

= 4u(n+l) az -rz 

Which corresponds to the steady flow of viscous liquid through a 

straight porous channel due to a periodic pressure gradient. 
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PART- ONE 

TO STUDY THE FLOW OF MHO FLOW 
THROUGH POROUS MEDIUM OF DIFFERENT 

PERMEABILITIES UNDER PRESSURE 
GRADIENT 

Introduction : 

The study of the stratified fluid through the porous medium has a great 

importance in many engineering and technological fields. The motion of viscous 

stratified liquid largely depends on the magnitude of the stratification factor, porosity 

factor and slip parameter and magnetic parameter (M) and permeability parameter 

(H), so they must have an effect on the slip velocity also. The study of the flow of 

viscous fluid past a porous bed without stratification has been studied by Beavers 

and Joseph (1967). Beavers etal (1970) and Rudraiah N, Rajasekhara B.M. and 

Ramaiah B.J. (1975) studied the flow past a porous medium by the use of Beavers 

and Joseph slip condition in which transfer of momentum was considered. Musket 

(1946) and Scheidegger (1963) showed that the Darcy law is valid when Reynolds 

number R is low. However, in many cases the flow velocity is not always small in a 

porous medium. Brinkman (1947) suggested a model of boundary layer type 

equation for flow through porous medium. 

Kumar (1985) considered the flow between two permeable beds using 

Darcy's law in one permeable bed and in other bed he used Brinkman equation. 

Gupta and Sharma (1978) discussed the flow in a channel with permeable and 

impermeable moving plate. The same problem was discussed by Chauhan and 

Vyas (1991). Singh (1995) discussed the MHD flow through porous medium of 

different permeabilities. 
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In the present note we have studied the effect of slip velocity on the MHO 

plane coutte flow of a viscous incompressible fluid in a channel with porous medium 

of different permeabilities. 

Using the slip boundary condition we divide the entire flow region into three 

zones. Zone-1 relates the free flow above the bed which is governed by Navier

Stokes equations and Zone-2 relates to highly permeable region where the flow is 

governed by Brinkman's equations and Zone-3 the region of low permeability where 

the flow is governed by Darcy's law. 

The distribution of velocity in the three zones have been calculated separately 

and all the three velocities have been calculated in exact form. 

Mathematical formulation of the problem 

Here we have considered a physical model illustrating the problem under 

consideration, shown in fig-1 . Zone-1 consists of a parallel plate channel of height 

h where the lower bounding high permeable region while the upper one is a moving 

plate. Zone-2 consists of the region of high permeable of same height hand Zone-

3 consists of the region of low permeable region of the same height h. The fluid is 

considered electrically conducting and magnetic field of intensity 8 0 is introduced 

in the flow field. 

t t t t t t t t t 
Zone-1 ~u 

Figure -1 
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Assuming the body force and pressure gradient to be a common constant 

force P by which the flow in the zones is driven in the x-axis direction along the 

flow and y-axis is taken normal to it, the basic equation of the motion in three 

zones can be written as-

02u _ _!_ op _ crB~u = 0 forZone-1 (1) 

oy2 J.l ax Jl 

K2 ap 
and Q2 = Q0e-13Y where Qo =---;-ax for Zone-3 (3) 

Where u, Q1 and 0 2 be the velocity of Zone-1 , Zone-2 and Zone-3 respectively 

and M is the magnetic parameter and K1 and K2 are the permeabilities parameter 

of the Zone-2 and Zone-3 respectively and a is the slip parameter and f3 is the 

stratification factor. 

After (street-) the first order slip boundary condition are 

au 
u = uo - L cy on y=h .... (4) 

Where u0 =velocity with which the plate y = h is moving. 

au oQl 
u = Q1 and cy = ay on y=O .... (5) 

aQl 
and Q2 =-Ql +L1 ay ony=-h ..... (6) 

(2-m)L 
where L1 = ...o..__ _ _.:__ 

m 

I 

and L = J.!( - 7t ) 
2 

is the mean path and m=Maxwell's reflection co-efficient. 
2pp 

Let us make all the above equations non-dimensional by using the quantities, 
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u1 - h u . 'I I f Q Q Q d U y 1 - y 1 - p 
- O Simi ar y Or 1, 2, 0 an 0, - h' p - ~ ~r ' 

With the help of (8) Equations (1 ), (2) and (3) reduce to the following form 

assuming the pressure gradient (- :) =constant p. 

,., 1 

d"·u' 2 ; 
--

2
-M u =-p 

dy/ 

I 
and Qi = Q6 e-ny 

where u QJ = - KJ h2 Bpi p(n) 2 

h ~ hax1 h 

1 1 Bp
1 

or Q0 =-K2 - 1 =K2P 
ax 

with the slip boundary conditions. 

I 1 Ll au! 
u = U. -- -- I 1 d I Ql o h 0)/ on y = an u = 1 

8u
1 = au1 

I 
and Or 1 a;/ on y = 0 

1 1 L1 BQf 
Q2 =Q1 -- --1 ony=-1 

h By 

... (9) 

... (10) 

... (11) 

.... (12) 

.... (13) 

Dropping all dashes of (9), (10), (11), (12) and (13), and confining (11) and 
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(12) we get. 

and Q2 = pK
2 

e-ny 

(Kl > K2) 
and the boundary condition (13) 

au 
becomes u = Uo -a 8y on y = 1 

au aQl 
u = Q1 and 8y - 8y on y = 0 and 

aQl 
Q2 = Ql +a 8y on y = -1 

LI 
where h =a 

Solution of the Problem : 

.... (14) 

... (15) 

....... (16) 

... (17) 

Equations (14) and (15) are ordinary second order differential equation and 

their solutions are 

u = AleMy + Ble-My + p2 
M p 

=A Cosh my+ B Sinh my+ M2 

where A= A1 +B1 

B=A1 -B1 

and Q1 = C eNy +De-Ny+ p
2 N 

and Q
2 

= P K
2 

e-ny 
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Using the slip boundary conditions given in ( 17) we get 

U0 - :p = AeM~l + Be-M~2 ............... (i) 

p p 
C+D+-2 =A+B+-2 ............... (ii) 

N M 

N(C- D)= M(A- B) .............. (111) 

PK N p c -N D -N 
2e = N 2 + e 111 + e 112 .............. (iv) 

where 1 + aM= ~ 1 , 1 -aM= ~2 

1 ' rvN -- n 1'- N JI.T- ... .._ 
I U. - ' il ' vw. V - I 12 

From (ii) and (iii) we get 

C = A L - B L - p LlL2 
2 I 2 2 M2 

D= -A~+ B 4 _ PLl~ 
2 2 AJ2 

M+N M-N 
where = L1 and = L2 

N N 

Using (v) and (vi) in equation (iv) we get, 
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PART -TWO 

TO STUDY THE FLOW OF VISCOUS MHO 
FLUID BETWEEN TWO ROTATING 

CYLINDERS 

Introduction : Gaur and Mehta (1981) have studied slow 

unsteady flow of a viscous incompressible fluid between two 

coaxial circular cylinders with axial roughness. Vasudevaiah and 

Majhi (1982) have studied matched solutions of slow viscous flow 

past a rotating of sphere. 

Yih (1959) studied the effect of density variation on the fluid 

flow. Dare (1969) has also studied the forced oscillations in a 

viscous stratified fluid in which the density and viscosity vary 

exponentially with vertical co-ordinate. Channabasappa and 

Ranganna (1976) discussed the flow of stratified fluid past a 

permeable bed with the anticipation that stratification may provide 

a technique for studying the pore size in a porous medium. Gupta 

and Sharma (1978) analysed a problem on stratified viscous flow 

of a variable viscosity between a porous bed and a moving 

impermeable plate. Varshney (1980) discussed the unsteady flow 

of a viscous fluid of a variable viscosity through a porous medium 

between two parallel plates with constant pressure gradient. 

Gupta (1983) has studied the flow of a stratified fluid through 

a porous medium between two plates in which the lower. plate 

oscillates with time and upper stationary. 

The problems of heat transfer in electrically conducting liquid 

permeated by electromagnetic field have been studied by number 

of investigators. Seth and Maite (1982) have studied MHO coutte 

flow and heat transfer in a rotating system. Pillai and Varma (1989) 
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have studied flow of a conducting fluid between two coaxial 

rotating porous cylinders bounded by a permeable bed. 

Thus, our purpose of the present paper is to investigate the 

MHO flow of a viscous incompressible fluid between two coaxial 

rotating porous cylinders bounded by permeable beds. Using 

boundary condition of Beavers and Joseph (1967), an exact 

solution for the velocity distribution of the fluid in free region and 

porous region is evaluated in dimensionless form and the result 

obtained is discussed with the help of graphs. 

Mathematical Formulation of the Problem : 

Let us consider the steady flow of a conducting viscous 

incompressible fluid between two coaxial rotating porous cylinders 

composed of an insulated material. The cylinders terminate at 

perfect electrodes which are connected through a load. The walls 

of the inner and outer cyli'tlders are porous bounded by a 

permeable bed (Fig. 1.) The problem is divided into three zones. 

In zone-1, which is porous zone, where the flow is governed by 

Darcy law and Beavers and Joseph condition. In zone-2, the zone 

of free flow region where the flow is governed by 

magnetohydrodynamic equations and in zone-3 which is made 

of permeable bed, the flow is governed by Darcy law. 
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Zone-3 

Zone-2 

Zone-1 

Porous media 

Free flow region 

Physical Model 
Fig. -1 

Assuming the slip velocity boundary condition of Beavers and 

Joseph ( 1967) the solution in different zones are matched at the 

interface between zone-1 and zone-2 and zone-3. A uniform 

magnetic field H0 is applied in the radial direction throughout the 

flow region. Here K1 is the permeability of porous bed of inner 

cylinder, m is the co-efficient of viscosity, s2 is electrical 

conductivity of the fluid, m2 is magnetic permeability of the fluid 

and Ez is electric field and Q 1,Q2 are the angular velocity of 

the inner and outer cylinder respectively. 

Under present configuration, the governing equations for the 

steady viscous incompressible fluid flow in different zones are : 

Zone-1 

u --- --2 Qu K1 (dp ) 
1- Jl dr P 1 1 ........................ (1) 

d~;l) = 0 ............................................... (3) 

i.e. ru
1 

= constant = - s (say) .................... (4) 
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Where S > 0 is the suction parameter and S < 0 is the injection 
parameter. 

Zone-2 

du v
2 

1 dp (d
2
u 1 du u J u-------+u -+----

dr r - p dr dr2 r dr r 2 ··· · · ·• ·· ··· .. (S) 

du uv (d
2
v 1 dv v) 1 ( 2 2 ) u---=y -+---- +- cr 11 HE -cr 11 H u (6) dr r dr2 r dr r2 p er-e r z er-e r ....•.. 

d~ru) = 0 ............................................................. (?) 

i.e. ru =constant = - S (Say) ............................ (8) 

Where S > 0 is the suction parameter and S < 0 is the injection 
parameter. 

d(~~r) = 0 ........................................................... (9) 

:f~z)=0 ............................................................ (10) 

Zone-3 

u 2 =-~'(: -2/D.2u 2 ). •.••••......•••.•...••.••.••.•••.•. (11) 

d~;2 ) = 0 ............................................................. (13) 

i.e. rv
2 

=constant = - S (say) ............................. (14) 

Where S > 0 is the suction parameter and S < 0 is the injection 
parameter. 

The boundary conditions are : 
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The following non-dimensional quantities are used 

I r 
r =-

r ' 1 

1 uri u =-
v ' 

l vrr 
v =-

v ' 

E - ~oHov where o - -'--"-.-......:.-
'i 

8 = rz 
r ' 1 

ro1 =dimensionless angular velocity of inner cylinder and 

ro2 =dimensionless angular velocity of outer cylinder. 

Using the above non-dimensional quantities equations (1) to 
(13) reduces to 

Zone-1 

u: =- :f ( :: -2ro1u: }·· ........................................... (17) 
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vi ~(M'::;:~:tu; ) ................................................ (18) 

_d(-'-ri~~~'-'-1) = 0 ..................................................................... (19) 
dr 

i.e. r/ ui = constant = - S (say) ................................ (20) 

where S > 0 is the suction parameter and S < 0 is the injection 
parameter. 

Zone-2 

1 du1 v12 di d2u1 1 du1 u1 

u -----+-+---- (21) 
d 

l l - l 12 1 1 12 ................... . 
r r dr dr r dr r 

du
1 

1 dv
1 

2 1 2 1 (22) --u+r (1-S)-1 (l+M +S)v=-r M Ez ........... . 
dr dr 

i.e. r1u1 =constant = - S (say) ................................... (23) 

where S > 0 is the suction parameter and S < 0 is the injection 
parameter. 

Zone-3 

u - -·-- 8 ---2ro u l 1 ( 2 dp
1 

1 J 
2 - (j~ d/ 1 2 ......................................... (24) 

d(r!ui)- 0 
~-'!=-- .................................................................. (26) 

dr 

i.e. r 1u~ = constant = - S (say) ............................. (27) 

where S > 0 is the suction parameter and S < 0 is the injection 
parameter. 
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The boundary conditions (15) and (16) reduce to 

Solution of the problem 
Zone-1 

rl = 1··············(28) 

r 1 =8··············(29) 

Velocity distribution ui and vi using condition (28) is 

1 -S 
ul = --(1 +a1cr1) .................................................. (30) 

atcrl 

Zone-2 
Velocity distribution u1 and v1, on solving the equations (23) 

and (22) is 

u
1 =~ ................................................................... (32) 

r 

.................................. (33) 

Zone-3 

Velocity distribution ui and vi using condition (29) ts 

1 S(l_a2o-J 
Uz = azC1.fi; ······················································· .(34) 
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Discussion : 

In Zone-1, the following conclusion can be made from the 

fig-2. It is seen that the velocity distribution decreases with the 

increase in amount of suction for each fixed value of r, but the velocity 

distribution increase with the increase in the amount injection for 

each fixed value of r. Thus in porous Zone suction retards the motion 

while injection accelerates it 

In Zone-2, the following conclusion can be made from the fig-

3 for fixed value of suction parameter, the magnitude of the 

components of the velocity increases when r increases and in case 

of fixed value of injection parameter, the magnitude of the velocity 

decreases when r increases and for a fixed value of r, s increases 

from negative to positive, it is found that velocity also increases. 

In Zone-3, it is observed from fig-4 that for any fixed value of 

suction, the magnitude of velocity increases for every increasing 

value of r. Also for any fixed value of injection parameter the 

magnitude of velocity decreases for every increasing value of r. 
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Fig.-2 
Velocity distribu tion V/ for various values of r1 -l 

S. (cr
1 

= 0.5, a
1 

= lM=lE 1 =3co=l) 
' Z ' I 

vl 

r• 0.5 

rt 0.1 
I 

s 2 1 s 0 s 1 s 2 s 
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Fig. 3 
Velocity distribution u1 for various values of S. 

s 2 t-:s 1 

0 -t+++++S 1 s 2 s 
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Fig. 4 
Velocity distribution V/ for various values of 
r1

• (8 2,E/ 3, 0"2 1' (l)2 2, a
2 

2,M 1 ' 

v~ 

S= 2 t=s --1 s 2 

s 0 s 1 .l s 
rt 2.1 
IIIII 

rt 2.5 

ri 3 
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CHAPTER: VI 

FLOW OF VISCOUS INCOMPRESSIBLE FLUID 
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PART-ONE 

SLOW STEADY FLOW OF A VISCOUS INCOMPRESSIBLE 
FLUID BETWEEN TWO INFINITE CO-AXIAL CIRCULAR 

CYLINDERS WITH AXIAL ROUGHNESS 

Introduction 

The solution to the problem of steady flow of a viscous liquid 

through the reglon bounded by two concentric circles is well-known. 

Citron (1962) investigated the problem of slow steady viscous flow 

between two rotating concentric infinite cylinders with axial roughness. 

Khamrui (1963) has studied the problem of slow steady flow of a viscous 

incompressible liquid through a circular tube when the radius varies 

axially. Gupta and Kulshrestha (1970) have studied the slow flow of a 

viscous liquid in an annulus with arbitrary injection and suction velocity 

along the rough wall. 

In this paper, the Solution to the problem of Steady flow of a 

viscous liquid in the annulus of two concentric smooth cylinders with 

axial roughness is obtained. 

Mathematical Formulation 

We take the cylindrical polar co-ordinates (r,S,z), the 

common axis of the cylinders being taken as the axis of z. We take the 
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equations of the cylinders to be r =a+EN(z) and r = b+cN(z) respectively 

where a<b and EN(z) is very small in comparison to a and b so that in our 

circulation we always neglect the squares of cN(z) and its higher powers. 

let u, v and w be the components of velocity in the direction of r, 8 and 

z increasing respectively. let the motion be set up by a constant 

pressure gradient which acts in the direction of z. let us also assume 

that the motion is symmetrical about the axis of z, that is the velocity 

component v in the direction of e is zero and u. w and pressure p are 

independent of 8. Then the Navier-Stokes equations for slow steady 

motion under no external forces for an incompressible viscous fluid 

becomes, 

1 8p o2
U 1 au a 2u u 

-- ( + - + --- --) ~ ......... ~ ~~~ "~" ·~· ~~~~ (1) 

1-L or 8 r2 r or oz2 rz 

1 ap 
--0 ....................... (2) 

1-L roe 

1 ap o2
W aw a2w 

-- ( + -- + -) ....................... (3) 

1-L az a r2 r or oz2 

The equation of continuity is 

1 a ow 
- (ur)+ - =0 ........................ (4) 

r or oz 

From (1)- (4), we find that p and w satisfy the following equations [Khamrui] 
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.......................... (5) 

.......................... (6) 

1 0 
where -+ 

r or oz2 

The determination of the fluid motion through the annulus 

of two co-axial cylinders requires the rotation of the above equations 

(4}- (6) subject to the boundary condition that at the walls, there will 

be no relative motion. The walls are given by the equations-

r1 (z) = a + zN (z) 

r2 (z) = b + EN (z) 

Hence the proper boundary conditions are -

u=w=O on r=r1 (z) } ..................... (7} 
u =w=O on r = r2 (z) 

Let us take the dependent flow variables in the form 

u (r,z) =urn (r,z) 

W (r,z) = Wo (r) + Wrn {r,z) .................... (8} 

p (r,z) = Po (z) + prn (r,z) 
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Where p0 and w0 are the known quantities for the 

unperturbed flow and the primed quantities denote the perturbation 

due to the variation in the length of the radii of the cylinders. 

For the slow steady motion of the unperturbed flow, Po and 

w 0 satisfy the following equations 

1 8po 
= 0 a a o o o • a • o a • a o o • o • • ~ • a a a (9) 

~ ar 

1 8po 
:::: 0 s a • a n a o • a s • a o • o ~ a a a a • • ~ (10) 

~ rae 

1 8 Po cfwo 1 Bwo 
:::: ---+ - ....................... (11) 

~ 8z ar r or 

The equation of the continuity is 

8wo 
= 0 ....................... (12) 

8z 

Now for the steady motion due to a constant pressure gradient, 

the solution of (II) subject to the boundary conditions-

Wo=O on r =a 

Wo=O on r = b 

Given by Lamb is 

p0 = Pz + c ............................ (13) 
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and 
b 

log
a 

log -;-}············ (14) 

8p 
where P denotes the constant pressure gradient 

oz 

Substituting (8) into the set of equations (1), (3), (4), (5) and (6) 

we see that the perturbed quantities satisfy the following equations 

1 

or 

1 

oz =[ 

1 
--+--

r 

1 
--+

r 

1 o ow1 

- (u1 r) +-
r or o z 

( 

if 

or 
1 

+
r 

1 
+

r 

= 0 

and the boundary condition becomes 

on r = b +EN (z) 

on r = b +EN (z) 
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..................... (15) 

.................... (16) 

.................... (17) 

..... "" ........... (18) 

.................. (19) 

} .................. (20) 



on r =a+ EN (z) } .................. (21) 
on r =a+ EN (z) 

Solution of the problem : 

Let us take the solution of (19) to be 

1 Joo 
w1(r,z) = - [A(~) Io (~ r) + 8 (~) Ko (~ r) + C(~)~ r I1 (~r) 

2n -oo 

[ Ref. Pandey K.S.] 

where I 0 (~ r), I 1 (~ r) are the modified Bessel functions of the first kind of the 

zeroth and first order respectively and Ko(~ r), K1(~ r) are modified Bessel 

functions of the second kind of the zeroth and first order respectively. 

Putting this value of w1 in equation (17) we have 

1 a -1 a j 00 

- -- (u1r) = - [A I o (~ r) + B Ko (~ r) + C ~ r I1 (~r) 
r a r 2n a z -00 

or _a_ (u1r) = - _i J; r [A I o (~ r) + B Ko (~ r) + C ~ ri, (~r) 
a r 2n -00 
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Integrating we get 

u'r = ~ J ;[AI, (~r)-BK1 (l;r)+CI;r!,(~r) 
2n -oo 

- D s r Kz(sr) ] eic,z ds + ~(z) .................. (23) 

Using the boundary condition (20) and (21 ), we get 

~ (z) = ~ J; b+EN(z)] [AI1 (bl; +E~N)- BK1 (b~ +Ei;N) + (b~ +Ei;N) 

2n -·oo 

{ Clz (bs +EsN) - DKz (bs +EsN) } ] eic,z ds 

<!> (z) = _i J ;a+eN) [ AI1 (a~ +EI;N)- BK1 (aS +Ei;N) +(aS +EI;N) 

2n -oo 

{ Clz (as +EsN)- DKz (as +EsN)}] eic,z ds 

Writing 

1 J 00 

<!> (z) = -- \If (s,z) eic,z ds 

2n -oo 

We get, 

\If (z,s)= ( b+EN) [AI1 (bs +EsN)- BK1 (bs +EsN) + (bs +EsN) 

{ Clz (bs +EsN) - DKz (bs +EsN) } ] ......................... (24) 

and 
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{ Ch (a~ +e~N)- DK2 (a~ +e~N)}] ......................... (25) 

From equation (24) and (25) it follows that 'V {z,~)=O and hence <!>(z) = 0 . 

Thus, 

u' = _:i_ J[ AI1 (~r)- BK1 .(~r) + ~r { CI2 (~r)- DK2 (~r)}] eil7d~ 
2n -oo . 

... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... (26) 

Putting the value of w1 from equation (22) into the equation (16) we get, 

t-t az 

00 f ~ Alo (~r) + BKo (~r) + ~r { CI 1 (~r) + DK1 (~r) } ] e;s, dl; 

1;00 

= -:- ~2 [ Cio (~r) + DKo (~r) ] eil;z d~ 

-oo 

Integrating we get, 

p 1 = -J.-tiJ~
00

[ Cio (~r) + DKo (~r) ] eil;z d~ + f(r) ................ ·. (27) 
1C s 

-00 

Again, the solution of equation (18) is 1; 00 

p 1 =- [a (~) Io(~r) + f3 (~) Ko (~r) ] eil;z d~ .................. (28) 
2n 

-00 
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Comparing equations (27) and (28) we get, 

f(r) = Oand a (~) = -2 i ll ~ C(~) 

f3 (~) = -2 i ll ~ D(~) 

Thus p 1 = -:j ~00[ Clo (~r) + DK0 (~r) ] e;ez d~ .................. (29) 

-00 

Applying the boundary conditions (20) and (21) to the equations (22) 

and (26) we get, 

1 J 
00 

- [ Alo {b~ + s~N) + BKo (b~ + e~N) + (b~ + e~N) 

2n -oo . 

P b2 + a2 
=-- [(a2 -b2)---Ne + ...... ] .................. (30) 

4).l b 

1 J 00 

- [ Aio (a~+ s~N) + BK0 (a~+ s~N) + (a~+ a~N) 

2n -oo . 

P b2- a2 
= - [ 2a- ] Na ...................... (31) 

4~-t a log b/a 

;[~1 (b~ + s~N)- BK1 (b~ + sC,N) + (bC, + si',N) 

-00 . 

{ CI2 (b~ + s~N) - DK2 (b~ + s~N) } ] ei~z d~ = 0 ......... (32) 
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• 

and J [
00

AI, (a~+ e~N)- BK1 (a~+ &~N) +(a~+ &~N) 
-00 . 

{ Clz (as+ EsN)- DK2 (as+ EsN)}] eisz ds = 0 ......... (33) 

We shall now expand the function appearing in (30), (31 ), (32) 

and (33) by Taylor's series expansion method and giving explicit results only 

upto the first power of E. 

I1(xs) 

2 
1z (xs + ES,N) = Iz (xs) + ESN {I1 (xs)- - Iz(xs)} 

xs 

K1(xi;) 
K1 (xs + EsN) = K1 (xs) - ES,N {Ko (xs) + } 

xs 

2 
Kz (xs + EsN) = K2 (xs) - EsN {K1 (xs) + - K2(xs)} 

xs 

........... (34a) 

........... (34b) 

For the functions A(s), B(s). C(s) and D(s) we may suppose that, 

A<s> = Ao(s) + EA1(s) + ...... 

scs) = Bo(s) + EB1 Cs> + ...... 
. ........... ····· (35) 

ccs) = Co(s) + EC1(s) + ...... 

o(s) = Do(s) + ED1 (s) + ...... 
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~·· 

Substituting from (34) and (35) ihto the results of (30), (31), (32) and 

(33) and applying the inversion formula for Fourier transform and equating the 

co-efficient of like power of ~ we get, 

p 

Aolo(b<;) + BoKo(b<;) +b<; {Col1(b<;) + DoK1(b<;)} =- 8(<;) (b2-a2) 
4}1 

) 

On solving these equations we get, 

-X& 

...... (36) 

Ao=--, Bo=--, Co=--- Do=--- ......... (37) 

Where 

Ko(a<;) al1(as) aK1(a<;) 

~1 -K1(b<;) bi2(bs) -bK2(b<;) 

-K1(a<;) al2(as) -aK2(a<;) 

Io(a<;) al1(as) aK1(a<;) 

~2 = 11 (b<;) bl2(b<;) -bK2(b<;) 

l1 (a<;) al2(a<;) -aK2(a<;) 
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.13 

L1 = 

And X :::: 

Io(a~) 

I1(b~) 

Io(al;) 

r1(bs> 

Io(b~) 

Io(al;) 

I1(b~) 

I1(a~) 

Ko(a~) 

-K1(b~) 

Ko(b~) 

Ko(a~) 

-K1(b~) 

-K1(a~) 

P8 (s) (b2
- a2) 

4!-! 

bl1(b~) bK1(b~) 

ai1(al;) aK1(a~) 

blz(b~) -bKz(b~) 

aiz(al;) -aK2(a~) 

The co-efficient of ~:: 1 are 

P b2 + a2 

= N(z) $2 (bs) + N <s>- --
4~-L b ' 

A1Io(al;) + B1Ko(al;) +a; { C1I1(al;) + D1K1(al;)} 

P b2- a2 

= N(z) $2 (a~) + N (s) - [2a - ] 

' 

4!-! a log b/a ........ (38) 

A1I1(b~)- B1K1(b~) + bs { C1I2(b~)- D1K2(b~)} 

= N(z} $1 (b~) 
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= N(z) <1>1 (as) 

where 

<1>2 (xs) = s [ xs { Coh (xs) - DoK2(xs) } 

- xs { Colo (xs) - DoKo(xs) } ] 

and 

Solving the set of equations in (38), 

we get, 

AA1 _ P 11A2 
A1 = N(z) - + N(s) -- --

11 4~-t 11 

D.s1 _ P D.s2 
B1 =-N(z)--N(s)--

11 41-l A 
.................. (39) 

11c1 _ P AC2 
c1 = N(z)- + N(s) - --

sA 4~-ts 11 

1101 _ P 11o2 
o1 =-N(z)--N(s)--

s/1 4J.ts 11 
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where 

I 
<l>2(b~) Ko(b~) bl1(b~) bK1(b~) 

I 
11

A1 <!>2(a~) Ko(a~) ai1(a~) aK1(a~) I 

<l>1(b~) -K1(b~) bh(b~) -bK2(b~) I 

<!>1(a~) -K1(a~) ai2(a~) -aK2(a~) 
I 

I 

b2+a2 

Ko(b~) bl1(b~) bK1(b~) 
b 

b2-a2 
11

A2 = 2a- Ko(al;) ai1(a~) aK1(al;) 
a log b/a 

0 -K1(bl;) bh(b~) -bKz(bl;) 

0 -K1(al;) al2(al;) -aK2(al;) 

<l>z(bl;) Io(b~) bl1(bl;) bK1(b~) 

11
81 <!>2(al;) Io(al;) al1(al;) aK1(al;) 

<l>1(bl;) l1(b<;) bl2(bl;) -bK2(b~) 

<!>1(al;) l1(al;) ai2(al;) -aKz(al;) 

bz+a2 I 
Io(bl;) bi1(bl;) bK1(bl;) I b 

b2- a2 I 
11

82 = 2a- Io(al;) ai1(al;) aK1(al;) I 
a log b/a I 

0 l1(bl;) bl2(bl;) -bK2(bl;) I 

0 I1(al;) ai2(al;) -aK2(al;) 
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$1 (bl;) Io(bl;) Ko{bl;) bK1(bl;) 

~c1 <Pz(al;) Io(al;) Ko(al;) aK1(al;) 

$1 (bl;) I1 (bl;) -K1{bl;) -bKz(bl;) 

$1 (a/;) I1(al;) -K1(al;) -aKz(al;) 

bz+az 

Io(bl;) Ko(bl;) bK1(bl;) 
b 

b2- az 

~c2 2a- Io(al;) Ko(al;) aK1(al;) 
a •~~ hi .... 

IV~ 1..1/Q 

0 I 1 (bl;) -K1(bl;) -bKz(bl;) 

0 I1(al;) -K1(al;) -aKz(al;) 

<Pz{bl;) Io(bl;) Ko(bl;) bi1(bl;) 

~D1 $2(al;) Io{as) Ko(al;) ai1(al;) 

$1 (bl;) I1(bs) -K1(bs) blz(bl;) 

$1 (as) I1 (as) -K1(as) aiz(as) 

bz+az 

Io(bs) Ko(bl;) bi1(bl;) 
b 

bz-az 

~Dz 2a- Io(as) Ko(as) ai1(as) 
a log b/a 

0 I1(bs) -K1(bl;) biz(bs) 

0 I1(as) -K1(al;) alz(as) 
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and 

= 

Io(b~) 

Io(a~) 

11 (b~) 

I1(a~) 

Ko(a~) 

-K1(b~) 

-K1(a~) 

bl1(b~) 

-bK2(b~) 

-aK2(a~) 

Hence the solution for W(r,z), u{r,z) and P(r,z) including the linear 
terms in s are given by 

W(r,z) = Wa(r) +W\r,z) 

p b2
- a2 r 

= -- [ a2 
- r2 + log - ] 

4J.! log b/a a 

1 J 
00 

+ - [ Aoio (sr) + BaKa (sr} + c;r { Cai1 (~r} + DoK1 (sr) } ] ei~z ds 

2n -oo . 

+ _"_ J ~ A1lo (~r) + B, Ko (~r) + ~r { C111 (~r) + o, K, (~r) } ] e~ d~ 
2n -oo . 

p b2
- a2 r 

= -- [ a2 
- y2 + log - ] 

4J.! log b/a a 
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······ ..... (40) 

u (r,z) = u1(r,z) 

=- _; j~ Aol1 (~r)- BoK1 (~r) + l;r { Colz (l;r)- DoK2 (l;r)}] e;" dl; 
2n -oo . 

. .......... (41) 
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P(r,z) = Po(z) + P1(r,z) 

·;00 I-ll 
=C - Pz - - [Colo (l;r) + DoKo (sr) ] eic;z dl; 

1t -oo 

or 

P(r,z) = C - Pz 

If we choose sinusoidal variation of the form 

2nz 
N(z) =Sin-

A 

2n 2n 
Then N(l;) ::: in [ 8 (I; + - ) - 8 ( 1;- - )] 

A A 
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S. 2nz 
Inverse Fourier transform of In --

A 
Making substitution of the value of N(s) in equations (40), (41) and (42), we 
get 

P b2
- a2 r 

W(r,z) = - [ a2
- ~ + log -] 

4~ log b/a a 

J 
00 2n 2n 

+ -- [ o(s + - ) - 0 (s - -) ] f1 (s)ds 

-oo A A 8n~ 

P b2
- a2 r 

= - [ a2 
- ~ + log -] 

4~ log b/a a 

iPE -27t 27t 
+ - [ f1 ( - ) - f1 ( -) ] 
8~ A A 

where 

1 
f1(s) = -- [ L'iA(~) Io (sr)- L'is(s) Ko(sr) 

liCs> 

Or, 

P b2
- a2 r 

W(r,z) = - [ a2 
- ~ + log - ] 

4~ log b/a a 

Pe 
+---

1 21t 2nr 2n 2nr . 21t z 
-- r { Ac(--)11(--)- Ao{--) K1 (--)}] Srn
A( ]_n_) l. l. l. 1 ). 4J.L 

·::t 
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.................. (43) 

and 

~p J 00 

2n 2n 
U(r,z) = - [ 8 <s + -) - 8 ( s- -) 1 f2(s)ds 

4!-1 -oo A A 

where 

1 
f2(s) =- [ LlA(s) 11 (sr) + L1s(s) K1(sr) 

L1(s) 

Or, 

sip 2n 2n r 2n 2n r . 2nz 
U(r,z) =- [Li,A.(-) I1(--) + bs(-) K1 (-)] sm-

4~(_fL) ').. ').. ').. ').. ').. 
').. 

sPr 2n 2n r 2n 2n r 2nz 
- (be~-) h(-) +no(-) K2 (-~ ) }]Cos -
4~(_fL) ').. ').. ').. "A ').. 

').. 

······························· (44) 
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Discussion : 

The distribution of velocity in the radial and axial direction 

have been calculated and in the central region the nature of the 

flow have been depicted in fig.1 and fig.2 and it is found for 

roughness of the wall the nature of distribution of flow seems to be 

oscillatory in nature. 

z w(r, z) 

0 25 

I 1 28 
I 

2 26.5 I 
--

3 24 

4 22.5 

5 24.5 

6 27.5 

7 26.5 

7.5 24.5 

8 23 

8.6 22 

9.2 22.5 

10 24.8 
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PART-TWO 

GENERATION OF SURFACE-WAVE IN A SEMI-INFINITE 
VISCOUS INCOMPRESSIBLE FLUID DUE TO RING LOAD 

AND DISC LOAD 

Introduction 

The wave phenomenon is a very common occurrence of 

oscillatory motion in nature. It draws a greater attention to the scientists 

and research-workers due to it's wide important role in the field of 

viscous and non-viscous, compressible and incompressible fluid. The 

waves are verities in nature, they are depressive and non-depressive 

according to the depth of the fluid where they are generated. 

The present study of wave motion is based on some assumptions 

and boundary-value conditions. The problem is considered a two

dimensional one. The two dimensional surface-wave in a viscous 

incompressible fluid generated due to the pressure applied on the free 

surface of the fluid has been studied by several classical investigators. 

Sneddon (1951) studied the problem of semi-infinite viscous 

incompressible fluid under the action of radially symmetric pressure 

distribution. 

Pramanik (1972) considered the two-dimensional problem of 

waves generated by moving oscillatory pressure distribution which is 

applied on the free surface of an infinitely deep viscous incompressible 

fluid. 
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Lamb (1932), Basset (1888}, Besant and Ramsay (1929} dealt also 

with the problem of two dimensional wave in viscous incompressible 

fluid in their classical treatises. 

Bhattacharya (1968) considered the irrotational flow of semi

infinite viscous fluid by an impulsive velocity prescribed within a circular 

region on the surface of the fluid. 

Datta (2000} considered the problem of slow rotation of a sphere 

with source at it's centre in viscous fluid. 

An elastic half space problem which involves axisymmetric 

normally applied surface loads that expands are of interest to study the 

ground motion due to the surface blast. The problem which involves 

loads that suddenly emanates from a point on the surface and expands 

radially at a constant rate. These loads are so chosen so that they exert a 

constant force on the surface of the half space as they expand. 

Here an attempt has been made to study the surface wave in 

semi-infinite viscous in-compressible fluid. The motion is generated due 

to a load F0 (ring and disc) acting normally to the surface emanates from 

the origin and expands radially at a constant rate cover the surface. 

An exact solution has been obtained for surface elevation and the 

motion has been studied graphically. In case of ring load 

_!i_o(ct-r); t >!:_,it has been found that the surface elevation increases 
2JTr c 

asymptotically with the variation of time, when the radius vector 

remains constant. But in case of the disc-load Fo H(ct- r); t > !:__, the 
7r(ct) 2 c 

surface elevation diminishes slowly with variation of radius vector when 

the time component remains unchanged. It is convenient to use Hankel 

transform with respect to the surface coordinate and Laplace transform 
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with respect to the time coordinate to get the solution of the problem. 

The Hypergeometric function has been used to obtain the exact solution 

of the problem. 

Formulation of the problem : 

The equations of the motion are expressed in cylindrical 

coordinates (r, z). The motion is considered symmetrical about z-axis. 

The plane surface of the half space is z=O with z<O, forming the 

interior and t :::;;o, the half space is at rest. When t>O, a load F0 (ring and 

disc) acting normally to the surface emanates from the origin and 

expands radially at a constant rate cover the surface. 

Governing equations are-

where p == p - g p z 

Continuity equation is 

1 a . aw 
-- --(ur)+- =0 for z ~ 0, t> 0 and 0 <r < oo 
r & oz 

Tzz (z, 0; t) ==-Po (r,t) 

rzz (z, 0; t) == 0 

..... (1) 

..... (2) 

..... (3) 

..... {4) 

..... (5) 

..... (6) 

where Po (r; t) == Fo S(ct-r); t>!... for ring load which decays with r 
2w c 

increases. 

== ~H(ct-r); t>!... for ring load which decays with t2 

n(ct)2 c 

increases. 
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Assumptions are: 

(i) Stress and velocity component ~ o as r ~ oo. 

(ii) Disturbed free surface Z= 11(r, t) and that of undisturbed free 

surface z = 0. 

(iii) Assuming 17 small, we may take at least the first approximation the 

free surface to be z=O. 

aw 
Thus, we replace -at Z= 11 by it's value at z=O except g pz=g P17. az 
The boundary conditions become, 

aw 
'tzz =- P + 2J.!-

8z 
aw 

p 0 (r, t) = p + gp11 - 2J.t-az 

't = ··( aw + au J = 0 
zz r ar oz 

and 011 
- = wL-o at -

....... (7) l 
...... (8) 

z=O, t> 0 

...... (9) 

..... (10) 

Now using Hankel transform of order one defined by uH = [ruJ1 (.;r) dr 

to equation (1) we get, 

r r(a2~ +]:_au _!!_J Jl(!;r)+ [r a2~ Jl(q) dr 
ar- r ar r az 

lr op =- rJ1 (.;r)dr- dr 
f-l or 

or, ..... (11) 

Applying Hankel transform of order zero defined by WH = r rwJo (.;r) dr to 

equation(2), (3), {8), (9) and (10) we get, 
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(!f___ e) Wg = _!_ dpOH ••••• (12) 
dz 2 JL dz 

dwg +; Ug = 0 ..... (13) 
dz 

dwg 
PH+ g PTfH - f1 --;;;-= PoH ..... (14) 

dug 
--;wg=O 

dz 
..... (15) z =0, t=O 

dTJg 
-=Wg 

dt 
...... (16) 

From (13) and (15) we get, 

..... (17) 

Multiplying (11) by d~H + ; 2 PH= oand differentiating (12) w.r.t. z and 

adding [using equation (13)] 

we get, 

...... (18) 

The solution of (18) subject to the condition, PH ~ o as z ~ oo 

...... (19) 

Putting (19) in (11) and (12) we get, 

( d2 - ;2)uH =- {A(;) e-9 
l dz2 JL 

...... (20) 

..... {21) 

Applying the boundary condition, 

Ug ~ 0 as Z ~ 00 and Wg ~ 0 as z ~ oo tO equatiOn {20 ) and (21) We 

..... (22) 

and C -9 ZA(;) -9 
Wg = 2 e +-- e 

2JL 
..... (23) 
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where C1 and C2 are constants to be determined. Putting wH from 

equation (23) into equation (17) we get, 

c2 = A(q) 
2pq 

On putting (22) and {23) in equation of continuity (13) we get, C1 = 0 

. u = ZA(q) e-9 
•• H 2pq 

...... (24) 

Now taking laplace transform, defined by j(p) = f e-st f(t) dt, on 

equation (14) and (16) 

- 2 dWH - Z 0 PH+ gpryH - p- = PoH ; = 
dz 

We have 

Substituting in (26) we get, 

- WH -
A(q) + gp- = Poll s 

- a -
:. A(q)= (1- --)Poll 

S+a 

:. A(q) = Poll - a ! f(r - t) g(r) dr 
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..... (27) 

..... (28) 

.... {29) 

..... (30} 



We have, 

F 
P0 = - 0 8(ct -r) 

2nr 

:. PoH = frJ0 (,;t") Fa o(ct- r)dr =F0 fJ0(q)8(ct- r)dr 
27rr 2Jr 

Where - - a - ( S J-A(~) =PoH - --PoH = -- PoH 
S+a S+a 

. _ 1 1 ( S J - PoH 
.. 'lH = 2p~ S S +a PoH = 2p~(S+a) 

1 f l 1 [ 1 l 1 1 c
2 

r
2 l :. ry=- J 0 (q) d~ . J0 (~cr) dr =- - F1(-,-;l;-2-) dr 

2p 2p r 2 2 r 
c c 

1 l 1 c
2 

r
2 

1 t c2 t 1 1 
=- [(1+-. -2-+ ......... )] dr = -(-) + -(-)- -- 24ur 

2pr 4 r 2p r 24p r 2pc ,-
c 

..... (35) 

Also when, 

F, 
Po= - 0

- 2 H(ct -r); H(ct-r) =1 when ct> r 
1r(ct) 

= 0 when ct~r 

Applying Hankel transform to equation {36) we get, 

Fa r (Po)H = --
2 

r J0 (~r) H(ct- r) dr 
1r(ct) 

F. rt F. = --0 -2 r J0 (~r)dr = - 0 J 1 (ct~); 
1r(ct) JTCt~ 

ct>r 

.. (31) 

..... (32) 

.... (33} 

.... (34) 

...... (36) 

...... (37) 

-.Let -r) 
:. Po= r ~ Jo (q) e-9 PoH d~- :v r Jo (q) e-9 d~ X t e 2v~ PoH(~,r) dr 

c 
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g 

f -(t-r) J (cr,;) 
x e 2vq 1 dr 

T 
.. (38) 

c 

g 

1 2v;(t-r) Jl(cr¢) d 
x e r 

1' 
..... (39) 

c 

g 

and lJ == __!j_ [;-1 J 0 (q) d¢ r e- 2vl-r) Jl ( crq) dr 
2ff~ 1 T 

c 

..... {40) 

Considering the effect of large viscosity v >>1, we neglect v-2 

F, · 1 1 r 2 

== --0
- J r-1 

2F., (-, --, 1; -
2
-

2
-) dr; for r< ct 

2rrf-LC c 2 2 c r 
..... (41) 

We have 

1 1 r 2 1 r 2 3 r 4 
2Ft(-,--, 1; 2-2) = 1- -(-) - -(-) + ................. . 

2 2 c r 4 cr 64 cr 

..... {42) 

Fa [ 1 r 2 3 r 4 r 35 J or TJ=- -(-)+-(-)-log(-)--+ ........... . 
' 2rqc 8 ct 256 ct ct 256 . .... {43) 
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Discussion of the result : 

From Eq. (3 5), we can predict that in case of ring load when !_ ~ 1 
r 

surface elevation gradually increases and when !_=_!_surface 
r c 

elevation vanishes and when _!_ < !_ < 1 surface elevation decreases and 
c . r 

ultimately surface depression will start. 

Also from Eq. ( 43), it is seen that in case of disc load when !_ = 1 
tc 

i.e. !_ = _!_ the elevation on the free surface vanishes and when !_ > 1 
r c ct 

surface elevation increases and when !___ < 1 surface elevation 
ct 

decreases and ultimately surface depression occurs. 

Graphical study is made in Fig.l and Fig.2 

Forthecaseofringload Fo 8(ct-r);t>!::_,i.e. r=5,c=l0,t>_!_ it 
2w c 2 

has been revealed by the graphical study that the surface elevation 

for a particular ring r = 5 gradually increases with the increase of 

time when the radius vector remains constant (Fig.2). On the other 

hand, in case of disc load [o Y H(ct- r); t > !_ when the radius vector is 
1t ct c 

a variable, the surface elevation diminishes slowly when the time 

component remains unchanged (Fig.l). 
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Numerical Result 

We assume c = 10, r=S, t=1 

Table -1 

r __.... 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

17i 
1.() 0 0 0 Ll) 0 Ll) 0 0 

""' 0 0 0 ""' 0 ""' 0 0 
en en ,...... ~ ("(') '1'""1 ""' o::;t (J) 
(J) (J) (J) (J) (J) (J) 00 00 ""' 
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Numerical Result 

We assume c =10, r=S, t=l 

Table- 2 

lt~ll 12 13 14 Is 16 17 18 19 I 
I 'It I~ I~ g g 18 I~ ,, ~ ~ I~ 
/ jq m """ \.0 I~'- I"= ~ en en 

Fig. 2 
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TO STUDY tHE ILIP V:ISL.OCfTV .FOB tHE FLOW OF 
STRATIFIED .FLQJJ;) :fJF V4RIAB,LE.fiSC()$1Tt PAST A 

POROUS BED, UNDER TilE .ACtiON OF PRt;ISURE 
GRADIENT 

Dr; D. DAS" UTPAL·AR-N .AN9 $UJIT DEY 
f;JEceo.ten : 1 Jein\otary, .aooa 

In t#iN .p~r. w" Mvt. stlli/Je.4 tl,e ejfecr cff $tt'4tJftcat~ /!MMr. porosity Ja,ctor 4nd slip 
paramtt~r <m i.Jtes.ttp velocity ~;~fltheJ'IQw of:visco11s S.trati/i!ldft'f#(i 

It :b knilW'tt l!wt ~Jt,m a New.fllt#tm fluid }lows b~JIWeen tMIO• imtJenncablt surfaces, the us.ual 
b!:J.ft..fldtJo/ ¢olfi/fri~ Wflh tJo ilip col14it~oh.f!fl thlf bq~tty l~iufs .ll! a . pP.ra/tQiic ty~ of 
mQtW.nintJie c1Jili#tt$L BPJ.~er 011d IP$~ph:b~'l?e s}J()W#··t#J:It·.·tlfe.~~«~ twowltlllS ·~··is 
gov~!metl by L>amy bnv 1JIVl no slip ct~ndlliQ.n. is ~pl(ICtilliy a ¥tre4mwi6e alip llelocity at the 
twtifiniil sutfi.tCft. 

UsiiO:I theS-lip~.~~iot., w~ di~iik;ih.e.P,#,reflo-. "gJ<m into ~o ZQnes. 

Zon~l.I'Zlatel ilu!Jrn. flow alml!!J the peel which Is KDVtmed by Navter Stokes equation and 
in u;ne ·~ below· the Interface the flow. is govern<d by l>ar¢:1 Law. The vttlocity distribution 
t.4fli/iJr ih.epres.rute gr:ndJI(nt m,tll'esj! ;,ones am separately obttiine.tJandmalchedat ~~ interface 
to. get contV~:uow ·vtil~ity ili:S.tril;u.tiim. 
w'e ®ve ~de a ,s:ttu~y oJ the slip vel()Ctty ;n,/n:es.ence C?/ srroti/wati:on/aczortaJ with variable 
wrosiJyfacwt :ull4ttt conltttnt sl~p paro,w~ter (('t). 
It TeYeals from the table that stratification acceurates the slip velocity when the slip parameter 
a < 1 but it retards the velocity when the slip po.TQmeter a =- 1. 

Thus we may concluile that stratijicf,ltion/act()tmay accelerate (Jr retard the mOtion depending 
on the values of slip par(ll'IJeler. Also it appe~r:sfiOm the t.abltdhat.slip velocity dec~ases with 
the incn:ase· of the pcrost(y Jactor.for every pair·of n.Jifld a. 
INTR,.ODUCTIO~ : The motion of visc~s sntifl«i fl~4 largely depends on tbe magnitude 
of .stratificaU()b faetQI'., porQsity f~tor arid slip p;¢amdtlr. So .they mU:St hA'Iie an effect on the 
slip vel®i~ also. To study the flow of the viscous fluid past a porous medium without 
startificati()n has been shldied by Beaver and .Joseph (1967), 'ScaYcret; aH1?70JJnd RtJdraiah 
et. a/.(1973). Ttt.c study of startified tluid is of great itnportance in the field of petroleum 
industzy ~~'the d,fnsity of:qil varic~ With: ~per,-tur~. C,hannaba5sappa and Ranganna 
09'75) ~onsid~ the fl<>W of V.i~us ~UU'ti6ed tl,~,tidpa~t a por,ous ~ witharttipipation that 
s~ificatif.lll may. pn>vidc; a teclutique. for· studyin~ the po~ s~ in a parou· medium. Sari 
Kishan. and SJ'lar:ma (1980) have stUdied tbe stnitified: viscous. tlow of. vari-.ble +triscosity 
betw~·~ ~us~nd moving hnpcrm.,abfe pl'ate,undet'tlJ~ aclion ofaf:,Q4y forte:. GuPta and 
Babu ti~8':Q stt1died the fl.ow of • viscous im»mpte$Siblc tltdd'tbtQ~Sb a p(>~ nicdiqPf ~r 
all:~Jtaut~g,infin~t¢ J»f®s .• ·t1~t plaw: .In slblfklW~&iiJle. M~ (JUe~ ~d Sh~iniSJ:tanna 
(l9S).f UlY~tiJQJ~ ·. ijj* ftOw Of V~C.DUS: i®Qnipre&sible and. ~lectriCally conductiiJg fluid 
tht0\J$h ·a porous Jll;edium bou~ by an osciliating ~us infini~ tlat plate in slip flow 
regime un<ierth~inJluenee of transverse magnetic field fixed: relative to the fluid. 

PEf'AATMaiT OF MA'll1EMATI()S. 
NORTH E.JEI"'GAL UNIVER$l"N·(WEST BENGAl.) 11--MO& 
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In this p~per. we have studied t1,te ~ of stradfication factor, porosity factor and slip 
parameter on the slip velocity ofthe flqw of viscoU$ stratified fluid. 

It ~s·· known that when a Newtonian fluid flows between two impenneable surfaces the usual 
bouridary condition with non slip condition on the boundary Jeads in a parabolic type of motion 
in. the channet Beaver and Josbeph have $bown that the flow between porous bed is gov¢rned 
by Darcy law and no slip condition is replaced by a streamwise slip velocity at the nominal 
surface. 

Using the slip fx>undaey conditioll we divided the entire flow region into two zones. Zone I 
relates the\free flow above the be4 which is govemed by Na'f.ic£-$Qlces ~UIItion and in zone 
2 below the intertacc the flow is governed by DJ[Cy laW• The VClO¢ity distribution under the 
press\lfe gradient in these zones are separately obtained and .matcbecl at tbe interface to get 
eontinu()us velocity distribution. 

FOitM'ULlSM : Here we have considered a physical model illustrating tbe. problem of 
considerati()n sl)own irt figure (1). It consists of a parallel plate channel of height h where the 
lower bQunding wall is permeable whne the upper Is ri&id. Laminar unidirectional flow is 
assqli\ed to be set up by a tim~ varyir\g lon~jtudinal prt:$$\lfC ~.'in tbe c._Qill!land in the 
porc>U$. medhnn .. To study this problem of flow regi9nintho~~>-in .,,porous medium 
is.divided into two zones. Zone 1 consists of the .n uom tho ·~le plate to ~ 
interface where the flow called the free flow is govU'!led by the Na~-$~b:s equations. In 
the other zone, ~tow the interfac:e, the flow is govemeel by Darcy law. Walls of the channd 
are horizontal and infmitely long .to allow tbe phsyical quanti lies to the indeperxlent of the axial 
co·ordinate. Velocity field is assumed to have only OllC CQPlponcnt m the dircc::tion of x·axis. 
The velocity u and pressure p are functions of y and t, t denoting die time. 

The basic equation for Zone 1 are : 

p au= _Ef.+i.(,/'") 
iit ax ay iJy 

... (1) 

where )1 = JA.oe- tl.Y, p = Poe- ~>' ... (2) 

and ~=-"P ay o. 
.•. (3) 

Here flo and Po are the coefficient of viscosity and density respectively at the interface 
y =' 0, 13 > 0 represents the stratification factor. 

The basic equation for zone - 2 ate 

Q=Qoe-PY ... (4) 

where Qo=- K/J!o~ ..• (5) 

The relevant boundary conditions ue u. = 0 at y = h ... (6) 
au . a 

and ay::::: "'K(Ug- Qo) at y = 0 ... (7) 

where a. il:: slip parameter. K= the pennelt,bility co-efficient. Q =Darcy velcoity and u8 is the 
slip veloeity .at the interface y =9 (nominal surface). 

Solution of.the Problem: Equations (1), (6), (7) are made dimensionless using the quantities 

u'=..!!_, t'=umtlh, x'=xlh, f=ylh, k'=klh2 
Um 
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Omitting dashes we get 

where n ; l3h:, R '= ~ . 
with the boundary conditic;;ns 

u=O at y= 1 

and 
dv ( .1 ()n') .=.t.=aa u8 +-.. -=:... at y=O ay rflR ' .<h- J 

1 u,.h . 1 
R == R, ""' Ao represents the Reynolds Number and a= :rf· 

Let us assume that the flow is due to pressure gradient, where 

- £e=A exp (-c2 t) ax 
where A and c2 are real constants. 

We assume that the velocity is given by 

u = Au,y exp (- c2t) 

and the slip velocity is given by 

Equation (8) now becomes 

Jlu dUy c2 1 
:.2-n-+-u =--tt1 
dy2 dy R'Y R' 

Boundary conditions becomes 

951 

... (8) 

... (9) 

.. , (10) 

.•• (11) 

... (12) 

... (13) 

... (14) 

u1 =0 at y= 1 ..• (15) 

Solution of (14) subject to the above conditions is 

e" ' 12 [~c2 sin a 1 {1- y) - enll (2a1 cos «1Y- n sin aly)] , 2 u,= 2 . . . . --exp(ny)/c ... (16) 
c (n sin a.1- 2ct.t cos a1) 
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and 

The velocity distribution is given by 

is given by (16) and-(17). 

The slip velocity is given by 

where 

4c2 
u=Auyexp(-c2 t), R' >n2 

4c2 
=Auy exp (- c2 t). R, <n2 Uy 

2a1 exp( o:1 +~ )+( 1- e2al )( n -~) 

4c2 
where2<R1 

n 

u = c2 {( ~ + al ) - ( ~- o:l ) e2al} - ao ( l - elai ) 

... (17) 

". (18) 

... (19) 

•.. (20) 

If the bed of the channel had been impermeable the velocity profile would be given by 
. . 2 
u=Auyexp(-c t) ... (21) 

if ... (22) 
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u =- -1 l. [U1 COIUt)'- fi1F. l sin «t {1- y) ] 
Y cl «t cos «t 

... (24) 

and 
. 1. [Jin:fl-,+sin.F(t-y) ] 
~=- -1 

;.. • .C 
Sift -::[Rf 

... (25) 

wbicll is the same as the result obtained by P. Bhattacharya (1980). 

When n. the stratification factor. is zero, from equation (20) the slip velocity reduces to 

c (t· c)· c t F+a.o +;;;;a s•nw 
u.=l 

c C· C • C 1iF cos -:;or: + a.a sm :.J'i'f 
which is the same as the result obtained by P. Bhattacharya (1980). 
When a->~ the slip velocity given by equations (19) and (20) reduces to 

n 4c1 
2 u,.J0 -? ... =-""":;' when ->n 

c"' R' 

... (26) 

... (27) 

... (28) 

From (27) it is seen that the magnitude of slip velocity for large porosity factor depends only 

oo n, the stratificatioo factor. when ~~ > n2 and ftom (28) it is seett that oo slip condition is 

maintained at the interface when ¥ > ,l·. 

DISCUSSION : From table l. and table 2. a comparative study of the slip velocity in presence 
of stratification factor (I)) and in absence of stratification factor ((3) with variable pol'~ity 
factor under constant slip parameter (a) is tTU«<e. 

Table 1. 

«=0.01. n=O 

a-t s 10 15 20 2S 

u.-. JJ04S .~ .0044 .0042 .004()3 

«=0.1. n•O 

(1-t s 10 lS 20 2S .. _. .0037 -00255 ;f.)(}l03 .00168 '.00144 

a.= 1. n=O 
(J_. s 10 lS 20 2S 

"•-t .00116 .00()54 .00035 .00026 .000207 

A:lt all calcvlatioul· ... 1 ,44. R '"" 100. 
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Cr-•601. ft""l 

0:-t 5 JO lS 20 

"•-+ .OSS9 .0462 .0389 .0333 

cx=tU. ••l 
0-+ 5 10 lS 20 

u.-t .0153 .0051 .coos -.0016 

«=1. •=f 

a-+ s 10 lS lO 

u..-+ -.0068 -.0083 -.ooa - .(QI}i 

CX""d.S, n= l 

0-+ s 10 IS lO 

u.-+ -.00196 -.00887 -.00921 -.00940 

--+ U ZONBNo.l 

0.06 ......... -----------------..., 

o.os 
0.04 

f 
0.03 

0,()2 
;;> 

0.01 

Ot---~r---r--~--~~~r---~ 

25 

.0288 

25 

-.0031 

2.5 

-.0093 

25 

-.00952 

~:;: ...,_j __ ·--~-a.-·-~-" ·-1-~--~---'r 
)fo 

~~-
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It reveals from the table that stratification factor accelerates the slip velcoity when the slip 
parameter a< 1 but it retards the velociiy when the slip parameter a.= 1. Thus we may 
conclude that stratification factor may accelerate or retard the motion depending on the values 
ofslip parameter. Also it appears from the table that slip velocity decreases with increase of 
the porosity factor for every pair of n and a. 
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Unsteady laminar 5t111Ufl~ Oow over a porous .becJ under 
the action of body force · 

• Dinp K~ Das, Utpil Barw&Jl and SoJit·Kumar Dey 
Department of M~hcmatic:s, Nortll . Bengal University, 

Darjeeling, West Bengal. India 

(Rece_ived for publication in M~;uch, 2{)()9) 

{ Abstn.et • ln ~is paper. WI; ~v• .•·~~ \Instead)' flow of viscous stratified 
fluid om a ~ .. Ie bed. under ~ action of IM· boily force.. We fia.ve studied 
the effect of slip p~ a pqrosjtY faQ&()r Q' ancJ viSCOI!s ~ftcatil>ll f~Wtpr 
n •On thi: fJQw riv« a ~le 'bed on the fra(:tjonal-iQcJ:CUe in t~ mass flow 
rate 1 ;1. We have IdS<> calculated fractional i~ I it in mass flmM rate wilh 
the assumption <>f the validity of Darcy· law .for lamlnar flow wflen R < I. We 
have seen ~hi¢ for vr:ry sttlllll bOdy force and for fixed sigma and s.t of n and 
a ~~Ave no eff¢et on J;f ~?Ut (Qt large. bcX;ly force 1 ;J im;:re4ses with tbe increas
of sigma for each ~ v~ues of 11. ancJ a JD<l I ~U ~ with the increase of 
11. for ¢aeh $et· of values of sip ·and alpha; 'Ibus it .CIIIl ·~. ~dieted that the 
stratifle.Uon factor is not favourable to ·&1\~ fraCtional .inCrease in Ute mass flow 
rate. J · 

Introduction 

The study of flow ~ugh. porous media is of principal interest 
due to its importance in cbemical engineering for filtration and water 
purification pJ.trposes., petrole~nu engineering for stuf!ying the 
movement of natural. gas, (lil and water :through. the oil reservoirs. and 
. to study the underground water in river ~ds. lt$ flow behaviour of 
fluids in a pet.mleum reservoir rook depends to a huge e~tent . the 
viscous stratification and also on the poro.us propenies of the rock. 
a teChnique of core stUdy that can give a new or additional 
information on the characteristics of the rock which w9uld provide 
better un'derstandi~g of petmlewn reserv:oir perfonnance. Unsteady 
. flow of viltQus fluid ovet p¢r~neable befl. has ·been treated by Hunt I. 
Praka$h 8Jld Raj Banshi (1978) ob1ilin'ed tqe solution. of the 
fluct\latins flow of a viscous flUid, induced by a uniform free. stream, 
Bhattadlaryya2 . consldered the unsteady Ia;nin3f. flow in a channel 
witll porous bed. Mulcb:erjee et atl considered the unsteac{y flow of 
vist:ous s~dti~ fluid: in a rotating .system .. Majumder and Debnat.h4 · 

·studied the unsteady motion of an inviscid rotating stratified fluid in 
dtffere.nt geometries. Channabasappa and Ranganna' t;Utd Gupta alld . 
Sbarma6 discussed the stratified . viscous flow of variable. viscosity 
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between. a porous bed and moving impermeable plate. Hari Kiishan 
and Sharma7 considered the stratified viscous flow of variable 
viscosity between a porous bed and moving impermeable plate under 
the action of body force. 

In this paper, we have studied the unsteady flow of viscous 
stratified fluid over a permeable bed under the action of a body force. 
We have also calculated tbe fractional increase 1 ; 1 in mass flow rate 
with the assumption of the validity of Darcy law for laminar flow 
R < l. We have seen that for very small body force, n, 0' and a have 
no effect on l ; 1. but for large body force, I 1/J I increases with the 
increase of O'for each set of values of n and a and I ; I decreases with 
the increase of n, for each set of values o; a Thus it can be predicted 
that the stratification factor is not faVO\lrable to the fractional increase 
in the mass of the fluid. 

Mathemmical formulation of the problem and its solution 
The physical model shown in Fig. 1 consists of two zones. In 

zone-1, from the impermeable upper rigid plate up to the interface, 
the flow called the free flow is governed by the usual Navier-Stokes 
equations. In the otber zone. below the interface, tbe flow is governed 
by tbe Darcy law. In the following discussion, we shall refer to these 
zones as 'zone-1' an~ 'zone-2' respectively. 

IMPERMEABLE PLATE 

lllllllllllllllllllllllllll ... YL 
__ ...,...,. U ZONE NO. l 0 X 

~ ~ z__ ~~PERMEABLE 
~~~~~ 

Fig. 1 
Physical model. 

BED 
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UNSTEAPY' LAMINAlt STRATIFIED FLOW OVER A POROUS. ETC.~'"-.. 
The basic equations for zones-1 are taken as 

P().u =- ilp +L(p. au)+ Ae-at>•' 
. Ot ax ily ily 

J1. = Jl.o exp(-{Jy), p = p0 exp(-{Jy), 

()p 
IJy = -gp. 

(l) 

(2) 

(3) 

Here jJ
0 

and p0 are the co-efficients of viscosity and density 
respectively at the interface y = 0. The term Ae-a,y represents the 

body force. AlsoP> 0 represents the stratification factor. ~; is the 

common pressp@ gradient by which the flow in zone-1 and zone-2, 
is driven jn the x-direction. 

The basic equations for zone-2 are 

where 

. .,.., Oo =-.£(~)-
Jl.o ox 

The relevant boundary conditions are 
u=u0 aty=h 

and 

iJu a 
(}y = Jk (u8 -Qo), y=O, 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

where a is the slip parameter, k is the permeability co-efficient which 
has. the dimension of lenstb .square, Q0 is the Darcy velocity at the 
nomial surface y = 0 and u8 is the slip velocity at the nomial surface 
y = 0. 

Let us make equation (1) non-dimensional by using the quantities 

u' = .JL. t' = um . .,, ·.= !. y' = I p' = __!!__ } ' I ' ""' h' · l' 2 ' um . X t l PoU Ill 
(S.) 

u' - "o v' - us Ah - A, o--, 8--. ~- · 
U 111 u,. p 0u ,. 
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Equation ( 1) becomes 

u'J.u' ()ul ilu' up' 1 ( "'(t') 1 

ay•z -n uy'-R iJt' =Re"Y ax~-RA e II l y. (9) 

Dropping dashes. equation (9} becomes 

iJlu -n iJu -R!f!=Re"' iJp -RAe<n--at>Y. 
iJy2 uy dt iJx 

··· {lO} 

The boundary conditions of non-dimensional quantities become 

.. u = un at y = 1. (11} 

~==aa( V8 + :a ~~) at y = 0. ... (12) 

Taking 

. and 

••. (13) 

~· (14) . 

... (15) 

equations (10). (11) and (12) take the form 

and 

:{-n: + Ra:tf == -RBe"Y- RAe<n-atlY exp (a1t). 

f(y) = u0 eatt ·at y == 1 

... (16) 

... (17} 

.•• (18) 

Solutions of equation ( 16). using. boundary conditions (17) and 
· (18), become 

f(;y) = e"YI'l[a.eaz y +a. e-az y]-lL e"Y - RA eatt e<n-al lY 
• J a1 a 1 (R- n+a1)' 

... (19) 
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where 

a - Tt-72e"l (nl').-~2) 
,-(nt2+<xz)-(nl2-az)eZa2 • 

T. e0 l(n 12 +a )- T.e2a~ a _ z. . z t 
J- (nl2+a2)-fnl2-a2 )e2az • 

(nZ - 4a R)uz 
- l . ... 2 = 2 • 

7i:::: aa(u~-.,.)+u2 af1 +RAeat' «i1 (~-a1)(R-n+a)-l, 
Tz :::: Uoea,t--n/2 + Ba;-1e1112 + RAe«tl-l a;-teJt/2-al (R- n + al )-l 

and therefore 

u =e-avf(y). ··• (20) 

wh~re fly) is given by (19). 

If M denotes the dimensionless mass flow rate per unit channel 
width, then 

l 

M= Je-11Y udy 
0 

= e-«•'[(ai (~a~-~1;Z) -aJ (;;;;;
2

2))- (a
2 
~~/2-a

2 
=~12 )] 

_J!..e-alt + RA (e-«t-1) 
2 ••• (21}. a 1 a 1 (R-n+a2 } 

If the porous bed is replaced by an impermeable rigid plate, ·then ,.,.. . 

~~n/2 }] 

.•. (22) 
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• 
7;=7;· 
The fractionaUncrease in the mass flow rate through the channel 

wi~ a permeable lower wall over what it would hll if the wall were 
impermeable is given by 

• • 
~ =(M-M)IM 

= e-aizaa( u8 - :: ).lexp(a2 - n/2)- l]/(a2 - ni2)M. ..• (23) 

Discussion 

To study .Ule effect of the slip pauune~er ~ porosity factor a and 
visebu$ st:radfication factor n on t)le 'flow over a permeable bed. we 
calculate the fQ,CtionaJ in~ in tlw 11'~ flow rat~ ! ; I which has 
been numerically evaluated for diff~nt sets of values of a, a and n. 

Tho fractional incxease in the tna$S flow rate I <P.I as a function of 
porosity factor (a) is calculated numerttally for different values of a 
imd n, shown as in table 1. 

'IDble 1 

ii = o.ot. n = 0.2 

a s lO u 20 25 , .. , 2U'i x tQ-'1 46xl04 69 xlQ-'1 94 )( 104 121 X lQ-'1 

«= {U, n = 0.6 

a s Ul 1S .20 25 

191 400x lQ-'1 soax tO"' 700x lO..fl 900x tg-4 1200 X f()-1'> 

a=O.Ol.n=0.6 

a s 10 iS 20 25 

l ... 20·x 10'"' S0 X lQ-'1 70x lQ-'1 90xl04 120x 104 

(assuming "• = UZ, u11 = o.zs, a1 = Q.l, u,., = 1, B = 1. R = 0.99, A = I, t = 0.) 
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From the table 1, we can conclude that for each set values of a 
and n, f (J 1 is increasing with the increase of sjgma which suggests 
that porosity factor o- is favourable to .the fractional increase in the 
mass flow rate of the fluid. 

From Fig. 1, it is clear that for a given set of values of a and n, 
I f/JI directly varies with q when the flow is governed by a body force 
Ae-al.v. • 

Graphical representation Phi vs Sigma 

(}.05 
0;04S / 

7 (}.,(}4 -n=0.2 / 
n()~035 /' l-n•0.4 

0;03 
,. 

n=0.6 7 --fo.Ga's / ~ -n=0.8 
0;02 

/ ~ 0.015 
Q;OI / ~ 

/~ 0.005 
~-0 • I I I I ~ s 

10 .15 20 
Sigma;:::::;"> 

GrapldcaJ fl;!.{)resentation of Phi against stratification factor 
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From Fig. 2. it is seen that .in presence .of a body force Ae-a,y. 
t ; I decreases with the inerease of n for each set of values of « a 
which shows tb8t the stni.tification factor is not favourable to the 
ftaction_. increase in the mass flow rate. 

· Now we assume u0 = 1. u. = 2. u .. = s. a1 = 1. B = 1. R = Q.Q.l. 
A = tO~ t = o. for aU calculations of Figs. 1 and 2. 
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TO STUDY THE BOUNDAKY LAYER f'OR MilD STRATIFIED 
PLmD TDBOlfGH A POROUS MEDIUM 

'. ' 

OR. OILIP KUMAR DAS & UTPAL BARMAN 
DepRrtnumt vf MAiheBttlllcs, Univtnit;y of North BetlgRI, DIU'jeeling, West Bengal,lllt/M 

RECEIVED : 17 June. 2008 

In this paper we nave studi~d the flow of viscous .stratified 
liquid of vartabte visoosJty between a porous bed and an 
impermeable plate In presei"\Ce of tra0$WID magnetic 
ftuid. ln thi& note we have also studied the efJect . of 
stratification factor ll porosity factor o and &liP parameter 
a on fhe boundaty layer 3 of such flow. 

We have studied the variation 3 with the variation of M, 
the Hartmann number and it is seeo that a decreases 
With. the increase of M keeplng n ·and <l fbted. Also for 
fixed values of n and M, it is .seen th~ 3 incfeues with 
the increase of a. Also when the stratificatron fact~r n is 
increasing, It is seen a. the boundary layer also Increases 
when a M at$~· flxe<;f. 

Thus starting frorn ProndU's boundary layer equation, we 
can conclude. that for a porous media ~hen tt;e porosity 
factor increa$es, the boundary layer a also Increase. 

~TRODUCTIOrt 

ae motion of VtSCQU$ stratified fluid largely depends Otl the magnitude of stratification 
factor, porosity fa(,tor, slip parameter and Hartmann number, so they must have an effect on 
the boundary layer also. Density and stratiftcatioll faetor play an important role on many 
atmospheric and oceanic geophysical phenomena. Owi~g to the tn~ins geophysical 
applications, the study of stratified. fluid flow has received a ~onsi<.\erabJe attention by a 
number of authors .• 

tlatlatliall (t98Q)has disctSS&~ the flow of a viscQUs inC()tnprt$sibJe slightly conducting 
fluid tl\rough a parQus strnigh~ channel under a unifonn mmsverse magnetic fi~td. Bathaiah 
and Bhaskata Reddy ( 1982} have studied the. effect of hall c~t on the flOw of viscous 
incompressible,$ligbdy cqnducting fluid tbrough .a porous. sttai$ftt c~annel U1lder a uniform 
ttat\sverse magnetic field. Again, Batb~ab and Bbaskara Reddy (1981) have studied the 
combined effects of free· and (or~ f~ convection on the flow, of an incompressible vis~ous 
cond\lct\ng tl.ui~ b¢twetn ·two horiztn)tal insublted .parallel· walls~ one. of which is at rest and 
the· other movinJ parallel to .itself with a.·tjnf,'m·axial tem})Cr;lture-vatiation under the·umfonn 
tnmsver$e ma&n~t field. K. Steenivas an~ B~rthaiah (199'3} eoitsider~ the tlow of a viscoiJS 
conducting fluid ~tween two parallel plates of .uniform t~n.gth, .lower plate being stationary 
and upJ,iet plate tnPY:ing with constant velo~ity under. a periodic pressure gradient 
superimpos~ on a constant pressure gradient under the influence of a uniform transverse 
magnetic field. Man}u ()upta and Shatma (1993) considered· tbe unsteady flow of an 
electtically conducting «:~lfl&tito-viscous dusty liquid through a rectilinear pipe having its 
cross-section as a hyperbolic sector in the presence of a transverse magnetic field under the 

1.U/Mtul 
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influence of an arbitrary time varying pressure gradient. Kumar, Prasad and Gupta (1990) 
considered the MHI> flow of stratified fluid through a porous medium between two osciUating 
plates. Chawla ( 1972) baa investigated the boundary layer flow ofa micro polar fluid ~long an 
inlinite plate when the plate perlbnns impulsive motion in its own plane. Chiu (1962). Soo 
(1965) and Sin~lton {1965) invesrigat® the problem of boundary layer flow of dusty fluid 
over a semi finite ftate plate. Srivastav!l and Maiti {1966) have solved the boundary layer 
equation fonwo dimensional tlow of a second order fluid. Matburand Nandanan (1972) have 
studied the laminar boundary Jayedlow of an oldr'oyed fluid under the influence of pressure 
gradient Wi.th and, without suction tbrougll a we4ge. Gerst.en and Gross (1 974) have studied 
the thr~e dirnen$1..-mal in· COitlpreSSibl~ boundary layer flow past a .~rous flate plate. L.ighthill 
{1954) studied the two dim~ional boundary layer to the fluctuations in the oncoming 
stream. Sharma and Singb (1~2) investigated tbl'Ce dimensional laminar boundary layer free 
convection flow past {f) a porous tlate plate and (iiJ a porous vertical plate. Jain and Singh 
( 1992) coosidere<l the unsteady magneto hydrodynamics boundary la)'et flow past a porous 
tlate .Plate with sudden change in suction. Rath and Parida (1982) considered the oscillating 
free convection boundary layer flow of a viscous fluid near an infinite vertical wall and 
investigated that (i) by increasing injection velocity the fluid layer very near the wall may be 
rnade to osciOate with an amplitude ~erthan thafofthe wall velocity (iiHh~ boundary layer 
temperature fluctuates with a phase which changes only witb the magnitude bu~ not the sign 
of 11u,id influx parameter. 

The motion ot'Vi$Cou.s stratified fluid largely depends on the magnitude of stratification 
factor, porosity factor. slip parameter and Hartmann number, so they must have an effect on 
the boundary layer also. 

ln this paper, we have studied the effect of.stratifleatioo .factor, porosity factor and slip 
parameter on the boundary· layer thi~k~ss of the flow of Viseous stratified fltdd under the 
influence of transverse magnetic field. The effects of variotis parameters on the boundary 
l~yer have been shown with the. aid of srapb. 

'*'THEMATlCAL FO~MUIATION Of' THE f'ROBLISM AND ITS SOLUFlOrt 

a. study the viscous stratified flow of variable viscosity between a porous bed and an 
hnperm~ble< plate in pr~ence or transverse magnetic field. It is. seen there exists a thin 
boqttdary just beneath tb~ int~face. It is of inter~t to find the expression for this boundary 
lay\: thid<ne$5. · · 

A physical model for this problem eons.itiered here have been depicted in figure-1 which 
consists of two zones. ZOne 01113 is the region occ~pied by the viscous fluid from moving 
impermeable wall rigid plate to tlle interface when the flow is characterised by free flow and 
is govern«[ by Naviet~St<;tb;,s eqwtion. The motion being taken uni-directional we choose u 
the velOcity in thi! x.-direction and y·aX.is perpendicular to direction of motion, p density, Jot the 
co-effjeient Qf visC4)$it¥ and p the pressure at any point the space oc<:upied by the fluid. Zone 
2 lies below the int~e where the flow is governed by modified Darcy Jaw. 
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IIIIIIIUIIIIIIII 
h y 

--:7"U ZONENO.f ~X 

PERMEABLE BED 

Fig. 1. PbY$1~ Moder 

The modified governing equation of motion is (Zone.. I) 

p E!i ~ _.?£. + !..(w0" )-E! -a1
2 olu 

01 dxey 0)' k 

where p ""p0e-!)1•!2 ,~t = ~t0e-flY and 

8 = Boe""~}t 

and 

where Q0 ...,_ -lc I J.l (:) is tbe basic equation for the Zon~l. 

1741 

... {l) 

... {2) 

... (3) 

Here llo ~d Po are the co..efficients of viscosity and density respectively at the 

interface)' = 0. ~ > 0 represents the stratification factor. 

The boundary conditions for the problem are 

U'iii:Ugat y::::O ... (4) 

"=Qoe:.pa = -klttoe-llb(:Jat y= -a ... (5) 

u8 is the velocity at the nomial surface y = 0 and Q is given by (3). k, the permeability 

co-efficient. o-1• the electrical conductivity of the fluid. Bothe induced magnetic field. 5, the 

boundary layer. Now introducing the following nul'Hiimensional quantities 
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Equation (!) now reduces to 

ilu _ap_ 111, . 1 {(_iiu ou } (_M 2 . 2 ) '} -· z::--tf· +~ -·--It--. tO' II 
Dt ex R oi~ itJ' 

Corresponding boundary conditions are 

u =Vn at y= 0 

R -nb iJp u = --e -- at y "'-·o 
cr 2 ax 

.. (6) 

.. (7) 

... (8) 

-" {9} 

I Jere n is the non-dimensional stratification factor. a, is the porosity factor. R the 
Re:mold nti111Per. Y2 is the dimensional slip velocity at the nomial surface y == 0, u,, the 
maximmn velocity ofthe flow, Mthe Hartmann number. 

Let us now assume that the f!.ow is driven by an unsteady pressure gradient given by 

where A & a.1 are known as real constants. 

We assume that the velocity is given by 

u == ve-u1t 

-CI.JI 
v9 = UBe' 

Equation (7) now becomes 

d
2

v dv ( 2 2 o) R 11r --n-.-- M +cr -a1n V=A e· 
di dy 

Solution of Equation (15) is 

V == e··nyt 2 [c cosh.a2y+D sinha.2y]+ 
2 

A R~ny 
M +C1 -a.1R 

where C and Dare func-tions independent of y. 

Using boundary conditions (8) & (9) in (14), we get the velocity fields as 

... ( 1 I) 

... (12) 

.... (!3) 

... (14) 

u=e1~yll{[u .. - 2 A~ )cosha2y+(u.,1 - 2 A~ \otha2osinhu.2y 
M +a -a1R M +cr -a1R J 

(alR-M2}ARe-IISf2 . 1 
+ . _ . .smh 0.2Y ( •... 0 5) 

cr 2 (M 2 +o- 2 ~a 1R)sinha2o J 
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"~·Je know that at the eclge of the boundary layer. the shear has to be zero. In other words 

ou . . i: 
-::::- -= 0 at y == -u 
~v 

·:-hen from equation~ 15) using (16}we get, 

• 2 o.2 (aiR -M2) If>" 
sinh o.2oe-1m' +-{ - ) cosh a 2Se-' ·-

Ai2 -a.tR + 2o 2 11 

... (16) 

2 

+ ( ~2C1 ".{uo{M 2 -w 2 -·a1R)-1}~-o ... 07) 
nAR M--a.1R+2&-} 

This equation tbr o is transce11det1tal and it is difficult to obtain an analytical solution. 
llowner. we !eel tllat since the boundary layer and stratification factor are \'ery smalL we can 
ncg.k•::t cubes and higher powers of 5 and obtain. 

ao 2 +b0 +c=O ... U8) 

a:: AR(3n2a,R-3112M2 -a.5.i!.i1 -a.ia.1R-4cr 2 ) 

h "'8nAR{M 2 +o 2 -a1R) 

c=8(M2+cr2 -a.IR){uaG 2 - AR) 

fA~:>CUSSJON 
t:i.r~J 
~AJc represent 15 graphically and it is observed from fig.-2 t11at for a fixed n and cr thl! 

bO!m(iary layer S decreases with increase of M {Hartmann number) and for fixed 11 and M, 
the i:H:tmdary layer S increases with the increase of cr .(fig. 3) and for fixed a and M. the 
boun::i 

[ 
.... " 
~·- .. 

r-·-· 

r--

-ur.~::tayer increases wit11 the increase of n. (fig.~4). 

n=5 

:=:~~~r~:36 :I 7.~1 I 2 : F :~ I 
J 

I 
~~~--

6.364 4.091 2.727 

0' ..... 10 
·--~~ ·-r-·----

• 1 o· I 2 2.5 3 4 
t· -· 

~ 
-·----·_,.,. . ...,._ r---· 

~'i ~ !7.727 15.455 11.818 10.455 9.091 5.903 
..... --

o-= 15 --M.-? 0 I 2 2.5 3 4 ._..,_ 
0 ~ 25.909 22.273 t7;273 tS 12;727 8,636 

o-=20 ----· 
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30 

6=20 

6:::15 

-------- 6= tO 6=<5 

2 M 4 : 

lQ a 20 
lklUI!Itaty )f~F !$) l>f lf1e #kiW of ~llll.us 
Mrillitll!d.lllfl4 fttt llllferol!l V!IIIH!l' m 1'.1 WM!lll = 02. 

FJg. 2 Plot of& agatnst M to-r dlllereRt values of <1 ·when N "' O.Z 
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f: 
M=O 

~ n-+0 .4 .6 .8 

S-+7.826 8.696 9.130 9.565 10 

f M=l 

I n-+0 .4 .6 .8 1 

o-+ 6.957 7.391 7.826 8.043 8.261 

r---
M=2 

n-+0 .4 .6 .8 1 

8-+5.217 5.652 5.870 6.087 6.304 

30 

-
20-

110 -

l---------======-=M =0 10- -M=I 

Jt====------------------M=2 
0~~--~-----r----~------~----~ O.Z I J I I 

0.6 n l.O 
Plot of 5 ugnin!ll in lor different values of M when a = 5 

Fig. 3. ~ layer of the flow of viscous stratified flnll.i for different values of a when n .. 0.2. 
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STRATIFIED FLUID OF VARIABLE VISCOSITY FAST A 
PEJU'IEASLE CIRCULAR TUBE 

DR. OIUP KUMAR DAS AND UTPAl. BARMAN 
Depo.rtmelll of Mtlf(umatics, North Bengal UnivetSily, .IJarjeelinK- 734 0 1J (West Bengal), India 

RECEIVED : 11 October, 2007 

In the present paper we have studied the effects of 
strati1ication factor. porosity fa~or and slip parameter on 
lhe slip velOcity and velooity. profile of the flow of viscous 
stratified fluid under the influence Of pressure gradient. 

It has ~een observed ~hat if cr= 2a, We velocity vanishes 

and Ws increases with the increase iJ"l the .Va1ue of R 

(Reynolds's number) and a1so w8 increases when 

a< 2 a. bUt the back motion in lhe slip velocity occurs for 
values ofsigma a greater than that of 2a. 

The distribution of velocity is numerical evaluated against 
a for fixed values of n and a and we can conciuda from 

the graph that Reynolds number;.porosity factots(a< 2a). 
Is favourable to the motion but retardation in the flow 
begins when cr> 2a and Independently on R. 

~TRODDCTION 

.&e aim of this study is to i(lvestigate the .flow of a v~scous stratified fluid past a 
permeable bed with a.motivation that stratification may provide a technique for studying pore 
size in a porous medium. Tbe physicalreason is thatthe stratification may retard or accelerate 
the flow depending on the magnitude of the stratification factor. tfhe Mf&&Jlitude oftetardatitm 
or acceleration is related to the slip parameter, stratification factors. the porosity factor and the . 
Reynoli:ls number R. Hence one would expect that these factors might provide a tec~ique for 
studying pore size in a porous medium, which is very useful in petroleum industry in studying 
!he factors which influence oil recovery from petroleum reservairs. The study of the flow of 
the viscous fluid past a .,prous medium without stratification has been studied by Beavers and 
Joseph (1967). Beavers ~~ al (1970), Cbannabassappa and Ranganna (1975) considered the 
flow of viscous stratified '·fluid of variable viscosity past a porous bed. ~gbavacharya (1985) 
considered the combined force and forced conve<:tion in vertical circular porous channel. 
Mukherjee et a/ (1986), considered the unsteady flow of a viscous stratified fluid in a rotating 
system. Sanyal and Jash (1992) considered the combined the free and forced convection of a 
conducting fluid in a verti_cal circular tube. 

In the present .paper ~rwe have studied the effe¢1s of stratifi~ion factor, porosity factor 
and slip parameter ()n th~ slip velocity and velocity profile of lhe flow of viscoi.LS stratified 
fluid under the influence qf pressure .gradient. 

It has been observed! that if u== 2a, W8 velocity vanishes~ and W8 increases with the 

increase in the value ofR (Reynolds's number) and also W8 increases when u<. 2a, but the 
back motion in the slip velocity occurs for values of sigma a greater than that of 2 a. 

244/M07 
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favourable to the motion but retardation in the flo\v begins when a-> 2a and independently 
on R. 

\ 

11eATUEMATIC~L f'O~IULATION Of' THE PROBLEM 

&plying cylindrical co~ordinate (r, fJ, z) with z-axis along the axis of the cylinders. 

Let us denote by u, v and w the components of velocity along r, (J and z increasing 
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respectively. Assuming that the motion is symmetrical about the z-axis. We have o J 88 = o 
-and the nature of motion gives u .., v = 0. 

Then for stow steady motion .of viscous stratified fluid the Navier-Stokes equation in 
absence of external forces are 

and 

.! (p r w')' = op 
r or 

The prime denoting the differentiation with respect tor. 

p = f..lo eP<r- a>, p ==Po efi(r- a) 

op 
oz =- gp 

... (l) 

... (2) 

... (3) 

where f..lo and Po are the co~efficients of viscosity and density respectively at the interface r 

= a and p > 0 represents the stratification factor. 

Q= Qo frP<r- a) 

k lrap '\) 
Qo = --Po az 

Boundary conditions for the problem are 

W = finite at r = 0 

W' =a/ JK (WB- Q0 ) at r=a 

... (4) 

'"'' ... VJ 

... {6) 

. "' (7) 

W 8 is the slip velocity at the nominal surface r = a. a is the slip parameter, K is the 

permeability co-efficients (has the dimensional.oftbe length square) and Qo is given by (5}. 

Let us now make equation ( l) non:-dimensionat by using the dimensionless quantities. 

w=wlw171 ,Wo =wolwm, a=aiJK,z=zla} 
n : p a, r ""' r I a. p = pI Po w!. vo = Po I Po 

. " (8) 

where w,., is some characteristic velocity that is mean velocity. 

Equation (1) now ~ces to (dropping bars) 

ilw ( . 1) dw _ R (n ~ nr) 8p --+ n+--- e -
dr2 r · dr & 

... (9) 

. . .. w a 
where R represents the Reynolds number ......J!L. 

vo 
The corresponding boundary conditions in terms of the non-dimensional quantities 

become 

w =finite at r =0· ... (10) 
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SoLUTION OF THE PROBLEM 

~t us assume that the flow is driven_by constant pressure gradient. 

op 
--=go 

fjz 

Solution of(9) whi<:h satisfies the conditions ( 1 O) and (11) is 

W = Ws + I'JI n {1/ n(e-11
- e-nr) +(e-n -r e-nr)} 

where Pt = _ __IDL 
2Re11 

where W8 is the dimensionless slip velocity at the nomial surface. 

W,8 is given by 

and A=-..!. x(.! --1 
) 

a a 2a 

1695 

... (11} 

... (12) 

... (13) 

• ... (14) 

... (15) 

This enables us (1) to visualize directly the effect. ofR.eynolds;number on the slip velocity 
and so on the entire velocity distribution (it) to interpret that slip velocity is dir.ectly 
prO'portional to the pressure gradient (iii) to find out the condition: involving u and a which 
is responsible forthe pccurrence pfback flow in the slip motion. · 

lf the surface of the ·circular tube had been impetmeable, the velocity profile can be 
derived from equation (13)making a-+ ce. · 

satisfying the conditions 

\ 

. W = fl {(1/ n (e-n- e-m·)+ (e-n- re~m')} 
n 

-.. 
W8 = 0 onr=J • i 

l 

... (16) 

.•. (17} 

In this case the slip velocity indicated by (14) tends to 
condition ofthe boundary. 

rro satisfying the no-slip 

f'.scuss1oN 

lom equ.ation (14) and equation (lS) it follows that when a= 2a. W8 the slip 

velocity reduces to zero and W8 increases with the increase in the value of R (Reynold 

number) and also W8 increases when a< 2a, but ba"ck mPtion in slip velocity occurs for 

value of a greater than 2a. 
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The distribution of velocity have been numerically eval,Uated against a for fixed value 
. of (l) 11= 0;2, a = Ci.l 

(il) n= I, a= 0.1 

(iii) n= 1. a = l . 

(ii) n= 0.2, a = 1 and depicted in figures (I), (2), (:3) and (4). 

Thus we can conclude that Reynold's number, porosity factor (u< 2a) is favourable to 

the motion but retardation in the flow begins when a > 2a and independently on R. 
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SLOW STEADY FLOW OF A VISCOUS lNCOMPRESIBLE FLUID 
BETIWEN TWO INFINITE CO-AXIAL CIRCULAR CYLINDERS 

WITH .1\XJAL ROUGHNESS 

DR. DILIP KUMAR DAS AND UTPAL BARMAN 
Deplll'tment of Mt~themllllcs, University of No,P, BDI(III• Dtll'}eelin,. (W.B.) lnma 

RECEIVED : 8 June, 2007 

In th~ pr~sent note, we have considered the motiOn of 
viscous incompressible fluid through the annulus of two 
smooth concentric infinite circutar cylinders with axial 
roughness. ,.The motion is originally set up by pressure 
gradient acting. in the direction of the eommon axis of· the 
cyli$rs. The $01ution for the problem is obtained by 
applying cotfll)ieg Fourier tr~form. 
i'he distribution of velocity In 1t)e radial and ~ial direction 
haye been cak:utated and in the central regi()n the nature 
of tl:l& f{ow have been depleted h1 figs. 1 .and 2 and It is 
found for roughnass of the wall the nature of distribution of 
velOcity ·seE~ms to be oscillatory in nature. 

~RODVCTIOI'f 

ae solution to the problem of steady flow of a . viscous liquid through the region 
bounded by two concentric circles is ~U-kn.own. Citronl11 (1 %2) investigated the problem of 
slow steady Yiscous flQw between two rotating CQncentric infinite cylinders with axial 
roughness. Khamruif2l (196~) has studied the pt'Qblem of slow steady flow of a viscou:s 
incompressible liquid througb a circular tube when the radius varies axially. Gupta and 
Kulshreshtbal31 (1970)have studied the slow steady flow of a viscous liquid in an annulus with 
arbitrary injection and suction velocity along the rough wall. · 

In this paper, the Solution to the problem of Steady flow of a viscous liquid in the aJ]Jlulus 
of two concentric smooth cylinders with axial rouglmess is·obtained. 

ZA.THEMATICAL FORMULATION . 

• take the cylindrical polar co..ordinates (r, 0, z) the common axis of the cylinders 
being ttlken as the axis ofz. We take the equations or the cylinders to be r"" a + e N(z) and r = 
b + e N(z) ~spectively where a < b and 6 N(z) is very small jn comparison to a and b so that 
in 1.1ur circulation we always neglect the squares of eN(z} and its higher powers. Let u, v and 
w be tbe .components of velocity in the direction of r, e and z inctea$ing respectively. Let the 
motion -be set up· by a constant pressure gradient which acts in the ditectitm of z. Let us also 
asswne tbat the motion is symmetrical about1he axis ofz, that is thc!v¢J()¢ity component v in 
the direction of& is zero and u, w and pressurep are independent of .fri Then the Navier--Stokes 
equation for slow ·steady· motion under no external f~ for an inCompressible vi$COUl fluid 
becomes, 

1411M07 
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1 Dp (o2u 1 au tP. •) 
IJ ur = ur2 +; ur + iJz1 -;r 

_!_ 8p =0 
m ruq 

1_ 1J p =(u2
w +..!. i!)w + ii2w) 

Jl oz tlr2 r tlr ilz1 

Th . t ... 1a<·> aw 0 e equatmn o eontmutty ts -- ur +- "" 
rOJ- az 

..... (1) 

...• (2) 

.... (3) 

..... (4) 

From Eqs. (1)-(4}, we find thatpand w satisfy the following equations [Khammit41J 

V2 p = o .... (S). and v• w.::: o .... (6) 

where 

The detennination of the fluid motion through the annulus <tf two co-axial cylinders 
requires the rotation· of the abo\>-e equations ( 4) - ( 6) subject to the. boundary condition that at 
the wa1ls. there will be no relative motion. The walls: llfe given by the equations-

r1 (z) ==a+eN(z), r2 (z)=h+&N(z) 

u =w=O on r=yt (z)} 
Hence the proper b()undary conditions are-

u=w.:::O on r=.r1 (z) 

Letus take the dependent tlow variables m tho fotm 
u(r,z)=1.l(r,z) } 

w{r,z)=~ (r)+w1 (r.,.z) 

p(r,z)=f'(}(z)+p1.(r,z) .. 

•••.• {7) 

.... (8) 

where Po and Wt are the known quantities fur the unpet:tm:"b~d flow and the primed quantities 
denote the perturbation due to the variation in the length ofthe ~dii ofthe cylinders. 

For the slow steady motion of the Unperturbed flow. Po and. Wo satisfY the following 
equations 

The equation of the continuity is 

1.~=0 
J.4 Or 

.!_Gpo =0 
J.4 reO 

1 ~ff'wo H>wo ---+--
)4 ar· (j-2 . r Or 

fJwo =0 
8z 

.... (9) 

.... (10) 

..... (11) 

.•.. (12) 

Now for the steady motion due to a constant pressure gradient, the solution of (11) subject 
to the boundaty cnditions-

on r=a, on r=b 
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given by tambl'l is p0 =Pz+c .... (13) 

p [ bl-a2 r] w0 ==-· .. a2 -r'J +--,-log-
4p log! a . 

a . 

and .... (14) 

where p denotes the constant pressure gradi~nt 
Substituting (8) mto the set of equations (1 ). (3), (4). (S) and (6) we see that. the pertumed 

quantities satiSfy the following equations . 

..!_ap
1 =[ 0. 

2
:u

1 +! mi +til u
1 _!!.._] 

p Or iJr2 r Or az2 r 2 

l ap1 =[ e1 
w

1 +! awJ + a"J. ,.; ] 
P ez er2 ,. ar az2 

and the boundary condition becomes 

ti =0 onr=b+eN(z), w1 =:-w0 on r=b+&N(z) 

u1 =0 onr=a+eN(z), w1=-w0 on r=a+eN(z) 

Soluti .. u of the problem : Let us take soulution of (19} to be 

w1(r,z)=-
1 J"" [A(,)I0 (~r)+ B(~)Ko (9r)+C(e)erJ1 (,;r) 2a _.., 

.... (15) 

.... (16) 

..... 07) 

..• (18) 

..•• (19) 

...... (20) 

.... (21) 

where 10 (~r),l1 (;r) are the modified Besse) functions of the frrst kind of the zeroth and first 

order respectively and K0 (~r).K1 ('r), are modified Bessel functions of the second kind of 

'1te zeroth and first order respe~tively. ... ''1 t\ h~. " TJ 
Putting this value ofw1 in.equation (17) we have ~{·~. 0. ::-., 1 ~. ·" '/_) 

1 a -t a .., . . . . '· ~ ;a;<1h·)= 
2

n< az J_)Alo {~r)+ BKo (~r)+Cr:ri1 ('r?Jeil:r de 
,-t 

or !;(u1r)=- 2~ J: ;r[A./0 (~r)+ BK0 (~r)+C~r/1 ('r)+DqrK1 (~r))e'~z d~ 

·Integratingweget rlr=-
2
-i [. r[Al1 (4r)-BK1 (4r)-BK1 (Cr)+C~rlz(~r) 
1t -ao 

- D4rK2 (~r)JJ'z d,: +;(z) ..... (23) 

Using the boundary conditions (20) and (21). we get 
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,P(z)= -i J"" [b+eN(z)][A/1 (~+et!N)-BK1 (b~+s~N)+(bt;+s~N) 2tr -co 

{CJ2 (a~+s~N)-DK2 (a~+e~N)}]i~z d~ 

and ,P(z)= -i J"" (a+eN)[A/1 (a~+~N)+(a~+e~N) 2tr -co 

Writing i&(z)=-
1 I""' 1/f(~,t)e;~z d~ 

27C .L... 
We get, IJI(z,~)=(b+eN)[AI1 (bl;+e~N)-BK1 (b~+e~N)+(b~+e~N) 

{C/2 (a~+&~N)-DK2 (a~ +e,N)}] •... {24) 

and 1/f(z,t;)=(a+eN)[A/1 (at;+e,N)-BK1 (a~+E~N)+(at;+e~N) 

{Cll(a,+eifN)-DK2 (a~+£~N)}] .... (25) 

From equations (24) and (25) it follows that and hence ¢(z)=O .. 

Thus 

u1 = -i J"' [..4/1 (~r)-BKj (,r)+~r{C/2 (~r)-DK2 (qr)}]i<:z d~ 2tr _..., . ..... (26) 

Putting the value ofw1 from equation (22) Into the equation (16) we get. 

1 op1 
1 ·[ o2 

1 a ~ ] 
J.l oz = 2tr 8r2 +;a;+ O:i 

· J~00 [Ald(~r)+BKo (~r)+~r{CJ1 (~r)+.OK1 (~r)}]t§z d~ 

= ~ [.32 [Cl0 (~r)+DKo(~r)]4l:: d' 

Integratingweget, p 1= "-}Jif"" '[Cl0 (~r)+DK0 (~r)]i~z dif.;.. f(r) n: _.., ..... {27) 

Again. the solution of equation ( 18) is 

p 1 =j_ Jco [a(~) I0 (,r)+ P(~)Ko "r)]ei{z d~ 2Jr _..,. .... (28) 

Comparing equations (27) and (28) we get, 
f(r)=O and a ")=-2ip~C(~), p(q)=-2ip.: D(~) 

Thus ....• (29) 

Applying the boundary conditions (20) and (21) to the equations (22) and (26) we get, 
1 . . --r. [AI0 (bq+s~N)+BK0 (b;+e~N}+(~+e~N) 21t 00 

{C11 (~+&,;N)+DK1 (~+&,N)}JI'z d~ 
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= -£;[<a2 -bl}-bz;a2 Ne+ .. .] 

'i;; f.JA10 (a~+e~N)+BK0 (a~+84N)+(tt4+sCN) 

{Cl1 (~+~N)+DK1 (ae+s,N)}]~' d~=J:[2a- ~1 -;; ]Ns 
4p a og a 

. C)AI,(~+seN)+DK1 (b:+s€N) +(~+s~N) 

{Cll (b~+e,;N)-DK2 (~+s§N}})tf~1 d4=0 

and J:[A/1 (a~+e§N)-8K1 (ae+s'N) +(a4+e4N) 

{CI2 <a.:+e€N)-DK2 (a~+e4N)}]~
1 d4=0 

.•• (30) 

.... {31) 

•.. (32) 

.... (33) 

We shall now expand the function appearing in equations (30)~ (31), (32) and (33) ~Y 
Taylor's series expansaion method.and giving explicit results onlyupto the first power of e. 

10 (x,+e~N)=10 (;~~)+~N11(x') 

11 (x,; +c,N)=l1 (~)+seN {14 (~x>-'(~;)} .. ., (34a) 

J2 (x~+s~N),.l1 (~)+s~N{I1 (~x)- ~·12 (x~)} 
K0 (x4+~N)=Ko (x.:)-.e4N~1(x~) ... (34b) 

K1 (x~+e~N)=K1 (x~)-sfN{Ko (~x)+ Kt~i)} 

K2 (x: +e~N)=K2 (~) -e:N{K1 (x~)+ x~ K1 (;x:,;)} 

For the functions A(,), B(4).C(€).and D(~. we may suppose that, 

A(~)=/fo(.f)+eAt (~)+ ..•... andB(~)=8o{€)+eBs (f).+ ..... ·} .... (lS) 
C(.f)=C6 (.f}+eCt (~)+ ...... andD(4}=!\. (<:}+eDt (.f)+ .. ... 

Substituting &om (34) and (35) into the resUlts of(lO). (31). (32) and (ll) and applying 
the invemon formula for.Fourier ttan.sfonn and ~uating the co--effitient of like power of e we 
get. 

Aolo (~)+ BoKo (~)+~ {C,i1 (b~)+ DoK1 (~)}=L6{~)(b2 -a2
) c 4p 

ifol<J (~)+ BoKo (~)+tte ~Colt(~+ DoKJ (aG}}=O ..• (36) 
~lo(~)+BoK1 (~)+~{C0lz(h4>+DoKz(~)}=O 
Aol1 (a.f)+ BoK• (a.f)+ a~ {C0lz (a~)+ DoK2 (0:)}=0 

On solving these equations. we get 
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where 

K0 (a4) a/1 (a.;) aK1• (a~ 10 (aC:) a/1 (ac;) aK1 (ac;) 

llr = -Ko (b~) b/2 (b{) -bK2 (b~) , .6.2 == -I1.(b4} b/2 (bq) -bK2 (b,;) , 

-K1 (aC:) al2 (a4) -aK:daq) -11 (a,;) al2 (a'} -aK2 (a~) 

10 (a.;) K0 (a~) aKt (a;) 

~3 = -11 (b~) - K2{h.;) - bK2 (b~) , 6.4 "" 

-11 (a.;) - K1 (a~) - aK2 (a~f) 

10 (b4) Kv (b.;) b/1 (~) bK1 (b,;) 

/ 0 (ac;) K 0 (at;) al1 (a¢) 

/1 (bq) - K1 (b~) b/2 (bq) , 

/ 1 (at;) - K2 (a;} al2 (at;) 

ll= 10 (bq) K0 (hg) bl1 (bq) bK1 {~) And X 

10 (b~) K0 (bri) bl1 (b,;) bK1 (hq}' 
Po(;)(b2 -az) 

4,u 

jJ0 {bg) K0 (b4) b/1 (b,;) bK1 (~)I 

iitfo (bq)+~KiJ (b4)+b4{Ci11 (bq)+~K1(b4)}=N(z)¢12 (b4)+N(4) p b
2 

+a
2 

4,u b 

.... (37) 

Atlo (aq)+~Ko (aq)+ ac; {C1/ 1 (aq)+~Kz (a4)}=N(z)~ (a.;)+N(4)-p [-b-
2

_-_a
2

-] 
4p. alogbla 

Atlt (b4)- ~K! (bq)+b4 {C111 (b4)...,[\K2 (b4)}= N(z) tPa (b4) 

A1l1 (a.;)+~KI (a4)+ a,;{q/2 (a4)-D,.K2 {a4)}=N(z)tA (a4} 

.•. (38) 

where 

A At= • '''Al = 2a 
</;(b4)- K1(b4) bl2(b4) -bK2(~) 0 

0 
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f\(b~) l 1(b4) bJ2(~} -bK2(~) 
~(a.;) I 1(aG) al2 (ae> -aK2(a~) 

0 

0 

b2 +a2 

!!\(~) J
0
(b:) Kr,(~) bK1 (~) -;- lo(b.;} Ko(~) bK,(~) 

Ac - ~(a~) lo(a4} .f<o{a:) aKt(a,C) Ac - 2a- ~2 -:: lo(a~) Ko(a~) aK,(Il:) 
1- ;.("') I1(b4) .... K1(he) -hK2(b.:) • 2

- a og a 

and 

by 

¢,{a4) J1(a4) -Kt(a4) -aK2(~) 0 -/1(b4) -K~(~) -hK2(~)~ 
0 -11(a4) -K1{a~) -aK2(ll4) 

'
~{~) lo(~) Ka(h4) hlt(h:) 4J li +a2 

b lo(b4) Ko(b4} b/1 (h.;) 

A~=' ¢J2(a4) lo(a~) Ko(a;) aKi(a~) • t.~ = 2a- b2 -a; lo(a" Ko(a.;) all(at;) 
alogb a 

41J.(b4) 11(~)-K1 (b.;) -bK2 (04) 0 11(~) -K1(~) -h/2.(h:) 

¢J(a<!) / 1(at;) -K1(a4) -aK2(a.;) 0 J1(a4)- K1(a4) -al1 (a4) 

10 (b4) K0 (h4) bll(~) hK1(b4) 

A= 
lo(a4) Ko(a:) al1(a4) aK1(a4) 

ll(b4) -Kit(~) -bl2(b.;) -bK2(~) 
ltfa4) -Kfc(a4) -alz(a€) -aK2{a.f) 

Hence the solution for W(r, z), u(r. z) and p(r, .z) inch.tding tbe linear terms in e are given 

W(r.z)=W0 (r)+W1(r.z)=L[a"-r'-+ b2 ~41 log!..] 
4p log Ia a 

+.L r> {4lo(~r)+BoKo(~r)+~r{Coi1(,r)+DoK1 (~r)}J,/~i d~ 21l Lc, ~ 

+...!.. £"'; {Atlo(~r)+.BrKo(,r)+.;r{qJ1 (er)+V.K1(~r)}JJez d' 21r !.;. 

P [· 2 2 ti·-<i r] ,.._a -r + log-
4p logbla a 

+;}; r.: ~. [Aolo(.;r}- AlKo{.;r)+rAslt (~r) -r/J.4K1 (.;r) Jei4= d.; 

+.!._Jtl{z) f. .!. [A,41 /I)(.;r}-A8tKo(~r)+rA81ItCer) -rAD1K1 (4r)]ei~t d~ 
~ ~& ~ 
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Pe r N(~) i$Z +- -·- [AA210 (r;r)-t.B2K0(~r)-rhc2I1 (~r) -rA02K 1 (~r)]e d~ 
21r «> A 

u(r,z)=u1 (r,z) 

=- _!_ ("' [Aolt (~r)-B0K1 {~r)+{r{C(I/1 (gr}-D0K2 (gr)} ]ei{z d~ 
2Jr loo 

=- .!£ [. [Atlt(~r)-B1K1 (r;r)+~r{C1 I2 (~r)-~K2·(~r)} ]eil;z d~ 
2Jr "' . 

:::::- ~: [., ~ [t.1 11 (~r)-a2K1 (~r)+r{a312 (~r)+A4K2 (gr)}]i.;z d{ 

=- N(z)ie ("' .!..[a .. 11 (gr)+A~ K1 (qr)+rt.D K 2 (~r) ]e;.;z d{ 
~ L~a q ~ , 

- Pei f"" N(~) [a., J1({r)+A;, K1 (~r)+rAc I 2({r)+rilv K2 ($r)]e1~zd~. 
8trp .leo A "2 "'l % l 

P(r, z)=.fo(z)+P1(r,z) 

=C-·Pz- 11i ir«> [C010 (1gr)+D0K0(l;r)Ji.;zd;-f.li& L [C1 10 (~r)+DtK0 (?;r)]e 
n: "" 7( "' 

P(r,z)=C -Pz- pi L X [A310 (~r)-A4K0({r)]i4zd$ 
n: "'sa 

N(z)f.li& [ - 1 [8 l (.t:r)-a K ({r)]eil;zd.t: 
1r ""~A C, o <:> D, o . .., 

~: ['"" ~~)[.tlc,lo({r)-A4K0 ({r)]eil;zd4 

If we choose sinusoidal variation of the fonn N(z)=sin Z~rz 
A. 

Then 

Making substitution ofthe value of in equations (40), (41) and (42), we get 

[ P 2 2 b2
-a

2 
r] Peir f"" [ ( 27r) ( 2tt)] W(r,z)= -a -r + log-+- J,.., 5 ·$+- -8 ~-- · f..(!j)d(J 4tr log bl a a Strp OQ • A. A. 

rl , 2 b
2 -a2 r] iPs·[· (-27r) (2tr)] = a--r +--log-+- fi - -fi -

Iogb/ a a 8f.l A. A. 

where fi (!j)= a:!j) [llA(!j)lo({r)-ll8 (q)K0 (!jr)+riic(!J)11(!jr)-rt.D({)K1 (qr)Jei~z 

or W(r,z)=...!:.[a2 -r2 + b'- -a
2 log~] 

4f.l 1ogb/ a a ' 
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-::[n(¥ ){A•(~ )1,(~' )-As(~ }r•(~' )} }OS~ 

+:;[A(~ )'{&r{ ~ N 2~' )-AD( ~)K, e~r )}}in~ ........ (43) 

and U(r.z)=:; f~ [ <>(~+ ~ )-<>( ~-7)]/a(~)d~= :;[h (- 2
; )-Ji (

2
; )] · 

where Ji(.;}= f)~)[AA(~)/1 (~r)+A8(~)K1(~r)+rAc(4)/2(4r)+rAD(~}K2 (~r)}e'.;z 

or U{ ) siP ,. (21r)1 (2Nr} .... · (27l)K (·21rr) . 2~rz r,z =- . uA - 1 - +~8 - 1 - sm-4pa( 211:) A. .it .it A. . .t 
,;.. 

ePr ,. (2x)1 (21tr) .. (2rr)K (21rr) 2nz (44) -· uc - 2 - +u.0 _,.... 3 - cos- .... 4,ut{2;) . A. A. A. A. ...?. 

t:\scUSSION ae distribution of velocity in the radial and axial direction have ben calculated and in 
the central region the nawr~ of the flow have been depicted in fig. 1 and fig. 2 and it is found 
for roughness of the watt the nature of distribution of flow seems to be oscillatory in nature . 

. ~ w(.r ::) 

tl zs 
I 28 
2 26;5 

3 24 
4 22.5 

5 24.S 

6 27.5 

1 26.S 
7.S 24.1 
g 2J 

8.6 22 
9;2 22.S 
to 24;8 
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[ Abstract : In thiS paper, we have sti.ldi¢ the surf;~ce wave in semHrtfinite 
viSCI)ui illCOmpres&ible fluid. The motion iS ge:nen\ted due to a !Qad F0 (ring and 
diS<:) acti11g norma)Jy to tlie surface emailates £rom the origin and expands 
radially at a constapt rate. c over the surface. 

An exact solution lnis been obtained for surf~ elevation and tile motion 

ha~; been studied graphielllly; ln OJSO of J:itll Wad /j:; 6(ct- r) ; 1.> ~ ;· it bas 
~n fO»m!: tl\at the surface .elevation inQ"C:Ii$es asytnpiQI:iCal.ly with the variation 
of time. when the radius vcetQr remains constant; But in. ~ase of the disc-load 

F, 
n(d.)1 H(ct .... r): t > f. the surf11ce ele.va:tion diminishes slowly with the 

variation of radius vector . wllen me time oompPnent remains unchanged. It is 
convenient to use Hank;el transform with. respccl to the .surface C!)-Qrdinate and 
Laplace transform with respect to the tiiJIC,l ca-ordinQle to ·~ the solution of tbe 
problem. The by.,ergeometrlc funCtion has been qsed to obtain the exact solution 
of the problem. 1 

lntr:oduction 

The wave phenomenon is a very common occurrence of oscillatory 
motion in nature; It draws a greater a~tention to the scientists and 
research~workers due to its wide imf'()rtantrole in the field of viscous 
and non-viscous. compressible and incompressible fluid. The waves 
are verities in nature, they are depressive apd non-depressive 
a<:cording to the dep~h of tbe fluid where they are generated. 

The present study of wave motion is 6ased Qn some.·assuroptions 
:tnd boundary-value conditions. The problem is considered a two-
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dimensional one. The two-dimensional surface-wave in a viscous 
incompressi{lle fluid generated due to the pressure applied on the free 
surface of the fluid has been studied by several classical investigators. 

Snedden1 studied the problem of semi·infinite viscous 
incompressible Ruid under the action of radially symmetric pressure 
distribution. 

Pntmanik2 considered the two,.dimensional problem of waves 
generated by moving oscillatory pressure distribution wbieh is 
applied on the free surface of an infinitely deep viscous incompressible 
fluid. 

Lambl, Bes$e14. Besant and Ramsay5 dealt also with the problem 
of tw<Miiroensional wave in viscous incompressible fluid in, their 
ci,assical treatises. 

Bhattacba"'ya<f oonsi(Jered tbe irrotatic;mal flow <>f semi~infinite 
viscous fluid by an ilnpl\l}sive v,elooity pre&(;ribed within a cireular 
region on · tbe surface 91. the tluid. 

Datta 7 CQnsi(iered the prQhtem of slow rotatiOn of a sphere with 
source at its centre in viscouS fluid. 

An ela,stk; half,-spa<;e proble@ which involves axisymmetric 
no~'ly ~ied · SUtface loads that expands are. of interest to study 
the .~ motion due to the ·SUrface· blust. TJ\e problem which 
involve$ loads that suddenly emanates from a point on tbe surface 
an<:l ex~ds radially at a ~nstant rate •. The~ toads. are so chosen .so 
that ~Y exert a ~force on the surface of dle half ..space as they 
expand.· 

J-{~re an attempt has been· made to study the surface wave in semi~ 
infinite viscous. inCQtnpmsit)Je fluid. The motion is generated due to 
a load.Ffi.(~ng 4lnd disc)~if,lg nQrmally ro the surface .~manates fr0l11 
the oriain and expands r,adlaUy at a const.aut rate c over the surface. 

An ~t sotutiQil has been obtained for surface elevation and the 
motion has been studied graphically. ln case of ring load· 

F.. 
2;, 6(ct- r); t > ~· it bas ~ fotind that tbe surface elevation 
increases asymptotically with the variation of time. wl1en the radius 

!;· 
.vector nnnains constant. But in CMe of the tiisc-load 1f( c~ )2 H(ct - r) ; 

t > ~·~ the sudaee elevation diminishes, slowly with variation of 
l'adius vector when the time component remains unchanged. It is 
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convenient to use Hankel transform with respect to the surface 
co-ot~inate and Lapl~e . transf9rm with respect to the time co
ordinate to get the solution of the prolllem .. The hypergeometric 
function has been used to obtain the exact solution of the problem 

Formulation of t/Je problem 

The equations of the motion are expressed in cylindrical 
co-ordinates (r, t). 'the motion is considered symmetrical about z·axis. 

Tile plane si.lrfw;e oftht:: half-'spat:e is z ::: 0 with z. < 0, forming the 
interior and t SQ, the half"spa¢e is at ®St. Wb¢n t :> o .. a load Fo (ring 
and disc) acting normally to the surface. emanates. 'from the origin and 
expands radially at a constant rate c over the surface. 

Governing equations are 

1 a (. au)· ll iJ2u 1 Jp r Tr r ar -;r+ iJz2 = J1 ar' {l) 

1 a( aw) q2w l Jp 
"i·iJr r ilr + ()z'l = J.l 7Ji• (2) 

where 
p = p- gpz. (3) 

Cont:inu1ty equation is 

where 

1 iJ ( } aw 0 . r Jr ur + az = fort so, t > 0 and 0 < r < ~ {4) 

r;:;:(z,O;t) = -p0(r,t), (S) 

t' :-.z (z, 0; t) == 0, (6) 

Po(r; t)"" 2~rb(ct- t); t > f for ring load which d.ecays 
Wilh r incl'~ases. 

F, 
= ~( 0

)., H(ct - r) ; t > L for ring load which trct• · c 
decays with P. increases. 

Assumplions are 
(i} Stress and velocity component 4 0 as r ·--+· Dt;f, 

(ii) Disturbed free surface Z = 71 (r, t) and that of undisturbed 
free surface t :::: 0. . 

(iii) Assuming fJ small, we may take at least the first 
approx.imation the free surface to be z = 0. 
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Thus we replace ~ at Z = q by its value at z = 0 except 

g pt, = gP'l• 
The boundary conditions become 

t:: =-p+2p~(Q ~ z = 0, t > 0, 
<:::: uz (7) 

p0 (r,t)= p+ gp1J- 2p a;;, z = 0, t > 0, (8) 

t:: ~ ~ .u{~ + ~~) = 0' z = 0, t > 0 (9) 

a, 
and 7fi • cal.:=O, z = 0, t > 0 .. (10) 

Now using Hanke.! transform of order one defined by ... 
uH = Jru11(~r)drtoequation(l),weget 

0 

J 
.. (Jlu 1 ciu u) · ... J· iJ'2u · 1 ... J. · iJp r ·~ 2 +-;r-- J1 (~r)+ r7i.:2J1 (~r)dr=-;; rJ1(.;r)dr-s.:dr 
0 

,ur r r r, 
0 

_,.. ,... 
0 

.,, 

( d
2 ~2) - 'p· or. dz2 - <.:t· "" - - P H· (11) 

Applyit1g llankel transform of order zero defined by -
wn = J rwl0 (9')dr to equations (2), (3), (8); (9) and (10), we .get 

(}, 

{ d.2 - ,;2) Wn = l. dpOH 
dz2 p dz. ' 

dw11 """dZ +.; :ulf "'0, 

. . . . . dwu . 
Pn + gpf/H - fJ dt "" Poll, z = 0, t ::: 0, 

duH 
dt - :wn = 0, z = 0, t = 0, 

d1JR . 
"(if = Wy, Z = 0, t = 0. 

From (13} and (15), we get 

d2wH P 0 
· dz2 + ~ ~ P 11 ::: • 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(i7) 
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Multiplying (ll) by d:;u + 9z Pn = 0 and differentiating (12) 

w,r.t. z and adding [using equation (13)], we get 
d2p 
--1L- ;;2p - 0 (18) tfZ2 ':> JJ - .• 

The solution of ( 18) subject to the condition pH --7 0 as z -'J' "" is 
PH= A(() e-~i. (19} 

Putting (19) in (ll) and (12), we get 

( d2 - 4z) u = ... ,;. A(G) e..,C% (40} 
dz2 H Jl. .·. . • 

c::2 - ,;z) WH =-; A(C) e-Cl; (21) 

Applying the bourtd_..-y condition «u ~ 0 as z ~ oc and 
w11 -+ 0 as t-+ oo to equations (20) and (21). we get 

. . u11 = C1e-Cz + v;_c;)e-C:. (22) 

and 

w11 ::::: Cze"'~t + z:~) e-C-:., (23) 

where C1 and C2 are constants to be determined. Putting w11 from 
equation (23) into equation (17), we get 

C .. -' A(.~} 
2 - 2p,;. 

On putting (22) and (23) in equation of continuity (13), we get 
C! =0. 

(24) 
... 

Now taking Laplace transform, defined by f(p) = J e-51/(t)dt. 

on equations 04) an.d (16), we get, o 

(25) 

(26) 
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We have 

I 

· · Pn = J A(~) e-~:e-SJdt = e-4: A(~), 
0 

w:u = ~~·(t+.~z)e-{.::. 
Substituting in (26). we get 

-:-.. WH -
A(~l+ gps = Pon 

or,~(~)+ gp 1' = Pon ; a= 2~~· 

· · A(~) = {t.,. s: a)i{w. 

I 

•• A( f)= f~>H -a J f(t>- t) g(r)dr. 
. 0 

We have 

FO <:' Po = -2 u(ct - r)dr. 
trr 

(27) 

... (28) 

(29) 

(30) 

- _ Wn _A(~) 
• • 1Jn - S - 2!J~S • (32) 

where 

(33) 
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. -
·• P0 :; j §Jc(~r) e-?:::~wd4 -·f.; J J0 <4r)e-f.:::cl' 

0 ~,(l 

'· 
1r Lu-rJ ., · 

x j~?.I-.J ftw(~. r)dr 
jt A-. 

·J' ,~ .... ~r-n J1(rrq) 1 X t:-"' ~--·( T 
T 

r .. 
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and 

and 

F, oO 

W = 2nfrct J~-11o<~r)(1 + 9;)e-~h(ctt)d!f 
0 

F. oo I ..JL 
~ 4!;v l ;-zJo(~)(l + tz)e-(;d~ 1 e2~(1-r) J, (~r4) d-x-

~-

. • . I g 
11 = 2:ftc f4-'J<t(€r)d~J e-Zv~(t-r) Jl(~'f4) dr. 

0 !. 
<' .... 

(39) 

(40) 

Conslderillg the effect of large viscosity V>> l, we neglect v-2. 

• c:' I 

- ..:!.JL.f -1 (l - 1 ' (l )• .. c - 2 · r .,F.1 -
2 

, -
2 

, 1. -:;--:;- . d't' , 10r r < ct ttpc ~ · c~ 1:-
L . 

We have 

Fo s' [ 1 ( r )
2 

3 (. r )" ] ·'· YJ -= 2npc z--t 1 - 4 cr2 - ~ c:;: + · · · d't ··· 
r ,. 

(41) 

(42) 

or, T1 = 2~ [t (~~t + 2~6 (~ t -log(;1)- {{6 + .. J(43) 

Discussion af the result 

Ftom Eq. (35), we can predict that in case of ring toad when 

!. 2!: 1 surface ~levation gradually increases and when ! = .! surface r · r c 
elevation vanishes and when l < !.. < l surface elevation decreases c r 
and ultimately surface depression will start. 
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Also from Eq. (43). it is seen tbatin ease of disc load when ~ = 1 

i;e. -r
1 = l the elevation on the free surface vanishes and when '

1 
> 1 

£ c 
surface elevation incresses and . when ; < 1 surface elevation 
d~reases and ultimately surface depression occurs. 

Graphical study is made in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. 

1'...-+ 1 .2 
11 T VI 

~ ~ 

Table 1 

Numerical result 
We assume c = lO. 1 ::::r L 

J 4 5 6 

~ § If) § f.; 
~ 0: 0: ~ 

7 8 9 
~· ~ ~ !"" 
~ "': 

1.2--r--------------------....._.., 

0.2 

E 
For the castt~ring load 2;, o(ct - r) ; t > ~, i.e. r = 5, c;:; 10, 

1 > -l it has been revealed by the graphical study tbat the surface 

elevation for a particular ring r = 5 gradually increases with the 
incte.1;1se of time when the radius vector remains constant (Fig. 2). On 

E . 
the other hand, i~ case of disc-load fl(c~)2 H(ct- r); r > ~. when 

the radius vector is a variable, the surface elevation diminishes slowly 
when the time component remains unchanged (Fig. 1). 
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Table l 
Numerical result 

We assunre c = 10. r:: 5. 

3 4 5 6 

8 ~· ~ ~ 
~· ~ 

7 8 

~ 
Vl 

8 
0': 
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~ 
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., - I ·-
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
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Fig. 2 
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